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Washington. Nov. 18. (By the Associated Press).
Japan's reciuest for an increase in the proportional
strength of her navy may lead speedily to some plain talk
across the council table of the arms comerence.
The American delegation stands ready to dispute
stubbornly any material change from the ratio set forth
in the American plan. That ratio, it was emphasized by
Highest authorities today, rellects existing proportional
strength and so cannot be altered without upsetting a
iundamental principle ot the whoJe plan.
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JUST WAITING FOR SOMEBODY TO OPEN THE DOOR.
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Employes of Three Other
Meat Pants, wno Are
Holding Conferences, Are
Expected to roiiow ami.
I'rem.)

Hy The Amirlalrd

il

Introduction of expert medical testimony were today's developments
In the manslaughter trial of lioscoo
C. ("Fatty") Arbiicklc in connection with the death of Virginia.
Itappo. The court room was crowded for tho first time in three days.
One juror was selected.
Ijoctors Shelby p. Strange, acting
city autopsy surgeon, and William
Ophtilu, who conducted both external and internal examinations ot
Miss llnppo's body, were the first
witnesses. They described the bladder rupture which caused Miss
Rappe's death. The prosecution
accuses Arburkle of causing this
injury through the application of
external force.
A hnlf hour argument was built
around a defense question to Dr.
Ophuls as to whether Misn Kappe's
fatal injury might have been caused by sudden immersion in a tub of
cold water.
The question, amended several times, was allowed and
the doctor said that such an injury
was possible from such a cause, lie
also said the injury was possible
from other causes.
Miss Rappe was immersed in a
tub of cold water during tho party
in the Hotel St. Francis, at which
it is alleged she wus fatally In
jured.
Some time was passed in discus
sion as to whether there, should be
Saturday ami night sessions, tlavin
Mi'N'ab. chief counsel for tho de
fense, suggested that no session he
held tomorrow on account of the
football game between California
universities.. The
and Stanford
court said he desired to proceed
,',inrt and counsel
tho matter to the jury to decide
over night
Five women, four of them mn
are, on the Jury. An alternate
Juror, Stephen A. Hopkins; a paper
merchant, was also sworn m.
Tho names of the juror.; and
their occupations follows:
, August E. Fritze, cotton
goods
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The cut is effective
its amount.
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Morris & Co. has announced that
which Has long been upon my
nounced, that they want seven to Monday,
of
Premier
Briand,
ten. The naval experts of the France, is expected to speak to the
It will follow the example of the
heart, and whicivnt this significant
miiim-ntVnited States really believe that delegates on
others. All of the big five except
it is clearly my duty to
land armaments. In
five to ten is nearer the proper al which France is vitally interested,
Morris & Co. last spring Inaugusay.
lotment.
Great
"It was stated at some of the
rated the "plant congress" system
Britain has ac laying down a formula that will
of employes' participating in the
sessions nt t n o recent league of
cupted the six to ten plan In prin- become the basis of discussion
her
of
tho
nations
hut
industry.
management
ciple,
meeting in Ueneva it has
spokesmen have been later
often been carelessly suggested ill
silent about the new Japanese proQuestion Vn to n Vote.
the press th n the flame of war is
The agreement between Armour
posals.
in great measure
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alive by tnose
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a
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BE
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TO
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four employes, representatives of
Japan by Admiral Baron Kato
I can, of
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and
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change
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largest war materials manuductions, eftec'lve In nil p ants exmore
cost
and
little
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at
than
facturing works in the world.
lomatic struggle will result.
cept that at Fort Worth, Tex., merchant.
are to be established near the camTlio shipyards of my company
Conference Didn't fllcet.
adopted:
confectioner.
MaIf
John J. Dierks,
the presont plan of Rr.
build more naval ships than
The cluar delineation
of the pus
For piece workers. 8 per cen1.
J. lteef, expert accountare built in any other yards
American position on this subject rion LeRoy Burton, president of
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materializes.
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ono management in the
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under
plan
served to turn attention again to
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Far Kastern negotiations were at a awaits
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the Far East.
Associated Press.) Since the
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as financial loss can be ot
Arthur JI. crane, explosive e.v
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thing
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when comno consideration
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pert.
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to mankind
that the administration does not! after many students had
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gested today by some of the
to limit
Involved in the realization of
the armament plained of the histh cost of living
lesser
labor conditions, are:
dignitaries attending that
Thomas'Kilkenny. candy dealer.
that magnificent plan."
agreement, if there is one, to the- Dr. Burton declared nt his meet- it might be a good plan to have
Unskilled labor, receiving less
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which delegates come and go,
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Bethlehem Steel corporation sunk
tries; Country Solvent.
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and
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ment- tho other interested nations
bottom of tho ocean."
Under the plan the coperaflve
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of
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ate confirmation result it was said wlthapnroval
the
men
prosperity and happifive, 125,000
Press.) China's desire to manage
of the institution.
side arms.
"It would mean first of all." lie and women big
ness of tho world," he added,
to be the belief of the administrawill be affected.
In
A movement Is on foot here to her own affairs without interfer
said
not
There
least
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of
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possibility
refinal result, a far larger numtion that the whole armament
"than the conclusion of agreebuild dormitories for students with ence from other, countries was
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the meeting
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Recentmore
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more
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art.
will
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It
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and
roads."
better
beAdA New Departure.
general authority already possessed
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cesses of Capitalism
asserted that China was solvent
Mr.
foresaw also
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by the executive.
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through
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industrial
said,
progress
great
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Fur Kastern Conference.
make which will hasten the
a new
Premier
if given the opportunity.
In AmerFROM BARELAS BRIDGE which, like Japan, would In his marked
There was every indication tocoming of the time when war
ican industry. departure
Chin declared that China was lookWhile
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opinion,
develop
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all
powers
shall be no more."
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night that
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manufacturing- - country.
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success
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Mr.
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added
other
that
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give
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Santa Fe, Nov. 18. The highway
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ference fully prepared to express
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The presdlcnt, who received Lord
information
received
BLANT0N WOULD MAKE
ON Northcliffe
indicating packing houses were the first na- Correspondent
their views on the plan presented
department today called for bids the
Press .) Trusts and combinations
at his palace, said:
presence of a number of Ko- tional Industry to attempt this are
bolthe concrete paving of seven
for
the
as a basis ot discussion by China.
fostered
by
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A "GAS ATTACK ON"
"The opening of the Washington miles of
which, he method of employe representation
y
recess the forhighway No. 1 south from reans In Washington,
Every day
During the
government.
shevik
in
the
the
the
been
marked
conference
before
by
to
has
management.
West
hoped
thought,
bring
the Barelas bridge, by the
DEFENSELESS TEXANS
eign delegations have been in touch
InThe final test of the plan will brings announcements of new com-to
many suggestions advocating for side of the Rio
Grande and two conference the question of the exwith their governments, and alfactories
small
of
binations
in
He
come,
such
Korea.
control
China
pro1
officials
but
eign
say, when it is seen
make
other federal aid projects. One of dependence of
Prem.)
though not all may desire to views
UlilUHIUI'J
soviet government has
cedure would only cause further the others is the concrete
(llj The AwHwIated 18.
pressed the opinion that the con- whether the body of employes ac which the
detailed statements of their
paving or ference
RepreNov.
concession and there Is
a
xno
ana
Washington.
not
troume.
should
difficulties
the
take
granted
ud
cept
decision
Japan's
Cruces-Kof
l
their
seven
Las
miles of the
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et this stage of the negotiations,
discussion of tho necessity sentative Blanton,. democrat, Tex..
frank
do auoweu Paso highway, from Anthony, on relations with Korea as he believed representatives.
snouia
people
that
.lmnese
a
is
inexpectation
there
general
who was recently censured by the
rooioaii Observers Predict to solve their own. internal prob- - the state line, north toward Las such a step would only ne'dlessiy
What effect the decision will for organizing and combining
some progress will be possible.
objectionable
house for Inserting
dustries to Insure their success.
icms. uninas present irouuien Cruces, and the other is the grad- arouse the hostility of the .Tapanaao have on tho strike vote
thn
Thit
Tho Japanese, in particular. InReca
recently
Midi
that
oeaSOn
Will
believe
to
ine
tnO should be regarded by foreigners ing of fourteen miles of the Carls people.
It Is difficult
taken by the Amalgamated Assolanguage In the Congressional sevendicated that they preferred to have
dethe
so
but
which
to
as
recently
China
challenged
not only
ciation of Butcher Workmen and government
ord, today
peculiar
The depart
road.
Tonight With Champion- - as
their policies developed step by
the natural step in the evolution ment also asked for bids for gradnounced all the proocsso- of capi- teen' other members of the Texas
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step as the negotiations continue.
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council of the government Is to get the present session.
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International
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Swift & Co. also announced toa
decide that question.
WEATHER.
still more impossible.
game between the two is barred by here of foreign capital and this,
that the Omaha assembly cent of their output to the govern- competition
Tho Arizona Wildcats have demonstrated their right to their night
The
Denver, Colo., Nov., 18. New the conference rules.
coupled with the decrease in trade
present rate on cannt I
had
ment.
voted
to
Saccharine
will
one
of
be
a
cut
but
necept
wage
and
name.
Tho brand of football they have exhibited during the had not
of such staples as silk, tea
Mexico: Generally fair Saturday,
Wisconsin still is a mathematigoods from Chicago to the const
specified the- amount or their chief products.
warmer north portion. Sunday cal possibility for a tie for first the like, is responsible for little past few seasons is AAA1.
is $1.50 per hundred pounds,
how It was to be determined.
New
Mexico
Unit
tho
know
have
their
Lolios
warmer
Into
Surely
country.
you
the
southeast
capital
two
coming
with
these
portion.
fair;
place
elevens, but
Swift & Co.'s employes are hold STORM KIMS FIGHT PERSONS. Hastings said, while the steamship
greatest team rids year. From end to end, the line measures up
Arizona:
''China is in financial difficulties
rate from New York is 73 cents.
Fair, Saturday
anl it is doubtful if the Badgers' claims
IS. Kish
Mena, Ark., Nov.
ing
assembly meetings In the varl
to
here.
Tho
worked
seen
ever
baekfleld
In
action
has
any
Sunday; slowly rising temperature. would receive much consideration but they are not Insurmountable,
ous cities where such organizations members of the family of R. K. The railroads are asking a rate of.
In
and
with
a
of
the
every
game
flawlessly
now
and
taken
year.
are
by
sparkle
$1.15 from Chicago.
after the tie game with Michigan
steps
being
'
This Is one of tlio times In each year when the city of exlut and these assemblies are act-- i Weems at Wlckes, Ark., twenty-siLOCAL RF.PORT.
the government- which will enable
last Saturday.
ing Individually instead of collect- - miles south of hero, were killed
Albuquerque has a chance to show that It Is squarely behind tho
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
Chicago and Wisconsin will fieht the country to return to Its normal
Ively, as was the case with the
It Is an opportunity to seo a corking football contest
night when the Weems homo
university.
houM ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, it out on Stagg field in a game which state within a reasonable time desmotir employes.
Our front page box Is given
mid still display a proper attitude of appreciation for the benefits
collapsed during a violent storm.
recorded by the university:
will decide third ana fourth places. pite the troubleu between the norM
asover today to help the Vnlver
All
cities
such
where
to Wlckes are down, but
the
wires
tho
Among
university brings to the city.
38
Fifth and sixth olaces are belnir and south. These are expected to
Highest temperature
semblies
It
exist
is
Kansas
are
football game. We are glad
understood
Don't
are
Denver,
thnt
little
bleacher
and
slty
there
2,300
tliut
seals
forget
damage wa"
25 battled for by Michigan and Minne- be adjusted In due course.
Lowest
to extend this courtesy.
abundant parking space has been provided.
You will not be City, Fort Worth, St. Joseph Mo., done except on the Weems farm.
13 sota, these two elevens meeting at
"Some foreign newspapers have
Range
In your view ot tho game if you start for the Omaha, St, Paul, St. Louis and East
Ilowc'ver h vitally important
32 Ann Arbor, Mich.
Mean
Purdue, facing pointed out that the differences be-- 1 disappointed
St. iAiuis, 111.
field a little early.
situation is ponding with the
FILM STAR HF.COVF.RIXO.
58 Indiana at Bloomlngton. Ind.. has tween the north and south are nf.t Humidity at 6 o a, m m
shoW
Officials
New
Let's
York.
Let's
said
action
IS
Bet
behind
that
'nv
ii ml sheep Industries.
our
M.irlnn
tliem
the
cattle
thnt
tonight
boys.
varsity
p.
it a chance to pass Minnesota, while differences between the people of team is our team, whether we come from Cornell or Cali:ornla.
jiumiuuy at
along the same lines was expected Davies, film star, who contracted
reader should tuke
F.very
None Indiana must w:n to keep out of a those sections, but between persons
Precipitation
in
In
Let's Join
New Mexico's Lobo locomotive yell. Make It a
these assemblies and that they pneumonia several days ago and careful note of our special ediMaximum wind velocity.,... 32 tie for Inst place. Northwestern desiring to serve their own'endii,
was
In
tho
the
celebration
would
field
at
critical
thin
a
community
afternoon. expected
university
torial ut the bottom of page
ratify
employes
condition,
reported
iJlrectlon of wind. ,,. . .Northwest and Illinois seemed doomed to the and this view is correct. The pea- the action of tho men appointed to Is "on the road to recovery," her two today.
You're expected.Champtcr of day, .. .Partly cloudy bottom of the ladder,
pte ot China are sound."
represent them in the assemblies, physician announced today.
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BEER

of the state arc In a deplorable
financial predicament. The present price of their product Is ruinwith-oously low. It will bo difficult to bhvo many worthy growers
'careful nursing and prcut leniency. Tliut much Is admitted.
Those growers are to have a moetliiR, probably at Roswell, In
the near future, to dlscnss tho situation of thoso who have purchased or leased public lands. They intend to formulate a plan
lor relief through the land office.
lauds
d
or
The growers argue thnt they
nrglinr
during the 1iU;;Ii prices and In response to tho government's
thnt they produce to the maximum, for war purposes. Now these
contracts are ruining them, they assert,
Tho Journal agrees In principle with the contention that these
Industries must not '( destroyed. It would bo n bad thing for tho
growers for such a
ftnte, for our educ; .until system and for tho we
enn by publicity
e are willing to help all
thing to happen.
Is
Our
attitude
in solvfng the probicm.
sympathetic.
to
not
should
ask
the
upon their own
pass
growers
However,
cases. The land office should not undertake to dicker with tlxm
as individuals. If this Is (lone dissatisfaction and misunderstanding
is certain to result.
In the judgment of the Journal the growers should ask the
luiul commissioner nnd the governor to appoint u disinterested
and impartial board of three citizens to hear evidence and recommend a fixed policy, applicable to all growers fulling within the
classifications such a hoard should he admonished that It equall
the educational system, the growers nnd tho public and
' represents
la to do what Is just and best for nil in the clrcumstunees.
understanding nnd an impartial adjustment Is
what is needed. Uy such a routo the public can bo reconciled
secured. This should not bo a test as to who
and its
Is Kiil'Hclent.y powerful to put something over at the expense of
the rest of the people but a friendly negotiation for an Intelligent
uud equitable solution.
Whatever is done should be a fixed policy, applicable to the
weak and influential alike and not nn effort to dicker with each
individual, granting more relief to the persistent or powerful than
can be secured by those less favorably situated. There Is a sensible
and fair way to urilve at an agree :! e solution.
Tlio cattle niul Rlicrp

rrc )
The brief
;
wore conheer
"medical"
days of
sidered numbered today when the
nenate. bv a vote of 56 to 22, finthe conference report
ally adopted
bill.
,
On the nntt-lieWith legislative action concluded
the bill fought over for months,
exgoes to tha president, who Iswithpected to Rive it his approval
in the
period in which he
can net. It was thought possible,
however, that there mlffht be a
few days delay while an opinion asto the constitutionality of the measuro was received from the attorney
general.
Until the president's pen goes on
tho bill, manufacture and sale,con-by
physicians' prescriptions will antinue, tJie treasury department the
nounced but in all quarters
lrase on life for "medical" beer
was not placed beyond ten days, alwent down
though the beer ban with
the isenly a few weeks ago
suance of the treasury's beer regulations.
Only on hour's debate, but or
extra fervid character, preceded
the senate vote today. Prohibition
clashed
advocates and opponents
discussion,
sharply during the final The
lineup
limited by agreement.
included
of the bill's opponents
twelve republicans nnd ten demorepublicrats, while thirty-thre- e
democrats
cans and twenty-thre- e
measure.
the
supported
(By The AMi"..tcl

Wnshlnpton, Nov. 18.

er

ten-da-

y

i
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TAXICABS FRIGHTENED
AWAY $Y U. S. MARINES
s
New York, Nov. 18. Two
twlco swung near a mail truck
night,
in a suspicious manner last armed
but were frightened away by
marines guarding the truck, with
threats to shoot, it was said, todaya
by postoffice inspectors.taxis After
disapsecond warning the
peared up a side street. The mail
the
from
was being transported
city hall station to railway trains.
Friedman at Madison Square Onr-- Tex Hickard says ho will Rivo
Champion Penny Leonard $40,000
to box either Tendler, Kansas, or
Friedman at Madlsan Square
taxi-cab-

SLOAN'S EASES PAH)
RELIEVES THE ACHE
ffORMENTING,

agonizing

rheu-i--

1

matic aches are quickly relieved
by Sloan's Liniment. Apply it
freely and enjoy a comforting sense of
warmth. It penetrates without rubbing.
Good also for sciatica, lumbago,
d
muscles, still
neuralgia,
joints, external aches and pains, backaches, strains and sprains.
Don't let pain lay you up. Keep
Sloan's Liniment handy and at the
first sign of an ache or pain, use it,
tor it certainly does produce results.
, At all druggists 35c, 70c, $1.40.
over-exerte-

liniment
basvsan

yenemy
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Miss Megan Lloyd itotg drifln?
her rar. accompanied by a girl
friend.
Miss

Washington, Nov. 18 (by the Associated Press). .Japan's position
on China's proposals Is being auway:
thoritatively outlinedto this
see the conJapan would like
ference adopt a Bet of principles
Japan's
which, if guaranteeing
"right of existence," would generChina
for
insure
ally and especially
her territorial and, In so far as possible, her complete administrative,
integrity. At the same time these
principles could affirm the doctrine
of equal opportunity for all.
Japan, for tho moment, has no
bread program to apply to China,
believing that If she sought to impose a broad platform it would lay
her open to suspicion as possibly
purpose.
concealing somo hidden
As suggestions arise Japan will exinclude
own
which
views,
hes
plain
a well defined limit concerning
China beyond which her (spokesmen sny they will not go.
As Japan nnd China are members of tho league of notions, and
have subscribed to making public
all treaties, she is ready to refrain
from secret treaties but doubts tho
practicability of having China participate in new treaties concerningis
that country. Japan, however,
concluagreeable to submitting
sions to China for an opportunity
to register disapproval should she
so desire.
Japan would subscribe to a declaration for the neutrality of China
but would point out that during
the
war, owing to
territorial and gebgraphlcal conditions, both Itufsia and Japan were
obliged to combat on Chinese territory, and that it might be necessary to traverse her soil again.
Japanese spokesmen argue that
thero may, therefore, be a difference of degree between the economic ao'Ivity of Japanese and
that of other nations, more particularly in Manchuria and Mongolia,
but they contend it docs not Imply
the Japan has any Intention of exfrom the
cluding other nations
commerce of China.
Kusso-Japane-

SHOES

Mepan Lloyd Ueorge, the
of Great Britain's
get a precedent to London
recently by amine her own ;ar.
Hie car was
a small
given to her by Mrs. i.lovd George
Miss Megan recently drove her
distinguished father from Chequers
to London in her "bus."
daughter

ore-mi- er

two-seat-

B Tile Associated t'reti.)
Versailles, Nov. 18 (by the Associated Frees.) Hanri kandru, on FAVORS
trial for murder in the Assizes court
here, today fulfilled his promise of
yesterday to give the address of one
but the
of his alleged victims,
dramatic effort was somewhat
lessened when the address proved
to be five years old.
The prisoner told the court that
Mme. Heon, whom he is charged
OVERSEAS
with having murdered on October
6, 1915, lived six months following
that date at tho small Hotel Du
Mans in Paris. He declared the
police had never been there to Briton Hopes That Nations
seek any trace of the missing woWill Become Less Suspicman.
Prosecutor Godefroy, who yesterof One Another So
ious
day assured the reputed "Bluebeard
of Gambls," that proof that one
Both Can be Abandoned.
of his victims was living would
save his head, applied to tho court
(Kj 'I'll A.MM'lnlcfl frets.)
today to direct the police to InvestiWashington, Nov. 18 (by the Asgate the address Landru gave and sociated Press). Brltinh spokesmen regard tho Washington conreport to the court tomorrow.
ference, so far as It concerns limitation of naval armament, distinctSTANFORD-CALIFORNIly a "success," leaving only details
ELEVENS CLASH TODAY to be Ironed out.
"I have never been present at a
Stanford University, Calif., Nov. more remarkable conference," said
of them
one
today, speaking for
18.
Stanford, on the eve of what
"No conference ever
promises to be the biggest of the publication.
traditional "big games"
against started under happier autjpic.es or
California, tonight is ready for the with a greater promise of success."
thousands who will witness the "Cut," ho adfleo, when tho queswas
tion of submarine tonnage
clash.
For the first time since 1892, mentioned, "if this conference
when the elevens first met, the merely results in the substitution
contest will bo held in what college of the submarine for tho overseas
men say is a proper big game set- fleet, it would be barren of result.
the reting ,a great new stadium, capable I very strongly hope that
Until sult will be that nations will become
of seating many thousands.
this year's ''big game" crowds leas suspicious of one another and
never passed tho 40,000 mark. To- eventually render unnecessary both
night only 700 of the 61,000 stadi- the overseas fleet and the submarine.
um tickets remained unsold.
"So far as working out a workStanford's
ofemen, the California varsity veterans, visited the able plan goes, I should not
stadium today while on their way
the British suggestions for
to San Jose, where they will spend modification of the American plan
as a vital issue to tho program."
the night.
Somewhere In the hills back of
the Stanford
Farm, the Cardinal
varsity men are resting.
L
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Headaches From Slight Colds.
Laxative BROMO QUININE Tablets relieve the Headache by curing the Cold. A tonic laxative and
germ destroyer. The genuine bears
the signature of E. W. Grove. (Be
sure you get BROMO.) 30c.
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THE CANON CITY

lEfCTIE
C. F. & I. Company Reports

Number of
Strikers in Huerfano and
Las Animas Counties.
Decrease

SAL

E

do

not fail to attend the

S

ALE

,

,

in tho

THIS

HOW
IS

YOUR

GOING

number

of

strikers

in Huer-

fano and Las Animas counties and
a sympathetic strike in the Canon
City district were reported by the
Colorado Fuel and Iron company
as the principal developments in
tho second day of the strike against
reduction of wages in thirteen of
Its coal mines.
While the total number of idle
miners is larger than yesterday,
the company's stutemont said that
this was due to the sympathetic
strike in Canon City nnd that conditions were better today In the
other two districts.
Approximately ISO state rangers
are on duty in Huerfano county,
acting undor a second martial law
proclaimed today. The new proc-it
lamation was made necessary,
was said, by provisions of the state
Motifiitinn that th trnonfl must be
in tho field before such a proclam
ation can ue enuuuve.
Adjutant General Hamroclc is In
xtinrco r,r AValsenbure nnd tonight
the situation was reported as quiet,
with no atsturoances oi any kuiu.
rruA mtrMrtntr mlnpm wrtra in hold
a meeting at Walsenburg tonight.
Attorney uenerai viciur a. lvrjm,
informal of the Canon City
...n-r,,,Hnolnrert that this sten wae
contrary to provisions of the state
industrial law which requires a
before any
thirty days' notie
'change in working conditions can
be made errecuvo.

SHOE SALE
SALE

in

(Bf The A.Mirluleil TrwO
Denver, Colo., Nov. 18. Decrease

N

Manufacturer's Special,
V

ON

OPPORTUNITY

To get Seasonable Boots, Shoes, Oxfords, etc, for Men, Women and
Children, at prices in most instances below wholesale quotations.
We have not space to tell you all. Everything has been marked
down. This is not a sale of odds and ends; full runs of sizes and
widths are offered. To properly compare the enormous savings
offered at this sale one must attend.

AR IN SOHDAfS PAP

Ings nppoar tomorrow night, it
will show a lack of effort thnt
Is almost appalling when tlio
groat value of tlio prizes and
the. short period of tho campaign is considered.
tntr
Tho First Subscription Coupon.
Candidates should get all votes
As candidates should and probainto this office before 6 o'clock to bly will want to get busy at once, ft
in
first
the
pubCOUSUBSCRIPTION
"FIRST
night to appear
lished count to appear tomorrow.
PON" Is printed to assist them in
1 ir:st Ust of Candidates.
start.
Subscribers
a
flying
getting
With tho publication rriday
and friends who wish to nominato
of tho names r tho men and
or help some candidate already in
women who hnvo been nomithe race, may also make use of
nated thus far in tho Journal's
this special coupon. It gives 20,000
Extra Votes when accompanied by
citing in tho
hi; campaign,
the first subscription.
great race will begin in earnest.
If you have a favorite In the list
The race Is on nnd those
or if you know of
of candidates
who devote themselves most
someone whom you would like to
see get a big touring car, Decemdiligently to tho gathering of
voles will l)o tho ones to reber 22nd, then help them get a
ceive the handsome prizes that
good start by sonding in your firsl
am to lc awarded.
subscription for a year or two.
A perusal of tlio list, how.
Right now is the time for thosa
over, shows that very few permen and women to enter who hava
sons have entered tho
been hesitating.
The present bl
and when tlio first
FIRST PKRIOD vote schedule,
and the liberal 100.000 EXTRA
published list ci vote stand- VOTE Offer for a "club" of
?27 is the biggest opportunity for
votes that will be mado during
period of the campaign. The
COPELAND
"FIRST PERIOD" opens the way
to success to you.
You probably know that $27 In
campaign collections is what is
TO EAT
termed a "club" and with each and
every "club" that a candidate se
cures, 100,000 EXTRA VOTES aro
given in addition to all the regu
lar votes.
No Need To ncld Them.
In building these "ekibs .' Mindi- i dates should
observe .that It Isn't
necessary to hold back their subNew York Health Commis- scriptions
until they have a
It is much better to
sioner Has a "Reducing (turn inclub.
the subscriptions as fast
Men
'as
secu.e
of
Fat
them. By doing this
you
Fifty
Squad"
none are liable to get lost and the
and Fifty Fat Vomen.
subscriber
will
get his paper
promptly, and inasmuch os the
B.T Tile Anrl:l(f(l Pte.)
campaign department keeps an acNew York, Nov. 18. A great curate record of each and every
subscription received you will gain
many fat people in the United nothing by holding the
subscripStates avowedly want to becomo tions until the last.
thin, but dnn't know how. By thw
When tho "First Period"
hundreds they have been confess-Incloses the cumpaigu departthis desire in letters to City
ment will total up tlio subCme'and
Health Commissioner
scriptions each cuudiduto lias
Their selection of him as tho perturned id during tho period
son who mlrrht take a great weisrlv'.
and will Issue Special Vote Haloff their shoulders was si'STed
low to cover tlio extra votes
duo. Tlio regular votes ore
hy sccounts of his recent mobilisation of a reducing squad of fifty
Issued as usual when tho subfat men and fifty fat women In
scription Is turned In.
New York.
Harvest of Votes.
hund'-eThe next few days should prove
These
heavyweights
have been shrinking dally and the a veritable harvest of voles for the
letters from outside New York in- ambitious candidate, who is in to
quire how Pr. Copelad does it. win one of the touring cars. Those
Its simple, ho says. Proper diet who have not yet entered the camregular exercise and proDer living paign have only to clip out the
nomination blank in order to get
habits are ell that is necessary.
"You cannot be happy unless tho 6.000 votes as a starter freo.
your stomach is full." the doctor otn 20,000 votes are given as a bonus
the first subscription that you
tells the fat folks. Then ho exeither new or renewal. That
plains what foods thev should sucure,
37,000 votes that you will
eat to keen happy, ellmtna'lng all makes
as
a. starter. The first subhave
those which produce fat. Borne of
scription will also apply on the Exthefoods they mnv eat In abund- tra
Special 100,000 vote offer. NOW
ance are celery, buttermilk, radtime of the. entire cami
tomatoes, is the best
ishes, endive, lettuce
YOU can achieve
paign.watercress, elams. whites of eg?H, via the SPECIAL 100,000 victory
VOTE
chicken without th skin, sad
'
i ,
white meat of lobster, codfish, route.
i
pears, apples, grapefruit, lemons
oranges, rhubarb, lean meat an.l
skl""Pd milk.
"The greatest mistake
people
make is In th selection of the r
food." Dr. Coif 'and r intends. "Th
nveraee meal is poorly balanced
This is particularly so of breakfast. Imagine wanting to get thin
on a breakfast like this: cereal
and cream, hot muffins with butter and hnnev, saiisa"e and possibly somo fruit covered with sugar
Th's entire meal is ma"e up of
starches and sucar, which sdi
flesh nnd very often as an ndded
offense It is wnshed down with tea,
"offee or cocoa saturated with sugar."
Dr. Coneland lets his smtad eat
Vult for breakfast, except hanfttina.
Un bars siiffar, prohibits
white
bread, and onposes the drinkinsr of
water with meals because that
makes the room and Inclination for
;
more food. Cereals are all rlgbt.
he mvs. If a tablennon of bran is
artdofl Instead of sugar.
He reeommonds Pwertlh exercises. But if the smhltlous heavy
Insists on his calisthenics hetn"
100 per cent American the TInlted
ill. '
States army setting tin exercises
nr just as good an any other.
Thoe can be practiced within the
It is not artifnrlvacv of the home provided the
home in of sound construction and
flavored,
icially
tne neighbors plcsant. One of Dr.
but, having the
.Conolnnd's smart confided that
everv time she bean bending and
delicious, natural
nmnlnT t"ere rime comnlalnts
flavor and aroma
'rom tb occupant of tha apartment below.
of high-grad- e
cnin-pnlj-

WILL

ACTUALLY

Women's Dress Boots
Special Sale Price

$2.98 '

FIND

Men's Dress and
Work Shoes at Only

COCHRANE RUNS 384
AT BILLIARDS; SETS
NEW WORLD'S RECORD

$1.98

Boys' Dress and School
Shoes at Only

Misses' and Children's
Shoes at Only

$1.98

$1.98

ETC., ETC.

ETC., ETC.

tl The Amwlnlfd Pri.)
Chicago, Nov. 13. Melker Cochrane of San FranciBCo today broke
the world's record for 18.2- balk
line billiards when ho made a run
of 884 in the fourth Inning of his
1. 1.
finttnn ...
(n thf
Kttiut Willi frircm kvvu..,
world's championship tournament.
matcn
won
in me
tne
Cochrane
fifth Inning,- - 400 to 67.
-

Men's
Leather
Slippers

98c

J $1.98
301
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u
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Roswell, N. M., Nov. 18. Ros-we- ll
Its
High school maintained
record of not being scored on toArte-sl- a
team
defeated
when
the
day
High school, 29 to 0. The
team held the local team
scoreless In- the first halt. The
scoring started in the early part of
Hie second half and the rest of
them was easy for Roswell,
Ar-tes- ia

Journal want ads get results

world unless
trained.

i

In the
you' are

This school offers superior advantages in' DAY AND NIGHT
SESSIONS. Special Speed Classes.
Private instruction to backward
students in all grades ot public
school work.

C. H. CARNES

white

sppeuinee
Courtud'f Orimtal
Cream rendm to tbt
Shoulders and arau.l

SPECIALIST I OM'l.AR
UKFR ACTION
107 8. Fourth.
Phone 1057--

Coven ikln blemishef. I
Will not nib oft. Fart
superior M powoert.
3cmf 5c. for
Trial Slit

in

m

FOR SALE

WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOtiRNAi (I r F I ( E
Letterheads
X' Folder
Blotters

With Special Holiday

Designs Must

bo ordered SOON, Seo onr Samples
an excellent lino. Orders for En-

graved
placed

Checks

208

Cards
can be
Greeting
for only a few more days.

Vest Gold Avenue

REDUCE WEIGHT

FIRST SUBSCRIPTION COSIPGIi

te

com-'ple-

Albuquerque Journal Salesmanship Club
Good For 20,000 Extra Credits
Accompanied by the nomination blank, and your first
subscription, this coupon will start you In the race for the
magnificent Morning Journal prizes, with a grand total of
more than 37.000 credits.
This coupon may be used only
once and is valid only when accompanied by a subscription

remittance.

?

Name of Subscriber.

,

Candidate's
.Amount

Enclosed,

Gallup Egg
Azte c Fuel Company

j

,

IS

Name.

This couppn will count 20.000 free credits when returned
to the Salesmanship Club Manager, together with the first
subscription you obtain. It must be nccomnanled hy the cash,
and the subscription must be for a period of one year or
longer. The 20,000 free credits are In addition to the number
given on the subscription, as per regular schedule.
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Phone 251

L U ftI B E R
ALBUQUERQUE

6 LASS. PAINT,

CEMENT. PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

423 NOKTH WKK1

KTKKKT.

BAKER'S
COCOA

The Food Drink
That Suits Everyone
old and young,
the well and the

French nrmles erossed tb Rhine
20 times in the last 120

more than
years.

OUU U

Trtae-mar-

k

r

r
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BY NOON TODAV

W ana

QJ

IF YOU CAN.

Bring them in, or phone them, if you are a subso they will reach us by Saturday noon
if you caD possibly do so. While we can take
copy at the want ad counter up to 5:30 o'clock
Saturday afternoon, from 4 o'clock up to closing time is the congested period and you may
notbe able to reach the Want Ad Department
by telephone after 5:30 p. m.

scriber,

cocoa beans of
which one never
tires, may be used
at every meal.

Football teams of Harvard and
Prlneeton met for th first time In
1R77 at rnmhrlffcre. Harvard making two touchdowns and one
from tnnrhdown
to Princeton's
on touchdown.

on every package.

WHITER BAKER & CO., LTD.
EiiMiihii 17S0

Albuquerque Morning Journal

MASSACHUSETTS
DORCHESTER,
toekl of Chcitt Rmptt ml frtt.

Phones 13 or 66.

A standard treatment
with thousand who
know how quickly it
heals sick skins
Askanyone who has triedit

YE

RESIflOL
5oolhinq and Muling

Base Burners and Ranges
A Nice Base Burner That Keeps Your House the Same Temperature Both Day and Night, also Keeps the Air in Perfect
Circulation See the Right Kind of Base Burner at Our Store.

BLANKS ARTESIA TEAM

las

business
properly

Nomina equals uw
NsutlltU, soft, pewly

TO

R0SWELL HIGH SCHOOL
Women's
Felt
Slippers

.

can't fet anywhere

You

PerfectS&oiIders and Arniij

TELLS

T

19, 1921.

DEAD
TORNADO

Hot Springs, Ark., Nov. 18. Two
deaths aro reported in a tornado
which swept
the rural sections
twenty miles east of Hot Springs
Mrs.
Jennie Walls,
last night.
aged 70, and a justice of the peace
of Hot Springs county by the name
of Lawrence, were killed when the
twister struck near Magnet Cove
and Lonsdale. Several children of
Ed. Walls, son of the woman killed,
were injured.

rn

t

YOU

IN ARKANSAS

Thii first vote count In The Al- Journal's
huoucrnuo
Morning
"EVERYJ8.000
Salesmanship
BODY WINS" Campaign will ba
made this evening and wilf appearin theso columns tomorrow morn-

St

THE ADDRESS OF ONE
OF ALLEGED VICTIMS

'S

2 ARE REPORTED

CAMPAIGN

Have All Credits Possible In the
Candidates
Campaign Department by 6:00 O'clock Tonight So As
to Appear in the First Published Count, in Tomorrow's
Issue of The Journal; Watch for This List and Boost
for Your Favorite.

"BLUEBEARD" GIVES

JAPS ATTITUDE

IF1

Should

over-boug- ht

over-lease-

Senate Adopts Conference
Report on the "Anti"
Measure and It Is Sent
to Harding for Signature.

ME CCOHT

BST

crow-cr-

ut

SHORT DURATION

,

LLOYD GEORGE'S
DAUGHTER DRIVES
HER OWN MACHINE

THE GROWERS PROBLEM.

OF

LIFE

BILL'S

November
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WE DEMONSTRATE
Wind Shield

Glass-Lumb-

-

EVERY STOVE GUARANTEED,

er

J. C. BAI.DUI. .K LUMHfctt
I2t Sootb lint Stmt, i'bun

J. KORBER & GO;

CO.
401

Albuquerque's : Big Hardware Store
-

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.

ui

BotlernmkM
I1M 8. Swand gt.

W

208-22-

elder.

Tel.

IMi--

jj

0

North Second St.

'
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13 MEXICAN REBELS
IN
KILLED
BATTLE;
4 OTHERS EXECUTED

PREVENTED

Bl FRENCH

ARMY

ID

(By Tbe Afttotkiilt'tl

IS

Abe-lard-

Washington, Nov. 18 (by the Associated Press.) War would hav
J broken out in Europe three or four
ot the
Mimes since the signing
armistice, had It not been for the
de- Brinnd
Trcmler
French army,
clarcd today in conversation with
newspnper correspond-- 4
t American
enln. The French premier was dia- -i
speech
cussing his forthcoming
J Monday before tho third plenary
' session of tho arms conference,
which ho said would not bo an
t oration but rather an explana-lion.

"I shall ask the American peo- pie," said he, "to place themselvesIn tho position of tho French peo,"plo for thrco quarters of an hour,
J and survey
the European situation
as wn see It and feel it.
I
"France does not want a large
J army
uny more than you do. We
it wero possible to reduce it
' wish
below tho minimum that we now
i have In mind, but we must, as we
Franco
; nre alone, secure ourselves.
is not asking for any guarantees;
i
she is not asking for anything. If
! it wore
possible for Croat .Britain,
; the United States and Italy to say
'If you are attacked, we will be
with you,' then it would be possi
us to disarm. But if you
, hie for
simply say 'do not be afraid;
yourselves; no one is going
. to attack you,
that Is not
cient.
"There Is the Russian army of
one million and a half. You may
do you mention that;
j sny 'Why
Russia is not attacking you.' Po- -i
land is tho only barrier. If France
i had not had a strong army last
fyenr the barrier would have fall- en. The soviet troops would havo
i been in
Germany. There would
! have
been an anarchy In central
J
No; we must have an
Europe.
army to secure, ourselves and
I
maintain order."
J
M. Ilriand turned to other sub- '

CREW COMPELLED TO
EXIST ON BEANS AND
BOILED SEA WATER
(Uj The Ainwlnll lrri.)
Nov. 18. Dispatches
Madrid,
Las
from
Palmas, Canary islands,
today, report the terrible experiences of the crew of tho Portuguese
Bchooner Troviscal, which left lia
vana September 11 for Las Palmas
and finally reached her destination
days.
after a voyage of sixty-tw- o
Driven out of her course by storms,
became
water
and
her provisions
virtually exhausted after she had
been at sea for a month, and the
crew was forced to exist on beans
and boiled sea water, supplemented by the small amount of rainwater that was caught by spreading sails.
When the vessel reached port
the sailors were so weakened they
were scarcely able to walk. At the
request of the Portuguese counsel
was
in T.rm Palmas the captain
placed under arrest.

tran-iiuills- tn

;

!

INCIPIENT REVOLT IS
REPORTED SQUELCHED

Jects.

"We cannot look upon the sub- marine question in the same way
Mr. Balfour," he continued.
; "France must
defend herself on
t three seas and wo have
possessions
! remote from our
country. Mr. Bal-- J
four said nothing respecting mnln- communications
tainlng
that
would not apply to us. France
J abandoned
her construction pro--J
gram of 1912 when the war came,
and nearly all of our light vessels
, were destroyed during the
war.
They havo not been replaced. The
French
navy today cannot be takx
en as a proportional standard."
"I believe tho prlncinles of set
tlement of Far Eastern questions
and naval restrictions will have
been settled by the time I must
J leave," Mr. Briand said.
"These settlements will give tis
peace; but not only peace In the
ordinary sense, but, I hope, peace
or mind the atmosphere of peace.
Neither Great Britain, the United
j States. Japan, nor France have
imperialistic designs on China. We
5
shall, I trust, be able to form an
entente on Far Eastern questions.
so that China shall have territorial
' integrity and political
independ-'- :
ence."
!

(By The

ns

Arlntrd

PreH.)

18,
Ran Dleeo. Calif., Nov.
officials today
Lower California
announced that the incipient revolution that resulted in clashes between federal troops and bands of
rebels Sunday and yesterday, has
been squelched and that conditions
nre n train normal.
General Rodriguez ordered nil
Co
border restrictions removed.
onel Armenta, commander of the
SunIn
clashes
the
federal troops
returned to
day and yesterday,
that the
and
reported
Tlajuana
rebel band had been completely
scattered.
During the fighting yesterday
afternoon and in the pursuit that
of prisoners
followed a number
were Captured and they were
Just hoiv
brought to Tlajuana.
many prisoners were taken was
not announced, but they are reported to number more than n
score.
KANSAS-MENDELSOH-

N

BOUT
Milwaukee,

IS
Wis.,

POSTPONED
Nov. 18.

The

Mendelsohn
Rocky Kansas-Johnn- y
COUNTERFEITING
PLANT
bout, scheduled to be staged here
, IS RAIDED IN CHICAGO Monday night, has been postponed
one day. Kansas violated the state
law and as a result the bout was
(Br The Xiuirlnted Prow.)
Chicago, Nov. 18. Operation of set back until Tuesday night by
ta counterfeiting plant was halted the state boxing commission.
Itoday when federal agents raided a
WORK FOR 1.000 MEX,
Jbasement shop and arrested Henry

Nov. 18. One
Colo.,
Pueblo,
thousand men will be added next
Photographic plates of $1, $5 and week to the number of workmen in
$10 federal reserve notes and other the mills of Colorado Fuel and Iron
i
equipment were seized. Brechong company here, according to an anwas held to the grand Jury In $3,000 nouncement made by the company
; bond.
today.
J. Brechong, said to be an

y
is no miracle,
The success of the
it is simply the outcome of eliminating extravagances and unnecessary service and expecting of
each customer the service of serving themselves,
a sensible practical system.
We now have two stores in your city, located at
205 North First Street and 330 North Third Street.
The prices are the same at both stores.
Piggly-WJggl-

lbs. Statesman Coffee,
Steel Cut
$1.00
58c
Pall Blue Karo
Pail Blue Karo.,. 7.80c
2
15c
lb. Pall Blue Karo
Pall Blue Karo.,.. 10c
81c
Pall Red Karo
83c
Pail Red Karo
2
17c
lb. Pail Red Karo
11c
Pall Red Karo
Pall Maple Karo.. $1.03
Pall Maple Karo.... 50c
1 4 lb. Pail Maple Karo. . ,17c
Large can Old Manse Syrup 91c
Med. can Old Manse Syrup. 55c
Small can Old Manse Syrup 81c
1 lb. Black Comb Honey.. 30c
Skinner's Egg Noodles,
Macaroni
Vermicelli,
8c
and Spaghetti
No. 2 can Country Gentle-- .
17c
man Corn.
No. 2 can Standard Corn, ..lie
No. 1 can B. C. M.
13c
(Maine) Corn
No. 2 can B. C. M.
19c
(Maine) Corn
2 lb. Blosan and Sunshine
49c
Figs
2 lb. Blosan and Sunshine
49c
Peaches
2 lb. Blosan and Sunshine
59c
Apples.:
2 lb. Blosan and Sunshine
59c
Fears
2 lb. Blosan and Sunshine
09c
Apricots
2 lb. Blosan and Sunshine
Prunes
1.4. .39o
Sunmaid Seeded
22c
Raisins....
Dromedary Dates. .23c
Van Dyke Dates... 21c
No. 2,i can Solid Packed
14c
Tomatoes
No. 1 can Solid Packed
.11c
Tomatoes

doz. Candled Storage Eggs,
45c
(in carton)
1 doz. guaranteed Fresh
70c
Eggs
1 lb. Meadow Gold Butter,
.52c
Solid Print
1 lb. Meadow Gold Butter,
54c
Fouv print
1 lb. Brookfleld
Butter,
Four print
...52c
lb. Mistletoe Butter... 27c
1
lb. Country
Butter,
B5c
(very fine)
1 lb. Puritan Sliced Bacon 45c
20c
Puritan Hams, lb
23c
rionlc Hams, lb
Rex Bacon, lb
20c
10 lbs. net, Silver Leaf
1

6
2

Lard. ..
lbs. net, Silver Leaf
Lard
lbs.

net,

Sliver

Lard
Largo Beechnut
Butter

Leaf

Peanut

Beechnut

Peanut

Small

Beechnut

Peanut

Butter

10-l-

--

b.

10-l-

b.

--

10-l-

--

S1.69

Med.

Butter

S

88o
86c
24c
18c
9 He

No. 1 can Beechnut Beans 1.1c
Largo Beechnut Catsup... 27c
Small Beechnut Catsup. , ,18c
Large Beechnut Orange 80c
MarmMade
Med. Beechnut Orange
.23c
Marmalade
Large Beechnut Jelly, Grape,
Red Currant
and
44c
Med. Beechnut Jelly, Grape,
Rod Currant
and Crah- 27c
upplo
1 lb. President Coffee. .. ,44c
1 lb. Statesman
Coffee,
87c
Pulverized
1 lb. Statesman
Coffee,
Steel Cut
37c
2 lbs. Statesman Coffee,
72c
Steel - Cut,,
Crab-appl-

15-o- z.

10-o- z.

10-o- z.

Nq,

24 can Puree

Tomatoes.

12Mr

This Coffee is guaranteed to please or your money
cheerfully refunded.

.

"BILKED" PERSONS BY
POSING AS AGENT OF
THE P. 0. DEPARTMENT

Al

THIRST

LDBQS

(By The AaMcliitd Frew.)

Pueblo, Colo., Nov. 18. Postal
authorities are searching for a man
who, posed as an agent of the
department, has bilked half
a dozen persons of $10 or $15 each
here during the last few days.
According to reports given to
Postmaster S. S. Bellesfield, the
fake ngent, who said his name was
Iane, has "engaged" several outmen
of
to carry a rural mair route
Moffat, Colo., which does not ex-

FORD-NEWBER-

PIKE SPEEDER DRAWS
MRS. FRED WINN SINGS
REQUEST PARDONS FOR
WAR LAW VIOLATORS
$10 FINE AND COSTS HERE TWO DAYS AT THE
NOW IN U. S. PRISONS
TEACHERS' CONVENTION
Joe M. Sanchez was fined $10
and
costs
of
the
Justice
Peace
by
AnKWlutfri
I'rrsv)
Mrs. Fred Winn, of Silver City,
(II; The
Desidario
yesterday on a
Washington, Nov. 18. Another charge of Montoya
violation of the traffic is here at the Alvarado. Mrs. Winn
plea fur the immediate pardon of ordinances
on the North
Fourth Is to sing at the Teachers' convenEugene V, Debs, and other persons
now in federal penitentiaries for street pike. Sanchez was arrested tion Monday and Tuesday.
evening by County Motor
e
Mrs. Winn has many friends and
violation of
laws, was Thursday Holcomb
on charges
of
made in a memorial to President officer
admirers In tills city. She lived
e
over
thirty-fivmiles
an
driving
Harding today
by a delegation hour, not
observing the headlight here for Beveral years, and has apheaded by William Allen White, of laws
peared in many benefit conceits,
Kanmis, and including Oswald Gar- ner. and driving In a reckless man- and
was the star of the oratorio
rison Villard, of New York, Father
Is tho fifteenth arrest mado "Elijah" when it was presented and
John Ryan, of Washington. Miss on This
conducted
here by Stanley .Seder.
the pike during the three days
Jit a Lalhrop, Mrs. Chares Edward
motorcycle deputy has of Mrs. Winn's voice Is a soprano
KusMell, William F. Cochran, of tho new

RY

HOW FLARES IIP

post-offic- e'

FO

Algo-done- s,

The Axuwiatrd 1'reM.I

ISy

Tread.)

Mexican. Lower California, Nov.
18. Thirteen Mexican revolution
ists were killed today in battle and
four more were executed after a
summary court martial near
twenty miles west of Mexican, capital of the northern district
of Lower California, it was ano
nounced here tonight by Gen.
of
Rodriguez, commander
federal troops here.
The clash was between federal
troops under Colonel Armenta and
a body of insurgents which cattlemen arriving at EI Centro, Calif.,
earlier today had reported was
The acawaiting reinforcements.
cretions, tho cattlemen eald, were
expected to come from bands scattered by the federals In two clashes
earlier this week. They said the
insurgents informed them a move
would be made against Mexicali as
soon as the reinforcements had
come in.
clash is
The' scene of today's
about twenty miles nearer Mexican than the point where the cattlemen met tho Insurgents.
General Rodriguez said he expected the execution of the prisoners taken would serve to stop the
movement.
Earlier
revolutionary
today Mexican officials had described the movement as broken
up.

"We Must, As We Are
Alone, Secure Ourselves,"
Says Premier in Discussing Proposed Reduction.
J

WILDCATS

Pnare Threa

CONFLICT

Arizonians to Arrive at 7:25
This Morning; Calkins to
Be Back in Lobos' Lineup This Afternoon.

ist.

According to the complaints.
Ijine asked a deposit of $10 or $15
each victim, tho money
from
This morning a Santa. Fe train
to be a payment on a uni01
a
form and later to be refunded.
will unload
pack
meat
Wildcats, brought up on raw
and thirsting for the taste of Lobo SENATE CANDIDATES
blAnd at 2:30 o'clock this aftcr-n- n
DON'T HAVE TO FILE

inir

n.
bloodthirsty
similarly
lnnw T.nbos will meet
anu offer
field
on
university
them
them tho opportunity for the great
est fight of their lives.
According to information rea
ceived here, Arizona Is bringing
twenty-fsquad of between twentyforandthis
ive
husky warriors
of
title
fnr tho
The
champions.
southwestern
team left Tucson yesterday morning, coming by way of7:25Winslow.
o clock
and will arrive here at
this morning.
A squad of freshmen will be set
to work early this morning lining
tho field find the Wildcats will be
workgiven a clear field for a light mornout in the latter part of the
someing, after they have rested
what from their, trip.
The U. N. M. varsity held Its last
practice last night, spending about
an hour in light signal practice,
and in polishing up the new plays
today.
which will be exhibited
by
Spectators were highly pleasedwith
the clockwork regularity
the
went
teams
through
which the
new tactics.
will evidentThe varsity line-u- p
ly have every position filled by a
considered
is
Calkins
regular, as
well enough to enter the game
Popejoy has also recovered
Again.
from tho illness which kept him
out of last Saturday's game, and
will probably be in left tackle when
the first whistle blows.
A rally at which the spirit
"Beat Arizona" was unmixed with
any element of doubt of the outcome was held In Rodey hall last
night, under tho direction o: Ed
Horgan, varsity cheer leader. Virtually every student In the school
was present to tell the world that
U. N. M. was going to "Beat Arizona."
alumnU3
Bruno
DIcckman,
g
lobo
treasurer, gave a
wolf to the school yesterday, and
the grizzled warrior will lead tho
pack onto the field this afternoon.
Ticket sales for the game are
going exceedingly well, according
to the football manager, and the
new bleachers will probably be
packed when the whistle sounds
for the first kick-of- f
at 2:30
o'clock.

EXPENSE STATEMENTS

i,

man-eatin-

$335,000 FOR ROADS
IN FOREST LANDS OF
STATE IS APPORTIONED
In p. letter to Senator Holm O.
Bursum, from the forest service
department of the United States
department of agriculture, the gov
ernment apportionment of road
The
building funds is announced.
letter is signed by E. E. Carter,
district forester, and reads as fol
lows:
Hon. Holm O. Bursum, United
States Senate. Dear sir: The first
apportionment of the $2,600,000 of
the $15,000,000 appropriation for
the construction of forest roads
and t.uils has been made by the
secretary of agriculture on the
basis of area and value of national
forest land. As a result of this apportionment $119,639 has been set
aside for.expenditure In New Mexico under the terms of the law.
Seven million dollars of the ap
propriation for the fiscal year 192,1
will be apportioned about January
1. 1922.
From the data now avail
able New Mexico's apportionment
will be about $335,000.
The remaining $5,500,000 of tne
whole appropriation is, under the
terms of the act, to be distributed
hv the secretary of agriculture up
on the basis of fire hazard, value of
resources and other similar factors.
This apportionment has not yet
been made but you will be advised
promptly as soon as the secretary
approves tbe further distribution.

Washington, Nov. 18. Tho su
premo court decision in ino dewberry case makes It unnecessary for
candidates for the United States
senate to file statements of receipts
in connection
and expenditures
with either the primaries or
Attorney General Daugherty
informed
Representative
today
Massachusetts.
Luce, republican,
chairman of a house committee ina contested election
vestigating
elec-tion- s,

cae.

,

CAN'T
DECISION

Nov.
Bavaria,
Oberammergau,
Tho passion play committee,
hlch recently has been bombardAmerican
ed by proposals from
motion picture concerns for the
privilege of filming the production
in 1922. when the play will next
bo performed, Is standing firm In
Its refusal "to play Judas to our
traditions, despite our poverty," as
it puts It.
The committee. It is stated, has
refused offers running as high as
"0,000,000 marks, representing a
huge fortune to the villagers.
The play, last produced In 1910,
was not given In 1920, the regular
date, because of the mortality
among the performers and musicians caused by the war.
18.

HIGH LIVING WOULD BE
PUNISHED IN BAVARIA
tny The ANMirtnrert
Munich, Nov. 18. "Drunken
ness, gluttony and other manifestations of high living," would be punished by heavy fine and Imprisonment under a proposed Bavarian
statute. A first offense would he
punished by a fine up to 100.000
marks, while for a second offense
be five
the punishment would
and n maxiyears imprisonment
mum fine of 200,000 marks, with a
loss of citizenship,
ACADEMY MEMBERS CHOSEN.
18. Henry
New York, Nov.
Bacn, architect; Charles Dana Gibson, artist, and Joseph
Pennell,
etcher, have been selected members
of the American Academy of Arts
and Letters, taking the placet left
vacant by tho deaths this year of
John Burroughs, Abbott H. Thayer
and Barrett Wendell.
AT.IiEfiFT) SMUGGLER JIETT.
Nogales, Ariz., Nov. 18. Alfredo
Nunez was arrested at the international boundary foday by United
States customB officers on a charpo
of attempting to smuugle
1,000
rounds of ammunition Into Mexico.
The officials claim Nunez was
taking the ammunition across the
border In a small automobile

truck.

TESTS SUCCESSFUL.
Washington, Nov. 18. Secretarv
Dcnby announced today that .tho
superdreadnaught Maryland sucthe recent
cessfully underwent
tests conducted off the Maine
her
coast, exceeding
designed
speed of 21 knots by one and a
half knots.
COOGAN

SHADES TAIT.
Minneapolis, Minn., Nov. 18.
Mel. Coogan, Brooklyn lightweight,
had a shade over Clonle Tait. Minneapolis, in their
bout here tonight, according to sporting writers.
Some
newspaper men called the contest
a druw.

IN EVERY WAY

well-to-d-

well-know- n,

run-dow-

.

Knnntsh-Americ-

Roe-wel-

,

Pomerene Charges Committee Has Blocked All Efforts to Gather Testimony
In the Contest Case.

rich and flexible qualities.
Baltimore, George M. Lamonte, of been on duty.
and a number of
New Jersey,
others.
tSSSESi
(11? The tnawlntfd
"Only In the United States ore
Washington, Nov, 18. Declara such
still conprisoners
political
tion by Senator Pomerene, demo- fined," the memorial left ut the
crat, Ohio, that he would resign if White House said.
evidence such as that submitted
against Senator Newberry were adduced against him, marked fuither
GAME TO BE PLAYED
consideration by the senate today
IN MUD ANKLE DEEP;
of Henry
Ford's contest of Mr.
Newberry's scat as senator from
Michigan.
Chicago, Nov. 18. Indications
Asked by Senator Walsh, dem- tonight wero the
ocrat. Montana, what his action crn football game tomorrow will be
would be if he had' violated no laws, played In mud ankle deep. A hard
tho Ohio senator replied:
rfitn fell throughout the afternoon
"If 1 were Innocent I'd fight the and evening. Northwestern's eleven
battle of by life for my riyhls; I was put through light signal prac-- ;
would not remain silent."
jfiee today. There will be no change
Mr. Pomerene charged that ma- ji:i the lineup, except that Lano, a1
i expected to re- jority members of tho senate elec new
tions committee, presided over ly place Putnam at right tackle. The;
SELF-SERVING
Senator Spencer, republican,
(earn will arrive at Evanston
sourl, had blocked all efforts o tomorrow morning.
gather pertinent testimony in its
109 North First Street
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
investigation of the case. Ho n Phone 353
sorted that if the committee had
wished to be "fair" it would have
Certain foods, those
subpoenaed Mr. Newberry and also1
would have attempted to get facts
We have just received a new and fresh shipment
in vitamins,
about the Newberry funclu In Uk
Loose-Wilof
famous and delightful Sunshine
campaign by calling officials of
useful
banks In which Newberry had ae- Biscuits
We will offer them for
Confections.
and
counts.
others.
this Saturday only, at the following prices:
Mr. Spencer
denied
that Mr
Newberry was afraid to appear beVanilla Wafers, Yum Yums, Lemon Snaps, Vanity
or that tho
fore the committee
committee feared to call the sena-o- r
Wafers, and Animal Crackers; all regular
because his testimony nii;:ht
8c sellers. For Saturday only, each
On
the
is
hurt his case.
contrary
with those
Mr. Spencer argued Mr. Newberry.
Fig Bars, Scottie, Vanilla Wafers, Graham Crackelements that determine
as well as most of tho republican
members of the committee, regardMarshmallow Dainty, Zwiebach, Butterthins,
ers,
growth and strength.
ed the Michigan senator's presence
Afternoon
as unnecessary,
Teas, Matinees, Delito Sandwiches,
Scott & Bowna. Bloomfl.ld, N. J.
Mr. Pomerene again assailed the 8
ALSO MAKERS OF- Clover Leaves, Philopenas, Perfetto, and many
campaign expenditures, asserting
others which regularly sell at 18c.
1 FiTiyEjSfPBfl
that Mr. Newberry knew all about
1
them and that the senator was re.
For
only
Saturday
his
acts
of
agents.
sponsible for the
Large size Perfetto, Brandywine, Philopena,
(Tablets or Granules)
C.RII GAME A TIE.
Multi Jr., all of which regularly sell for 25c.
I.as Cruces, N. M., Nov. IS. Fl
INDIGESTION
For,
Paso high pehool and I.as Cruces
For
:. ,18c
Saturday only
high school football teams played
tie here this afternoon.
a
26c
Family Size Sodas; Saturday special
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If you step around the corner north from First
and Central Ave. (opposite Y. M. C. A.) away
from the high rent district you will find a Jewelry
Store with a large assortment of the latest designs
in jewelry. We are out of the high rent district
and this with other low expenses enables us to

make astonishing low prices.
If you come and get our prices, we are sure to get
your business. Select your gifts now, we will hold
them for you until Christmas.
THREE-DA-

Saturday, Monday and Tuesday
These are rare bargains and we have limited the
amount to be sold at these prices.
25 (only) Bracelet Watches
$6.85
as
the
last)'
(As long
25 (only) Indestructable, La Tausca and Richelieu
Pearl Beads.
$6.95
$8.95
$7.5;
Solid Gold Lavallieres, values up to $6.50 for $3.75
$1.00
Fancy Beads, values up to $4.75, for
Other items too numerous to mention will be displayed at astonishing low prices. See our windows
$5.23;

15-in- ch

18-inc-

h

24-inc-

h

Expert Watch Repairing
"Your Guarantee Is Our Name"
105 North First

Opposite Y. M. C. A.
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19c
Large Size Sodas; Saturday special
Tony Oyster Crackers;
City Sodas,
10c
regular 18c values; Saturday special
a
Sodas, Oyster Crackerettes, regular
6c
8c values; Saturday special
Saratoga Flakes, 20c value; Saturday special. . ,16c
Frau-Fra- u
80c
Imported Sugar Wafers, pkg
Sweet Potatoes.
Five cans for
tJJAsUl
Asparagus, Glass Jar Label Brand, large can. . .2Sc
27c
Fancy String Beans, J. S. B. Brand, can
Chicken.
"J A
Scups; Campbells Tomato
This Saturday only, can
can
41c
Coffee, J. S. B. Brand,
can
82c
Coffee, J, S. B. Brand,
.
can
$2.03
Coffee, J. S. B. Brand,
can
42c
Coffee, Chocolate Cream,
25c
can...
Coffee, Solace Brand,
can
.25c
Coffee, Manor House Brand,
Coffee, Arbuckles Brand.
Each pound.
m xL
51c
Butter, Meadow Gold Brand, lb
50c
Butter, Primrose Brand, lb
49c
Bacon, Armour's Product, each lb. carton
.11c
Grapefruits, each fruit
23c
Cranberries, each pound
34c
Candied, Lemon Peel, lb
.34c
Candied Orange Peel, lb
.44c
Candied Citron, lb
A
Fancy Mincemeat; each jar
of 1 pound 4 ounces
Fancy Mincemeat; each jar
(J" 1 A
iDJLsX
of 2 pounds 8 ounces
Tak-Hom- a,

Tak-Hom-

rmutiti

iLii::'iiLTHLiiitiTiiiiJi;itii:T

JEWELRY

111

b.

2-l- b.

b;

b.

Ol

.

f

Ut:v

nr

compound.

DJL.lt)

Eight pounds for

Puyallup Fancy Blackberries and Loganberries

27c
each can, either kind
$2.95
Apples, Wine saps, by the box.
$3.69
Apples, Roman Beauties, by the box
PREPARE
FOR
YOUR
BEGIN NOW TO
SPECIAL
DINNER.
THANKSGIVING
SATURDAY PRICES ONLY
Plum Pudding, large size
Plum Pudding, small size
Chocolate Pudding, large size
Chocolate Pudding, small size
Date Pudding, large size
Date Pudding, small size
Fig Pudding, small size

We
Q

hocolate
T"

Seasonable Items Just Received
19-o-

z.

Jars Solitaire Mincemeat

Monarch Mincemeat
tins
Plum Pudding,
Pitted Pie Cherries,
tins
Mammoth Olives
Mistletoe Small Beets,
jars
Mistletoe Sifted Peas,
jars
Mistletoe Refugee Beans,
jars
Mistletoe Bartlett Pears,
jars.
Mistletoe Apple Sauce, 21b. tins
Mistletoe Golden Pumpkin,
tins
Jars Washed Figs
Jars Stuffed Figs and Dates
Batavia Yellow Tomato Preserve

50c
75c

50c
28c
42c
22c

z.

20-o- z.

20-o-

z.

11-o- z.

11-o- z.
16-o-

z.

Batavia Preserved Ginger
Solitaire Spiced Preserved Figs
Boxes, Assorted Glace Fruit

:.

20c
60c
75c

'.65c

16-o-

z.

b.

FREE

L

Hawkins!

I'lioncs 393,

304,

393

Ideal Grocery
C. L. McMillan,

mm
Noodles, Spaghetti and 3

I'hono 250

CREDITS

COUPON

Good for 100 Credits in
The Albuquerque Journal

SALESMANSHIP

CLUB

100

100
Credits

Credits
I HEREBY

b.

17.

i

Sell

Egg

.30c

$1.00
.'60c
$1.00
Boxes, Asstd. Chocolate Candy.. $1 and $1.25
Monarch Salted Almonds, lb
$1.35
New Crop Shelled Walnuts, lb
$1.20
Special Attention Given to Meat Orders
Mapleine demonstration today. Call and learn
the economical way to make Maple Syrup, Icing,
Filling, Candy, etc.
16-o- z.

IMlw"

other Macaroni Products

........ ,60c

2-l- b.

22c
22c

The Highest Grade Macaroni

We
Sell

50c
$1.00
50c
50c
50c

b.

20-o- z.

....42c

:

45c

b.

20-o-

A

10(1

Because It's "Rich and

Quart Jars
Blue Label
Fancy Red
Quart Jars

a

b.

SPECIALS

Y

20-in-

FELT WORN OUT

'

war-tim-

a

PASSION PLAY
BE FILMED,

KEELING APPOINTED.
Austin, Tex., Nov. 18. Governor
Neff today announced tho appointment of First Assistant Attorney
General W, A. Keeling as attorney
WASHINGTON MEN ARE
to succeed C. M. Cureton.
OUSTED FROM GRANGE general
who was appointed chief justice of
the supreme court last night.
(Bj Tbe AnoclnlM Frcu.)
Portland, Ore., Nov. 18. William Bouck ,of Sedro Wooley,
Wash., former master of the Washington state grange; C. R. Cottreel,
J. R. Wrage and R. A. BrlRgs, all
of Washington state, were expelled
from the national grange at its convention here today and forever
the order.
barred from
Bouck and his associates were
accused of radical and disloyal ac- Tennessee Lady Says She
tions. Bouck was tried before the
national grange at Boston last year Was Greatly Relieved By
and was ordered reprimandedWash-by
the national master. At the
Taking Cardui and
ington grange meeting In Colville
last July Bouck delivered an address which resulted in his suspenRecommended It
sion from office. Bouck and his
associates then organized another
to Daughter.
body which they declared was tne
state grange, but were enjoined by
court action from assuming any
ffro n irfl functions.
Fountain
Tenn. Mrs. Jett
The vote on expulsion, which Weaver, wifeCity,
o
of a substantial,
team unanimous, was taken In exe
on
2. this place.
farmer
Route
cutlve session today and made pub- says she has known of Cardui
for
lic tonight when
parliamentary many years. She
the follow
developments brought the subject ing statement of gave
her exfrrience
to the fore unexpectedly.
with this
purety vege
table tonlo for women:
KNIGHT F. FLANDERS
"I was in a
weakened
thin, with poor
IS CALLED BY DEATH condition. anaI was
worn
in
every
way
appetite,
out; could hardly go; would be
last
died
V.
Flanders
.
. ami dizzv.
.
miserable,
Knight
"Many mornings I sat down in a
night at his home, 419 South Seventh street. He was a veteran of cnair to make my bread. .
a
war,
thn
"I would get .discouraged, and
graduate of the University of Chi-as wonder what my troubles were, and
where they would end.
cago and had spent three years
an art student at the University of
"I had known ot Cardui for
Paris. He was also a prominent years, and I began using It as a last
Theta
Delta
of
resort. I took one bottle and felt
member
the Phi
fraternity. He was one of the some better. Continued using unfourteen men who, several years til I had used three or four bottles.
"The result was marvelous. I
ago conceived the Idea of Issuing
the "Kill Gloom Gazette," which felt altogether different in fact,
later became the Herald of the felt so much relieved, that when
Well Country. The Gazette was my daughter wrote she wasn't well.
first Issued on a mimeograph. Ho I wrote her to go to the store and
Is survived by his widow and one get some Cardui. "She did, and it certainly benechild. Funeral arrangements will
be announced. C. T. French Is in fited her.
"Since then, I have tried to scat
charge,
ter the good news that would help
others.
CADETS IX ETi PASO.
El Paso. Tex., Nov. 18. The
"My present health Is very good."
football team representing the New
If you suffer as many women do,
l,
and need a tonic, try Cardui. Thou
Mexico Military institute of
N.. M., la In El Paso tonight sands of women who have suffered
and In high hopes of defeating the have written that Cardui helped
Texas School of Mines in a game them.
to be played In the mines stadium
Take Cardui! Tour druggist sells

tomorrow afternoon,

THE SENATE

Miss,

CAST 100 FREE. CREDITS

FOR

Mr. or Mrs

Address

Dint.

No.

This coupon, neatly clipped out, name and address of tho
candidate filled In, and mailed or delivered to the Campaign
Department of The Morning Journal, will count as 100 I'KEB
CREDITS.
It does not cost anything to cast these Coupons
for your favorite candidate, and you are not restricted In any
Get all you can and send them In
sciiRe in voting them.
they all count.
Tills coupon must be polled before 9 p. in., Tuesday, Nov. 23.

WILL YALE ADD TO HARVARD'S SORROW?

SHQOKEEP
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Britain's Decision To Go No
Further With Construction of Four War Craft
is Highly Commended.

in

Humanitarian Program
the Near East Should
Be Continued. Says
Van-derli-

N.

p,

Y. Financier.
Nov.

(Br Tbe Aaaorlated Prrag.)
London. Nov. 18. The British
announcement today
admiralty's
that it had ordered the cessation of
all work on the four warships of
the eupcr-Hoo- d
type evoked a
chorus of approval by prominent
authorities throughout England.
Vice Admiral Ballard, in an article published by the Evening News,
estimates that It will result in an
ultimate saving of
50,000,000.
Moreover, he says, it means the
abandonment of a design embodying the experiences of the late war
in favor of a design to be adopted

18-

Afritheir

Constantinople.
cans should continue
work In tho Near East.
V...,,, a V.anderlip. Now
Sf'",.
:",,u.r when he vlsltcl
econothis citv in tho course of an
mic survey of Kurope. with shirkWe may be charred
responsihiiitics In
ing our politicaland
with desertion
the Near East
in the late war
opiates here
to administer
when they cine
and dif
an exceedingly awkward
conunueu.
no
ficult situation,"
but praise
Tut there is nothing
for her wonderful refor America
.ivLhll'e."
lief
said Americans
Mr Vnndo.rll.M
themhad signally (llslinguiBhcd
selves in their work in behalf ol
Armenian
the POO, 000 Russian,
who fled to
and Turkish refugees continued:
rnninniinrinlp. Ho
"The American Hed Cross has
furnished these unfortunate refugees with $10,000,000 in supplies
and transportation.
iu'j
been the chief instrument in movto
where
they could
refugees
ing
Their
havo nn economic life.
There are
ceased.
work lias Just
still tens of thousands of refugees.
There are 15,000 utterly without
means of support.
"Every American here feels the
Red Cross work should be continued for a fhort time until these remaining refugees are able to secure subsistence for themselves."
The American banker closed the
Interview with a warm commendation of the activities of the other
American relief organizations and
educational bodies in Constantinople and a plea that the people at
home would continue to support
their work.
"The Near Kapt relief committee," he said, "is feeding more
than 50,000 children in Asia Minor
The Y. M. C. A.
and the
and the V.'W. C. A. are doing a
great, efficient and nobli work.
Tho Mennnnites have made a
to assuage
splendid contribution
The international Chrismisery.
tian students' relief is doing one of
tho most valuable taska of all. It
is of vast importance for the future of Kurope that the torch of
higher learning shall be passed on.
"There is a passion in this part
of the world for education; th
No
means are pitifully lacking.
are better- placed
contributions
than those for' sMidont relief. The
influence of the old American colleges here for good Js . beyond
measure.
.
"All these efforts to help humanity in a pitiful p'lght, but still
a humanity that is tremendously
Well worth helping, give America
a unique prestige. I believe we
hould go on with our efforts and
continue to deserve that prestige.
"America is tho hope of tlu
world, and nowhere more so than
in this part of the world. Let us
redeem that hope and bring it to
a living realization among
those
needy and distracted peonle of the
Near East. Let us carry on."

,i,n
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Cau-asu-

s.

RUNS

HAVE STARTED
ON BANKS IN CHINA

(D.r Tho

Washington,

Auxin-lir-

Nov.

Prr.l
lb.

Runs

have started on the Hank of Communications and the I!ank of

China In Pekin, Tientsin and
to a Pekin
Shanghai, according
cable to the commerce department
today.
Tiiese banks, the cable said, have
suspended redemption of notes in
Pekin in excess of ten Mexican dollars per person, but are paying des,
positors' checks in silver.
telegraph offices and
still are accepting notes, the
cable said, but some depositors
are transferring accounts to foreign banks. The situation is considered serious, the cable stated,
but Chinese bankers are striving to
save it.
Kail-road-

post-offic-

CESSATION OF WORK ON
4 WARSHIPS ORDERED
My Thr AsmiHiii. it rrraa I
London, Nov. IS (by the AssocPress.) The admiralty an
nounces today that it had ordered
the cessation of all work on the
four warships of the Hood, type
The shipbuilding firms were notified yesterday not to incur any
further liabilities on new nnva
construction until further notice
from the admiralty.
These contracts were awarded
only two weeks ugo. Officials ex- plained that the practical effect of
the admiralty's order would be the
absolute cessation of all warship
work pending the outcome of the
Washington conference.

At left, above. Is Capt.
Vale teams.
of Vale Below him are Jordon. fullback, and Cross, guard
In the center above, is deorge Owen
ing on the line.
tackle. At right is t apt Keith Kane of Harvard and below
Ducll, Crimson kicker.

Star of the Ilarvard and

SHOW IICREfiSE
IN

SLAV

THE

Harvard
Charley

V

I

Theaters Today

LES
RE n DIMD
1

RIDDLE CONFIRMED.
Washington, Nov. 18. The nomination of John W. Riddle, of Connecticut, to be ambassador to Argentina, was confirmed today by
the senate.

ciated Press.) The United States
railroad labor board announced tofor
night that new working rules will
tho six shop crafts probably
be completed and issued In tims
to become effective December 1.
Issuance of the rules, under a
recent decision of the board, paves
the way for consideration of requests which may be filed by tha
roads for revision of the popular
craft wage schedule.

u

MEXICO PREPARED TO
PROTECT CONSULATES
(By Tho AocIatrfl rrem.)
Mexico City, Nov, 18. The Mexican government is prepared to

protect the United States consulates In the event of any disorders arising from the
case, according to information given out at the foreign office
today, where it was denied that the
The United States air service reported disturbances at Tampico
ranks third of the world aeronau- last Sunday were of any Importance. .
tical fighting units.
Sacco-Van-ze-

ttl

1111

Itched and Burned. Face a
Sight. Could Hardly Work,
"The pores In my skin were
clogged up for some time. Shortly
afterwards large, reo
pimples broke out and
itched and burned 80
that I could hardly sleep
at night. My face was a
sight for a year and
half, and my clothing
aggravated the breaking
out on ray limbs so that I could
hardly work.
"A friend advised me to by
Cuticura Soap and Ointment. After
a couple of weeks' use I was relieved,
and now I

healed."

(Signed) Ned Thornton, 834 Pier,
pont Ave., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Use Cuticura for all toilet purposes.

Sun?I8tt1irrbrltll.
where. Suap

25c.

AddreM:

M.14M4.,

Ointment

Cuticurs Soap

26

"OotioirLt-rtortel,Dapt.-

Sold every
uuiCOc. TalcomCCo.

ihera without

Fitte

oiaricin at ! names nsvirm won
Harvard has woo 10. five
eames ended in tics.

a

from the British trade delegation
to Moscow Nevertheless, British,
Italian and German traders are
hoping for a steady improvement
In their business with Russia next
year, as new economies get into
full swing. Meanwhile they are
camping in Riga, content to do little business now, as it is next year's
trade they are after.

2 MEN ARE SHOT
,

BY U.

S. MARIHES

Gill

!

IMPROVEMENT

IN

SERVICE HAS

ENABLED

CONSTANT

MAILS

NEL

(R. Tho Ansnolated
' IS. Pr.T.) men
Two
Chicago, Nov.
have bc: n nhot during the past six
mn:
ines guarding mails
"IJ" Theater Repeating
todrty days by
for the last time Mary Miles Min-te- r sent from Chicago,' Arthur S. Bra tIn the Realart picture, "Her ier, superintendent of the railway
announced today, fine
Winning Way"; also presenting for mail service,
the last timo "Bride and Gloom," of tho men was shot at Rioux City.
tho
other at Gerary, III.
two-reand
(Bj The Aenorlnted Frew.)
the
Monty Banks comedy. Iowa,
Both were train riders. Neither w.if
Riga, Nov. 18. Russian trade. It
Lyric Thentor "For Those We seriously hurt.
is expected, will materially benefit Love," with Betty Compson as the
Both the men were shot after
next year by the various improve- leading star, is being repeated tothey
persisted in riding on bagage
also
the
last
for
repeattime;
day
ments that have been projected. As
nnd mail ears after being warned
announced at Riga, they include ing "The Desert Wolf" with Tom by the mail guards, Mr. Brauer
cvunrrla VinVA flrprt On
the deepening of Wlndau harbor Santschl as the main character.
i,"
tho 'several other occasions
without
and the widening of the gauge of I Pastime
a
with
some railway
great
lines to permit great picture
wounding any one, he adnefl.
is
headed
Arliss,
from
Baltic
George
cast,
by
through shipments
being repeated today; the Sunshine then to prevent suspicious persons
ports to Moscow.
is also ueing riding the tmna tiagP"ge or roui-- i
A group of local financiers Is ar comedy, "Scandal,
ranging to enlarge the docking, repeated.
Ing in the vicinity of the mail cars
Tn 90 per cent of railway mail robstorage and manufacturing facilities at Libau, where a free port will
beries, according to Mr. Brauer
be created.
one or more of tho robbers first
BOMBAY UNEMPLOYED
Consideration Is being given to
honrfis the train, climbs over the
STAGE DEMONSTRATION
a plan which will permit an Engand overpowers r.is engineer.
lish syndicate to rebuild, and en(By The ABoclntfit rrcnv.1
large railway equipment shops at
GIVFN LTTTE SENTKXCK.
Dvinsk, Riga and elsewhere.
Bombay, Nov. 18 (by the AssoSaginaw, Mich., Nov. IS
to
American
Interest
Attempts
night
ciated Press.) The disturbance In ard Champlain, 'l who last killed
capital in various projects to imnative quarter of the city, which confessed he h'idst shot and
prove Russian trade via Latvia the
nir
motner,
and
a
prohis father
ep
yesterday while
have thus far failed. According to broke out
the Prince and Mrs. Adrianli fe B. cnnmpiain.
who cession was escorting
some American financiers
to
imprisonment through tho European was sentenced
have visited the country, this is of Waleswas
caused by a mob of following his plea of guilty in clrprincipally due to lack of recogni section,
court
who cult
todny.
hands.
mill
tion of Latvia by the United States unemployed burned
a number of
wrecked and
government.
Ads bring results
Want
Journal
was
It
tram cars at several points.
t Many Italian, German and Eng
lish houses are opening branches in learned today. The mob at hur!"d
Euromissiles
Riga and Tlovnl but such evidence stones and other
of American
enterprise are few. pean passersby.
After several police had been
One Chicago meat packing plant
hu
Dr Uiaae
P1""
killed and wounded in the scuffles
recently opened ,i branch, this con- which
hf li able t cur'
ensued, the police fired on pniof
"
l
Inhalatl
by
stituting the only American addi the
iuherculi
mob, inflicting a number o in any climate
tion to the rapidly growing colony
casualties.
Fur funher informally
of traders.
The tramway service was susadrtrm THffi r F ciLAf?
Extremely pessimistic views of
MASON
the possibility of doing any busl- - pended and the mob was still car- INHALANT I'O
Bt'lLUINH. f.OS A MSB
demonstrations
on
sporadic
mss with Russia, recently reached rying
CALIFORNIA.
I.ES
Riga, emanating, it Is understood, today.
'

Admiral Sir Percy Scott, who
warmly approves of the admiralty's
announcement, places the saving it
He.
will involve at 100.000,000.
thinks no country will scrap Its
the
submarines, except possibly
long range ones, because, he says.i
they are primary weapons or defense.
W. L. HIchona, chairman of the
firm of Cammell,
shipbuilding
Laird & Co.. Limited, thinks that
is
it
vory
disagreeable to
although
armament firms, It is unwise to
continue spending money while the
outlook favors disarmament. He
believes that temporary allowances
to the staffs would solve the employment problem.

HIS

CURA

rt

Shoes Now

rfi r

13--

I

Various Improvements That
Have Been
Projected
Will Bring a Revival, is
Belief of Experts.

a decade hence, and that It Is con- NEW WORKING RULES
ceivable that the decision may lead
FOR SHOP CRAFTS TO
to the entire disappearance of capital ships. He thinks, however,
BE EFFECTIVE DEC. 1
that If the armor plate mills are
idle for a decade it will be difficult
(Hj The Associated Trein.)
to
them, especially as reChicago, Nov. 18 (by the Assogards their personnel.

r

1

crouch-

before Centre college and PrinceThe Blue beat Princeton
ton.
Now college "oothall devotees wonder will Vale cap the
.limax bv trouncing the Crim
son after failing for he last two
The teams nave olaved
vears?
3y games lale leading
by a

grid teams
are tuning themselves for their
occurs at
annual clash which
Cambridge Nov. 19. Vale has
had one of its best seasons of
recent vears.
Aiter .going un
defeated five vears. Harvard fell
Yale and Harvard
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Pa?e Four

AND

FIT ALL SHOES FROM NOW

I

OF PAIRS

SANDS

TO

OUR PERSONUS

ON.

THOU-

CHOOSE FROM

PRICES SO LOW THEY ARE ALMOST
AND REMEMBER,

LIEVABLE.

TO

AT.

UNBE-

THESE ARE

TlK'ater--"Disrael-

all-st-

ALL ROSENWALD

;

"

QUALITY SHOES FOR MEN f

WOMEN AND CHILDREN
ORDINARY

AT THE PRICE OF

FOOTWEAR!
1

1

:

:

TUBERCULOSIS

iated

Is Yomr Last CHiance
!
DAY
MORE
QNi

MEN-Tod- ay

Moving Picture Funnies

o

FATHER IS KlCKIN(i
P00 MR.S0FTIE. OUT X
BECAUSE HE HEM3) HIM

RISSINfrMEW
THE. DARK
THERE IS A
MISTAKE

V

eff)

SOME--

Wutt
Cut out the picture
aides. Then carefully
line 1 Its entire length.
ted lines, and so on.
section
underneath
When computed turn
you'll find a surprising
the plcluies.

on all fout
fold dotted
Then dot
fold each
accurately
over and
result. Save

For nn Impaired Appetite,
Ixiss it apnetl'e always result;
from faulty digestion. As a general rule, all ihat is needed is a

'

i

few doses of Chamberlain's Tablets
They will strengthen the stomach.
improve the digestion and give you
a good appetite. They also cause a
gentle movement of the bowels.
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SO ALL MAY TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF THIS

Vk

.
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Our Loss Is Your Gain!

We Need The Money!

MEYER

NI3

UNUSUAL

OFFER

MEYER
WE WILL REMAIN OPEN UNTIL 8 P. M.

7

VALUES

UP TO $55

NOTICE We will actually lose on
some of these Suits and Overcoats
as much as $10.00. For this reason
we will have to make a nominal
charge (not oyer one dollar) for

alterations.

CLOTHES

THAT
SATISFY

114 17. Central

Av ji
i

mug.

November 19, 1921.
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BEAUTY CHATS
SLKNDKll ANKLES.

By LAl'RA

are various artificial
There
jTiitho'ls wliifh elnlm In m:ikt !h.
ankles slender.
Personally I do

melts the surplus flesh. I have
women
seen very serious-minde- d
sit with their ankles In some sort
of electrically heated oven lookins
for all the world like caricatures
of seventeenth century people sitstocks.
ting with their feet In theoccur
to
However, this Idea didn't
havon
went
any of them and they
and
baked
thin
ankles
ing their
being frightfully serious about It.
The woman who wants to make
her ankles more slender does not
have to go In for anything as elaborate as this. She can massage her
ankles very vigorously morning
and night, rolling off by the friction of her hands a great deal of
surplus flesh.
She can wear high shoes In the
cold weather, which, by their constant friction, reduce the size of
the ankles. She can wear
silk stockings, which, by
shadowing the ankle, make them
more slender looking than they
are. She can choose Bhoes which
give a proper support for her heels
so that the ankles are not under a
constant strain. All these things
help in making the ankle shapely
Incidentally, wool stockings,
though thick In themselves, do not
make the ankles seem thicker.
d
Wool stockings and low
Oxfords are the most sensible type of footwear for this season.
Mabel: It Is not unusual for one
breast to be larger than the other.
The muscles In your face seem to
tighten up when you grow excited
simply because you are very nervous. If you will remember this,
you can make yourself relax all
over by a slight effort of your will
even when you are excited or
upset.
Ignorant: Tour shoulder blades
stand out in back because you are
too thin you are about 15 pounds
Build yourself up by
underweight.
eating more, by drinking rich milk,
or taking olive oil.
dark-color-

bread-heele-

Ml

Ms

s.

a
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Silk stocklnifs need not be on

extravagant hublt.

One
not think, much of them.
method Is to bake the ankles, the
idea being that the extreme heat

A.

Sat urdu y.
Hee will
Miss Margaret
give
luncheon at Alvarado for Miss
HELPFUL LETTERS FROM
Anne Harris at 1 p. m.
READERS.
Luncheon at Country club for
Mrs.
"I
like to make choco-lat- o
B.:
and
governor
university regents.
Dance at Country club for Miss
cream candles and when 1
Dorothy Fleisch at 0 p. m.
dip the- fondant into the chocolate.
I always uso a toothpick stuck into
the candy.
After the chocolate
SLEEVES MAKE THE sots
on the candy, I dip the tooth-pie- k
back Into the chocolate and
FROCK I'll IS YEAR
fill In the little hole made in th"
candy by the toothpick in dipping.
I also make the little extra eti l
over the top of each coated candv
with a toothpick: I dip the toothpick back into the chocolate, put
a lltllo dab on top of each
and twist
candy
slightly."
Header: "Here is my recipe for
Nut Jelly: 6 tablespoons granuA i
hi Sis. lated tapioca, 3 cups hot water, 2
cups of brown sugar, 1 teaspoon
vanilla, 1 cup English walnut-meat- s
broken,
teaspoon salt.
Place the hot water ami the salt
in a double boiler and stir in tin
-- SUV
Cook
S" e A
tapioca and brown sugar.
until clear, stirring frequently.
(This requires about 45 minut"s
of cooking).
Then turn the mixture into a bowl and let cool.
When cold but not Jellied, add nuts
and vanilla.
Chill thoroughly
Serve with plain cream poured
over it, or with whipped cream."
Old Housekeeper: "1 have madij
silkallno bed comforts for man
years and I find they last longer
and need to bo washed loss often
if I buy an extra yard of silkallne
to match the comfort, hem this
neatly, and keep It over the folde
comfort during the day, at the fool
of the bed."
Original: "Everybody who ever
tasted my oatmeal cookies has
asked me what I did to give them
their rich, 'nutty' flavor. Hero is
my secret: Before mixing the cookies I put the raw oatmeal In the
oven on a pan and leave It there
until It is crisped through, then I
crumble it between my hands before mixing it with the other ingredients."
Frequent Hostess: "My children
are always bringing their youn.-friends home to supper, so I have
to keep a well stocked emergency
shelf for these unexpected guests.
2

1
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HVH GENERATION
By JANE rUELPS

BY IXOISK.
usually quiet at breakfast, and
for
Tho sleevo is tho
afterward, when getting ready subIn
new gowns for wina
of
tho
went
about
feature
school, she
CHAPTER 17.
dued way. But when she left she ter. They were a very negligible
Item on the summer and early fall
Margaret had not the heart to kissed her mother and said:
wear the gray dress with the toucn
Mumsle!"
"Good-byfrocks, but winter and early spring
she
will find some cowna which are
of rose color again. It hujig in the
That "Mumsle" meant that
closet for a time anyway. Joan had taken her mother back Into practically nothinp but sleeves
had shown so plainly the effect of her love again that she felt "ac- Novel lines, odd cuffs of great diher weeping, the tearing sobs
mensions,
long flowlnff affairs,
quainted."
hollow-eyepale and listless she
Margaret had always made all graceful bishop sleeves and other
sewed
was as unlike the usual Joan who Joan's clothes. She
daintily oddities make the new gowns somewelcomed the new day and her and loved the task. Joan's dresses thing more than "just a dress."
Hero Is one frock which shows
mother with Joyful cries as could she designed as well as made, so
be imagined.
there was always an individuality in admirable fashion the way
of a sleeve with a gown. It is a
"I never dreamed she would about them.
take anything so to heart," MarAfter Joan left for school Mar- Paris creation made of gray Rolinen
man Crepe. The looso bodice is
to
a
with
said
sat
down
herself,
very
yellow
feeling
garet
garet
guilty as she looked at the small, Kiln she was making for Joan, gathered in nt the hips with u
girdle. The Chi
pale face framed in Us golden while her trained fingers flew fast, broad sash-lik- e
nese sleeves which are the distincglory.
her thoughts flew still faster.
she
If
the
She had Intended to do her hair
do?
of
tive
frock are heavgave
she
feature
What should
as she had the preceding day, but intn .Tnnn now. all her desire for ily embroidered in gold and silver.
after a look at Joan she drew it freedom, for independence would The design is repeated on the
back into the same uncompromis- be lost almost before sne naa real blouse and girdle.
Note the uneven skirt hem
ing plainness as had been her cus- Isnrt ttn hlrth.
tom. Joan said nothing, but a lit"I can't make her unhappy I which is another of tho necessary
tle smile wreathed her lips, and a can't," she muttered. Tnen: tu features of an
glance of satisfaction
gleamed whv should she be unhappy be mode.
from her eyes that she would not cause I have realized I am not
too easily forgive Margaret's of- really old; that life still holds
Leach
Cross
and
Bhamus
fense was evident.
She was un- - something beside motherhood for O'Brien have been matched for a
me? Not that anything could ever battle to take place before one o'
mean what she does, the dear, nut the New Tork clubs the latter pari
FILM ACTRESS OF
that I someway seem to feel dif- of November.
ferent."
A
DENMARK IS STAR
she sat erect.
Suddenly
her mind:
thought shot throughwill
go away
Some day Joan
MARGARET

IN'

CONFIDES

a

UTTL

BENNYS

will marry!

Margaret began to ngure. ii
Joan married, say at 20, she, Mar- It
garet, would be 40. Of course
was natural to suppose that Joan's
husband whoever ho might be
would bel willing to either go on
living with her, or that she should
live with them. But suppose he
shouldn't be willing? Or supposo
she would not care to make either
arrangement, what then?
"Forty isn't old," she muttered.
Then throwing aside the slip upon
which she had been so industriously working, she went up to her

Asta ftielson.
some
About u.
year
ugo,
writer heralded Asta Nielson as
of
Denmark.
I'ickford"
the "Mary
Miss Nielson was far underrated
by that comparison. As an actresid
she is far superior to any
blond who plays Pollyanna
parts. Miss Nielson recently completed "Hamlet" for the Danish
screen and the picture is now being given its first American showing Iff New York The picture version of "Hamlet" works on thj
premiso that Hamlet was, as some
Walter
scholars held, a woman.
Hampden may have to look to his
laurels with Miss Nielson playln';
the part of the mad Dane.
The rise of the Danish film diva
from obscurity to her present position reads like romance. She was
born of very poor parents and
grew up in a poor suburb of CoHer father died when
penhagen.
she was very young, leaving the
mother the sole provider for the
family. Asta saved the pennies and
starved, and those who can see
deep can read traces of it In her
face today, it is said. Her mother
In despair got Asta a position In a
small shop, but all tha time A sin
wan dreaming of the stage, she
studied the roles in serret, such
as Agnes in "Brand." She did not
lenrn the words but Just interpreted it by gesture. Later on Nielson
gave promise of becoming one of
the greatest Interpreters of Ibsen
and Strindberg on the stage, but
Thomas
the films claimed her.
Krag, the Norwegian man of letdiscovered
her
ters,
and journeyed
after her to Copenhagen and told
her she was born for the film, aud
he wa immediately engaged.
curly-haire-

tnd
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Hore Is the main standby on thai
shelf. Whenever I bake beans I
cook more than we need for one
meal, and the surplus I put in hot,
sterilized
glass Jars,
rubbers and glass covers, put
the top wire up over tho cap but
not the side wire down; then I boil
this iar for two hurs under boiling water In u large soup kettle
on a small wooden rack that my
husband made for the purpose. At
the end of the two hours 1 remove
Jar from pot, press down side wlrj.
let cool, and put on the emergency
shelf. It is always ready to be reheated at a moment's notice."
Kronomical: "My husband's salary is very small, so I have to
miiko my possessions do double
Instead of buying a new
duty.
carpet for the living room, I have
brightened tho faded colors of th?
old one by the following method,
which a neighbor suggested: I
went to tho drug store and bought
a prepared weak solution of sulphuric acid, and with this I went
over the carpet; I ripped the clotn
into the weak arid to apply (wearing gloves on my hands) and then
I rubbed the carpet briskly with u
rough towel to dry and freshen.
This acid Is dangerous to use ia
the raw state, so have a druggist
weaken it for you."
ad-Ju- st

pint-siz-

PRICE OF SILVER IS
RAISED BY DEALERS
(By The Asiwtaltd I'rrm.)
New Tork. Nov. 18. Bullion
dealers today raised their price of
domestic bar silver from 99 4
to 09 8 cents an ounce, 999 fine.
The former price was fixed on
April 23. last, when the Philadelphia mint stopped receiving bullion and it had be sent to either
the San Francisco or Denver mint.
This involved increased trans-and
dealer
charges
lowered their prices to the mines
to meet the additional cost.
The resumption of silver coining
at the Philadelphia mint today
does away with Hie long haul and
the dealers have accordingly raised
their prices to the miners.
p

Last Sundey me and Tuds Sim-kiwas taking a wawk Jest for
the wawk, and we came to a place
ware a lot of awtum leeves had

fell off and was laying all erround,
me thinking, G, Mary Watkins is
crazy about awtum leeves. she
thinks theyre wondcrflll, 1 wla'i
Puds wasent with mo and Id pick
some up and take them erround
to her.
Wlch Jest then I had a good
ldcer. saying. Well, I think I
wawked onuff, I think III go home.
I think I will too, my legs is all
out of brcth, scd Puds. And we
started to wawk home In dlffrent
direcktions and wen I got erround10
the corner I waited there about
minutes and then I went back to
pick up some leeves and who was
there allreddy picking them up
but Puds, me saying, Heck, I
thawt you was going home.
I thawt you was, sed Puds, and
I sed, So I was, and Puds sed. So
was I. And he keep on picking
up awtum leeves, me saying, Wats
you going to do with the leeves.
My mother likes them, I thaw'
Id pick some up and take them
home for? a deckoratlon, sed Puds.
O thats a pritty good of a ideer
I think I will too, I sed. Wlch
did, picking up a big handful and
saying, Well, Im going home now
and Puds sed. So am I ony I think
111 wawk home with you ferst, I
think I need the exercize.
Gosh, I thawt you was so tired.
I sed, and Puds sed, I was but I
And he started to wawk
nlnt.
alongside of me, so I had to wawk
I started to go in the
and
home,
house, saying, Are you going homo
now?
Yes, sed Puds. And' I went in
and quick ran and looked out the
parler window and saw Puds tern-Inerround the corner tords Mary
Watklnses house insted of his, me
thinking, The darn story teller, 111
never trust that guy agen.
Wlch Jest then ma came In the
parler, saying, O, tho lovely awtum
leeves. wy Benny, it was reel
thawtful of you to bring them
home, thank you very much.
Youre welcome, I sed.
Proving youre libel to get credit
wen you least ixpect It.
1
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"I want to Hannah, but"
"Don't have no 'buts' about It.
ma'am. You sure is old enough to
know your own mind, same as you
lets Joan know hern. You lets her
do what she wants to, because you
think It is right. Why ain't It
right for you too? That's what I
want to know."
"Thank you, Hannah."
Hannah returned to her work
mumbling to herself and wondering what her mistress had thanked
her for.

Despondency.
When you feel blue and that
everything goes wrong, take a dose
of Chamberlain'
Tablet. They
will cleanse and invigorate your
stomach, regulate your liver and
bowels and make you feel that this
old world ii a good place to live In,

One Cbnnco for Each Person
$15 for the best trade marK
and emblem for our Dairy
Products. Contest closes 13
o'clock midnight, Nov. 20,
1921. All contestants must
accompany their suggestions
with a bottle cap of the
AssoDairy
Albuquerque
ciation. The board of directors to be the Judge.
FREE TO Atli

Albuquerque
Dairy Ass'n.
I
Phnn
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Dlfaatlbl.

Yeast Vitamon
Complexion Secret
Banishes Skin Eruptions, Puts on Firm Flesh.,
Strengthens the Nerves and Increases Energy.
If you wnnt to quickly clear toot
Un and ooinpleiioD, put eotns firm,
he&lthy Brih on your bonaa, increaM
your nervs force and pom and loek
and feel 100 per cent, better, stmply
try taking two of Martin's Uny
V1TAMON tablets with each meal
and watah result. Maatin'a VTTA-MU- N
Tablet eon tun highly concentrated jreantrTitAnuoea
M well
oa the two oilier atill mora important
vitaminoa (Vat Soluble A ana Water
Soluble O and are now being used
by tbousfnda aa a tnnie restorative
and aniaiiug complexion secret. Pim-ple- a,
boil and akin eruption aoem to
vamah like ma no, the n niplrlion becomes freeh and beautiful, the chocks
may, the lipa red, tho eyes bright. So
rapid and amaaing are the results
that ffliooem la alieolutaly guaranteed
or the trial costa you nothing. The
aouroo of a glowing, radiant comYou can't
plexion is from iruvi.
expect external applications to tier fit
a condition due to Internal condition.
(Jet aomo vi famines into your ayateml
Be sure to reraemher the name
You caji get
Maatin'a
Muslin's VITAMON Tablets at all
good druggtats.

THE UGLY
BLACKHEAD
UNHEALTHY
SKIN

BEAUTIFUL
t CLEAR
I VITAMON
V
SKIN

ft
V

Cf What Um Ar IWauttf ol Fature If
You Have An Uflr SWIn, Flabby Fleih.
I
Hallow Chooki, Of a Scrawny Neck?
It
Motln'a VITAMON Tablet Ara Po.1-HCuarantMd ToA Clre You Now
Mor Rounded
Hoalth, Boauty And
Face and Fifuro, or Monty Back.

.MASTIN5

Are Positively Guaranteed

to Put On Firm Flesh,

g

tmamsfS;m&el,

THE

aiafciaiTi

il

VEAST

VITAMINf

TABU!

GENUIM

."

Clear the Skin and Increase
Energy When Taken With
Every Meal or Money Back

-

-

of the most sensational buying New Mexico
has ever seen. Our mammoth $400,000 stock
shows no signs of depletion.

ere's Plenty for All

$400,000 Worth of Merchandise is a Great Deal. It will take days and days of even the most
hectic kind of buying to deplete it. Although the shelves and racks are emptied many times a

day and although we are displaying everything we can on our more than one acre of floor
space, great reserve stocks are being brought from the basement between each buying period. There is plenty of merchandise for all, plenty of the things you need on sale every day.
So far we have completely run out of nothing. The buyer who attends the sale today will
have the same opportunity as the buyer who attended the first day. The main thing is to attend the sale as soon as you can. There are things here you need. A modern department store
stock comprises everything from groceries to phonographs. This sale is the saving opportunity of a life time. Remember this Fire Sale is an absolute disposal, selling every item of
every line at prices you know represent an enormous sacrifice to us and a saving to you that
no buyer can afford to over look.

!

We Must Respectfully Ask Patrons to
serve These Necessary

fire Sale Hours
2 p. m. to 6:30 p. m.
The interval from 12:30 to 2 enables us to'

Ob-

SALES CONDITIONS

Today and every day during the fire sale:
9 a. m. to 12:30 noon.
re-

plenish sales counters and places the whole
sales force at the disposal of customers at ajl
times while the store is open.

Cash only.
No mail or telephone orders.
No approvals, exchanges or refunds.
No S ancl II Green Stamps.
Checks can be cashed only at the main office;
second floor.
Please cash your check there before you begin
buying. It will save YOUR time and assist
our salespeople.

FIRE SALE HIGHLIGHTS
FIRST FLOOR

$15.00

Substitutes

?.e
To, Infant., Invalid, ind Orewln. Children I Plch milk, naked
NourUhlnf
No Caoklng
The Orlfinal Food Drink For All Asta

4

Men's ClotlilnR

PRIZE

Original

Avoid Imitations

KIRKMAN.

."

"You sure looked fine. And Mrs.
Hayden, ma'am, please don't stop
because of her Joan. You ain't
nothin' but a young thing yoself.
Why, your ma warn't married 'till
she was older than what you are
this minlt. Just go on making
yo'self look fine like the other
night.- Miss Joan she going to git
used to it. Don't you fear."

l!or lick's
the

!

Get at the Real Cause Take
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets

-

ASK FOR

I

STOMACH UPSET?

That 'a what tbmicinlo F
suflerers are doing now. Instead ci
takinp tnnirs. nr trvina tr natrb im n
poor digestion, they are attacking the
real cause of the ailment clogged liver
and disordered bowels.
Dr Rclwarris' Olive TnMoto airmen
the liver in a soothing, healing way.
room. "No, 40 is not old!" she wnen me uver ana Dowels are persaid, then added: "unless one al- forming their natural fnnrtinnc snu
lows It to be."
goes indigestion and stomach troubles.
She seated herself before her
Have you a bad taste, coated tongue,
she
mirror.
table
Slowly
dressing
poor appetitea lazy, don't-car- e
feeling,
examined herself, each feature, flrt JxfTlhlt
infi nr Pnnrmr t rmiKlo iiritK
looked for signs of wrinkles, and undigested foods? Take' Olive Tablets
found none. Save for a little crink- me
suDsuiuie xor calomel.
ling at the corner of her eyes, her
Dr Edwards' Dlive TaMotn ara o
face was as smooth as Joan's own. burelv
veoetahle
And that crinkling might well have
been caused by laughter Instead olive oil You will know them by their
Mive coioi
of age.
i ney ao tne work without
Some day she would take a trip jriping, cramps or pain.
Into Boston and replenish her
TakL one or two at herltimA fnr ni.v
small stock of cosmetics. She had elief. Eat wnat you like. 15c and 30c
of
a
bit
a good complexion, but
rouge, a tiny line to extend her
eyebrows, some good powder would
make a difference.
Margaret Hayden longed to talk
with someone ,and no one but old
Hannah being available, she decided to go to her.
"You see, Hannah, Joan isn't
accustomed to seeing me wear
anything but sober clothes, plainly
made. I never have cared. But
someway I seem to have commenced to care lately," she blushed vividly at her naive confession,
"and Joan resents it. That was
why she cried so the other night.
She said she had lost her Mum-sie-

INFANTS and INVALIDS

JWOTB BOOK,

11AXXAH,

from you

Safe 7MUin

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

Br Edna Kent Forbca.

Karl

Papre Five

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Furnishings and
Jewelry and Silver- Shoes

waro
Silks
Woolen and Cotton
lress Goods
Neckwear

Handkerchiefs
and

Trimmings
Ribbons

Notions
Trnvi-lwar- e

Toilet Articles
Table and lied
Linen and Towels
Cmtnins and Drapery
(ioods
Hosiery
Gloves
Lentlier Goods
Groceries

SECOND FLOOR
Ladies' Ready- Ladies' and Children's Shoes
and ChilGirls'
Ladies'
and
Boys'
dren's UnderWearing
wear of all
Apparel
kinds
Millinery
to-We-

ar

THIRD FLOOR
China and Glass

ware
Kitchenware
Rugs and
Linoleum

Phonographs
and Phonograph
Records

Blankets and
Comforters.

Corsets.

RosenwahFs

"1 F ""U

O

Sale

i
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S
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Five
922 Mode! Automobi les
Including
In Yesterday's Issue of the Journal was published the first list of club
members entered thus far in the Journal's $8,080 Salesmanship Club in
which Five Automobiles and hundreds of dollars in cash are to be dislrib
uted among home folks absolutely free.

PER

The short list of candidates shows that there is plenty of room for
live workers there are plenty of prizes for all. The opportunity is actually calling aloud for real "live wire" workers to enter the campaign
and make themselves important factors and winners of the big prizes.
$8,000.00 is actually going begging for lack of active workers.
Send or bring the nomination coupon in this paper to The Journal
office. That makes you a club member starts you off with 5,000 FREE
CREDITS. A few subscriptions to The Journal, while the big credit
schedule is in force, credits you with thousands of votes toward capturing one of the big awards and WITHOUT A SINGLE PENNY OR
COST.

CENT CASH

Guaranteed To All
Winners
"Jon-Pri- ze

Everybody
Wins
Something
There Will Be
Ho

Losers

GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE
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Campaign
Ends
Thursday
December
22nd

AUTOS
to be
Given Away
FREE
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1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER SIX SEDAN, VALUE $2,29S.
STUDEBAKER TOURING
OR WINNER MAY SELECT BIG "6"
PURCHASED FROM AND ON DISPLAY AT

CAR

COOPER MOTOR CO., Albuquerque, N. M.

3s

1

I

I
3

ARE YOU AWAKE OR ASLEEP?
Candidates who have been nominated in The Morning Journal's election
are urged to wake up to the credit value of subscriptions these next three
weeks. Thus far very few of those nominated have made any effort whatsoever in the way of securing subscriptions or renewals to The Journal in
fact, more subscribers have come to The Journal office voluntarily and paid
up their accounts, giving the credits to some contestant whom they happened to know, than most of the candidates have brought in.
Credits accumulate very fast during this part of the campaign when the
credit schedule is the highest. Wake up, candidates, don't expect your
Credit Schedule of the

Albuquerque
Morning Journal

friends to do it all; make some effort yourself and you 'will be surprised at
how easy you can pile up a big credit total and go "over the top" for a car.
Don't be one of those who will "wish I had" when the election is oveir
and the big prizes distributed start an active campaign NOW. It is doubtful if you ever had or ever will have such an opportunity for making BIG
MONEY without investing one cent.
If your name is not on the list of participants among whom the gigantic
distribution will be made, send in your nomination blank and get busy. It
will pay you bigger in the short period of time than anything you have ever
done in your lire. Are you awake or asleep

SECOND CAPITAL PRIZE

The Complete

Prize Lis!

FIRST CREDIT PERIOD

Tp to Wednesday, December 7th
Price. Credit?

6.000
$ 4.75
Month
1 Year
9.00
12.000
2 Years
30.000
18.00
3 Years
80.000
Z'i.00
4 Years
36.00
120,000
5 Years
45.00
240.000
6 Years . .
360.000
54.00
SECOND CREDIT PERIOD
December 8th to December 17
Price. Credits
6 Months
4.75
4,000
1 Year
9.00
9.000
2 Years
18.00
22.500
27.00
..
8 Years
45,000
36.00
4 Years
90.000
45.00
5 Year
180.000
G Years
54.00
270.000
TniRD CREDIT PERIOD
December 18 to December 22nd
Price. Credits
2.600
6 Month
v...... I 4.76
1 Year
9.00
8.000
15.00C
. . . . 18.00
2 Years
SO.OOu
27.00
3 Years
36.00
4 Years
60,000
6 Years
45.00
120,000
6 Years .
E4.00 180.000
The above declining schedule ot credit,
not
be
will oositlvBlv
changed during
A Special Vote Ballot
th campaign.
good for 100,000 EXTRA CREDITS will
be issued on every "club" of $27.00
turned In. This special offer will remain In effect during the entire cam
paign, and will be considered part of
tli
regular schedule.
6

One 1922 Studebaker Mght "C" Sedan.
Value $2,295, purchased from the Coop-e- r
Motor Co.
One 1922 Studebaker L'-r'- -t
"6" Tour're wheels.
ing Car, equipped wlH;
Value $1,350, purchased in,,,i fie Cooper Motor Co.
One Chevrolet
Tor
Value
: oper Mo-'o- r
S692, Purchased from tli
Co.

-

M

f

M

Ine Chevrolet
5692, purchased
Co.
One Chevrolet
1692, purchased
tor Co.

Tourlug Car. Value
r
from the Cooper
Mo-o-

Touring Car. Value
from the Cooper Mo-

One

$150.00
150.00
160.00
- 75.00
76.00
75.00
60.00
50.00
60.00
80.00
80.00
30.00
26.00
25.00
25.00

)no

One
Dne

)ne
)ne
ne
no

me
me
ma
One

ne
me
Jn

1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER

LIGHT

"6" TOURING CAR, WIRE WHEEL EQUIPMENT, VALUE $1450

Purchased From and on Display at COOPER MOTOR CO.

in
in
In
in
in

cash
cash
cash
cash
cash

in cash
in cash
in cash
in cash
in cash
In cash
in cash
in cash
In cash
in cash

hundreds of dollars In cash commissions
o be distributed to
winners on
a salary basis of 10, ten per cent, on
all subscription collections turned In according to the rules of the campaign.
non-pri-

1
&5?

P
If
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DISCUS

LITTLE ROUMANIAN
PRINCESS ARRIVES EXECUTIVES OF
FOR VISIT IN U. S.

WILL

SL QWER

TEACHERS

I

TO MEET TODAY

RENTALS

LAND

Many Important Questions
to Be Considered By State
Cattle Association Board
at Roswell Meeting.

Routine Business of the
to
ecutive
Board

Reduction of the rate on state
land leases ana purchase prices
will he one of the main subjects to
be discussed at the meeting of the
executive board of the New Mexico
Cattle and Horse Growers' association to be held at Roswell DecemImportant
ber 5. The subject Is anInterests
or
one effecting the stock
the state and It Is possible that
to
resolutions covering suggestions oe
state government will

The
meeting of
the executive board of the New
Mexico Educational association will
start this morning at 9 o'clock at
the high echool auditorium. Aside
from routine business the board
will hear a number of addresses
and reports of committees. The report of the association reorganization committee will be read at the
morning session by Edwin D. Martin.
A large number of the members
of the executive board arrived in
the city yesterday and It is expected
that all general business will be
completed before the first regular

PaAeproposed reduction In taxes,
both in values of livestock and
grazing lands, will also probably
come before the board for discusmeat marsion. The
proP011.10"
keting agency and the
of the packers going into the retail
bebusiness will also be brought up
fore the meeting, as will a proposed
the western sta tesa
plan for getting
more firmly bound together in
policy of action.
:
The date uand tentative arrange--at
,mi
.r
onrintr will also ue
meeting
at the Roswell
decided
.
un a number
,
t.
nvoiitivR
tne memuers m mo will attendDoara
the
from this vicinity
"'.
meeting. Miss i;er na
leave
will
retary of the association,
for Roswell about uecem i

Princess Princella Alexander

and her mother, Princes
Antolne Bibesco, photographed
on their arrival in New York.

Princess Antoine Bibesco, wife
of the Roumanian ambassador to
the U. S., has returned to Washington after spending the summer
with her parents,
and
Mrs. Herbert Asquith of England.
With her came her ttle daughter,
Princess Princella Alexandra.

.

ut--

-

HOPE FOR SUCCESS OF
ARMQ I IMIT MEETING

PRESSED

BY

II

I hl,

GIVEN
BY

SUM

LARGE

POPE

(By The Asi)Clnled ProM.)

As

the
Washington. Nov 19 (byBenedict
Pope
Press.)
soclated
T

BREECE

COL

President HarJ
that Provides
Fund of $600,
ing has expressed the hope "
"
Almighty (Joel may
to Be Used As
Proceeds
by
issue to the initiativenf taken
the great
lotroto
Prizes for Excellence in
. ..ui

,

i

vennblio to tranquilize
of humanity."
the trepidation
.
.r
,st tho none, to
eether with communications -from
a dozen ruicis aim uu.
received t5
rious governments
were mado
Harding,
President
public today at the state department.
n.i
i,i.,.rv.m from Pone Bone
diet as received In Washington
"On the eve of the conference
assembled for the purpose. 01 sec
orrtvn in ipnUll ilVUtl

tlllS

tions connected with the Far Eastand of thus arriving at aisarmaonrnnstlv
Almighty God
a Vinnnv Issue to the Initia
3
tive taken by the chief maglstrat!
of the great American repuouc w
traniiUilize the trepiuanon 01 uu
inanity."
lirmiirtment officials were of tlv
op' iion that the panal Inmefsace
trans- hail ben slightly garbled

..'

Among others were messages
from King George of I'.nglnnd.
King Albert of RelRium; President
Mlllerand of France, Emperor
of Japan and President Hsu
of China.
g

j ESCAPED CONVICT TO

BE RETURNED TO THE
PENITENTIIARY
UTAH

i

rnnM T7iKfirt Rlnripv. PRCaned
convict from the Utah penitentiary
at Salt Lake, who was caught by
Special Officer G. E. Wyatt last
:
me
Wednesday, win ne Kept in over
', county Jail until he Is turned
: to Salt Iiko City officials who will
' come for him, according to an an- l nouncement made at the sheriff's
,

"

Blaney was serving a term of
from five years to me lmprison-- I
ment when he escaped. He was
convicted of robbery and man- -'
slaughter following the robbery of
' a safe In Salt Lake City and the
I killing of one officer while the
robber was attempting to get
' away. A reward was C.posted a few
F. Emery,
days ago by Sheriff
J of Salt Lake City, for the arrest of
convict.
j the escaped

Mis.

HUMAN
TESTIFIES

: Declares Lydia E.Pinkham's

Vege

MEYER AND MEYER TO
CLOSE SPECIAL SALE
ON CLOTHING TODAY
Meyer

&

Meyer, clothing tailors

r

Pink-ham-

CATARRH
of the
BLADDER
Ml

that.

Reports indicate that the entire
faculties from the norma' schools
at Silver City and Las Vegas will
be present at the teachers' con-

vention.
The committee to assist in the
War Mother memorial proposal i,
to meet Governor M. C. Mechem
this evening.

formation bureau."
But few teachers will arrive toWe deliver any size any
day and only a few of the recep
tion committee will meet tho trains where. Henry Transfer Con
to greet possible arrivals. The com Phone 939.
mittee will be out in force witn a
number of cars starting Sunday
From Paraguay comes a new
morning. All teachers will be met
plant, which produces
at the trains and taken to the a useful
"vegetable silk."
rooms which have been assigned
them by the chamber of commerce.
The committee will need consider
able assistance in this work and
Albuquerque boosters are urged to
report to the committee with their

Just the things
fcr cc!d weather
New

Army
Pants, Just what you

'

ready-to-we-

13

The Southwestern Electrical association will hold its 1922 convention in Albuquerque, according to
a wire received yesterday by the
chamber of commerce from Arthur
Prager, president of the association,
who is attending the meeting of the
executive boad at El Paso.
D. B. McKee, secretary of the
chamber, wired the executive board
an invitation to again make this
city the location of their conven
tion. Mr. Prager's wire stated that
the association would accept the
invitation and would meet here

February

13

DEATHS

and

14.

AND

FUNERALS

SEDILLO Juanlta Bedlllo died
yesterday afternoon at her residence. She is survived by one sister besides her mother. Funeral
arrangements are still pending.
Crollott is in charge.
NEGRO IS IiYNCHKD.
Helena, Ark., Nov. 18. Will
Turner, a negro, charged with; assault upon a young white woman
today, was taken by a mob from
sheriffs posse while being re-

moved to Mariano for
After being shot to death, his
body was brought back here and
burned In the city park,
g.

(Jr'
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Shirts
New o. d.
Wool

Underwear

TJ

O. D. Blankets,

ftf
M.D

Class--

Navy

jn gfx
OOtOl

Blankets...

'

Blood

WE

For Genuine Relief Your
Blood Must Be Purified.
As the blood circulates. It hns
two functlona to perform.
First:
to carry nourishment to all
of the body Second: to takeparts
up
the waste products and cast them
out through the proper channels.
When waste products accumulate
In the system, they are a menace to
life. They cause a lowered vitality,
many forms of skin disorders and
rheumatism.
There is no disease more painful;
nor a disease that will lead to as
much serious trouble as rheumatism. Genuine relief can be had
only by correcting the basic trouble
waste products.
Thousands and thousnnds
of
men and women during the past 60
years have cleared their blood of
waste products with S. S. S. It la
the ideal remedy for rheumatism
Because it rcmovea the poisonous
waste matter which Is ran sine th- trouble. There are no had afte,
effects and the result Is wonderful
Begin taking 8. 8. 8. today and
write for 66 page illustrated book,
let, "Pacts About the Blood" free
Personal medical advice, without
charge, may also be had by sending a complete description of your
case. Address Chief Medical
rector, Swift Speciflo Co., 730 S. P
S. Laboratory.
Atlanta. Ga. Al
good drug stores sell 8. 8. 8.

BELIEVE Iff BACKING OUR STATE
UNIVERSITY TO THE LIMIT

BE SURE TO SEE THE BIG GRIDIRON
BATTLE AT UNIVERSITY FIELD THIS
AFTERNOON AT 2:30 P. M,

ARIZONA

"WILDCATS"

vs
MEXICO

HEW
SOUTHWESTERN

"LOBCS"

CHAMPIONSHIP

AT STAKE

Byron Henry !ve

E. L. Washburn Co,
Albuquerque's

FLORIST

Exclusive

Clothiers

IS

OPEN FOR
BUSINESS

Carnations, Chrysanthemums and Roses in

abundance

continued
patronage solicited

THE JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

323 South First Street

1.

PHONE 199

For Your
THANKSGIVING
TURKEYS
"Price Is Right"
FRESH TODAY
Springs Hens
Beef Mutton Pork
Veal Spare Ribs
Brains
Vegetables, Fruits
and Groceries

201 North First Street.
Phone I9t
i'hone Cs Tour Order We
Will do me Rest

STAGE

Football

Football

Where ?

University Grounds At Two-thirt- y
Saturday, November 19th, 1921.

CHOCOLATE

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
am
am
pm

QREAM COFFEE
Sold at this Store.

STATE

Ontral

WeSellSKJURfc
the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

ether Macaroni Products.

FARMMGTOn

NEW

STATE

UNIVERSITY

MEXICO

UNIVERSITY

of

vs

of

pro

600

TAXI
SINGER
Office Singer Cigar Store.
Wert

The

In

Army & Navy Store

5th and Central. 218 E. Central

210

DAY

BA

Rheumatism Due
To Waste Products

Your

VThe

The Continental Oil Co.

Phone

00

$1.50

garment

Conoco Service Stations will
close at 7:00 p. in., except on
Saturdays, when they will remain open until 10:00 p. ni.

Leaves Albuquerque.. "7:45
Arrlvesa In Banta Fe. . .10:45
4:80
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:80

Is

f

75 C

Wool

Today

Worth, Thursday night.
Mlfw Beulnh Clement, traveler'
aid of tho Y. W. C. A., was the
agent of fate who arrested thJ
girl's runaway trip. Bhe questioned
the traveler and found that because she was angry at her slaters,
she was going to exchange her
"diamond" for a ticket.
Station Master c. N. Draper was
consulted, and finding that the
child was running away fron
homo here, it was decided to send
her back to her mother. In a short
time the girl was on her way home.

Underwear,

garment
New

A young girl, 10 years old, with

a "diamond" ring and a small grip
containing a tew clothes, was (oiled
In her attempt to go out of the
Duke City and set sail for ffort

M.n

Shirts

Reclaimed

TEN YEAR OLD GIRL
TRYS T0RUN AWAY

-

Effective November 15th

ar

HEREFEBRUARY

Long

ol

have been lookingr
Reclaimed Riding
Breeches
Now Riding
Breeches
Reclaimed O. D.

ar

day.
The firm has been offering tneir
complete stock of
clothing at a single price, which has
been proving attractive to a large
The special
number of buyers.
sale is intended to raise cash im
walked up town I mediately and the members of the
thoueht I would firm declare that it is meeting with
success.
drop and many a
time I felt so bad
I had to eo to bed ELECTRICAL MEN TO
and I was not able
HOLD ANNUAL MEET
to do much of my

Hamilton, Ohio. '"Ihad such awful
piling in my back I could hardly stand
my leet ana i
'wp!prW1on
1 vi was "ever without

eine-dow-

meeting of the convention on Monday.
The chamber of commerce arrangements for the accommodation of the teachers and for their
entertainment have been completed. The Information and rooming
bureau will be established at the
"T" this morning and will be In
charge of a chamber of commerce
official throughout tho convention.
A special telephone for the bureau
has been installed and tho bureau
office can be reached by asking
telephone central for "teachers' In-

Coal Supply Co Xhon 4 and 6.
Mrs. J. M. Doollttle left yesterto attend the
day for Craig, Colo.,
Mrs.
funeral of her sister-in-laA. J. Kapple.
Mrs. Ada Pierce Winn, of Silver
City, has arrived here for the N. M.
E. A. meeting.
Dr. Murray, osteopathlo physician. Woolworth Bldg. Phone 644W
Mrs. M. F. Murphy, of this city,
left yesterday for Santa Fe, where
she will have charge of the office
at Bishop's Lodge. Mrs. Stanley
R. Graham accompanied her to
spend the winter.
Pay Poll Tax at High School.
There will be a meeting of th
National Disabled Soldiers' league
at the Chamber of Commerce on
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
W. A. Koleher has returned from
a business trip to California.
Tho Fraternal Homo Insurance
society will meet this evening at 8
o'cloc k at I. O. O. F. hall.
Pythian Sisters will hold a bunco party at the K. of P. hall at 8
o'clock Saturday evening. Members and friends are Invited.
Fresh violets at College Inn.
Four dollars full wagon .load
amount
factory, wood; limited
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
At the regular school board
meeting last ight, the bills were
paid, and the money was distributed among the banks according
to the established
law covering

Let Us Send a Man

ready-to-we-

would have hemorrhages every two
weeks and drae- n
pains. I had been feeling
badly for three years and had two of
the best doctors in the city, but I kept
getting worse ana only weighed 126
rands. I saw your advertisement and
's
took eight boxes of Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound Tablets,
four bottle3 Lydia E. Pinkham's Blood
Medicine and your Liver Pills and no
ticed an improvement right away.
Nowl weign 183 pounds and teel tine.
Everybody tells me how weh I look
and asks me what I took and I always
ay, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, the best medicine in the
world for any sickness to which girls
and women are subject.' I will always
have a good word for your medicine."
Mrs. Joseph Williman, 722 South
9th Street, Hamilton, Ohio.

Be

care at all possible times.
Auto wlndileld tags are being
nutomoblle
distributed
among
owners and each Albuquorquenn Is
expected to wear one of the "Ask
me I live hore" tags. The teachers will be Instructed to seek necEngineering Subjects.
essary information from any perA gift from Colonel George E, son wearing the tag.. Instead of
uniF.reece of $000 to the state
going to the, regular information
versity was announced
by Dr,- bureau.
David Spence Hill yesterday mornins at the university assembly. Y MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
The proceeds of the gift will be used
to provide prizes for excellence in
IS TO START DEC. 6
engineering studies.
The prize will be awarded an
A two-da- y
membership drive to
nually to the student In the en be staged by the Y. M. C. A., startglncering college who, in the opin ing December 5, is expected lo add
Ion of the faculty, has made the at least 200 members to the organbest scholastic record during the ization. Instead of the general
year. The award will be made on working teams, the drivo will bo
Honor day, in connection with the worked on the order of a
competcommencement ceremonies.
unsalesmanship campaign manThree separate funds for the itive
Bales
a
der
direction
of
the
maintenance of scholarship have
and four assistants, each of
recently been made to the univer ager
whom will have charge of a crew
sity, the other two having been con- of salesmen.
to
The committee
tr buted bv U. T. Frencn ana A. u have
charge of the drlvo will be
Simms. All of the awards will be
a
within
announced
few
days by
made on the annual honor day.
President Hill's announcement of tho Y. M. C. A. activities board.
Colonel Breece'g gift was greeted
by the students with a burst of COAL THROWN BY HOBO
applause, and the student body ImCUTS TRAIN FLAGMAN
mediately passed resolutions In appreciation at thn generous gift,
A painful injury was suffered by
end appointed a committee to thank
G. D. Milleir, flagman on the Calithe donor.
fornia Limited, when he was hit
Thursday afternoon by a piece of
RETAIL LIQUOR MEN
coal thrown at him by a tramp, who
was on a passing train,
STILL BRING TAXES
Miller had fixed a switch near
OFFICE Grants, on train number 4, when
TO REVENUE
tho tramp, who was on the front of
Contrary to the general opinion, number 7, threw the coal at him,
the government is collecting more which struck him on the head. a
The injured man was met by
taxes from the retail liquor business
now than it did m
physician when number 4 pulled
days, according to B. C. Hernandez, into Albuquerque.
collector of Internal revenue here.
The Increase in revenue from IVES GREENHOUSES
this source is brought about by the
OPEN FOR BUSINESS
fact that all bootleggers now
caught are required to pay for the
It will interest the friends of
same retail liquor dealer's license Byron Henry Ives, deceased, and
as formerly, and in addition to those who are Interested in the innav a heavy penalty for having stitutions which are beneficiaries
failed to make application for this of his will, to know that the Byron
license. There Is also a fine which Henry Ives greenhouses are open
is levied in many cases.
Since January 1. the government for business as usual.
has collected more than 75,000 for
licenses In this state alone. Of this
amount, 1 20,000 was levied in the
month of October
The comparison between the gov.
To replnoe that broken window
ernment's revenue now and former
glass. Albuquerque Lnmher Co..
ly does not include the wholesale
42S Nortb first
I'hone 421.
which
liquor dealer's licenses,
more than equaled the retail li
censes.
,

and merchants of 114 West Cen
table Compound to Be the Best tral avenue, have announced that
their special sale on
Medicine for Girls and Women suits and overcoats will close to

housework. I

Ex-

Transacted and Several
Addresses and Reports.

the

:

LOCAL ITEMS

Pa?e Sevett

ARIZONA

APPLES

Extra Fancy Roman Beauties.
,...$3.25
Extra Fancy Wineaaps
i. ..$3.50
There are no better apples packed than these.
Now is the time to put in your winter supply.

BE A BOOSTER FOR YOUR OWN UNIVERSITY
AND HELP THEM WIN.

WILL YOU BE THERE?

.

Our meat market will be open for business Monday
morning. Give us your order for that Thanksgiving Turkey.

Broadway Central Grocery
ALBUQUERQUE STORES CO.. Incorporated
No Mall Orders Taken.

Corner Broadway and Central.

We

Sell

Phone

m

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Noodles, Spaghetti and

ttt

ether Macaroni Product

COMPLIMENTS OF THE

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company

,

J
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WILLIE'S COMMERCIAL" BATTERING RAM SPOILS A BIG SALE
(L.i.r.tarsdl)

e3 lira

I

ti

ifin

REEIVEN

m

CATCH

HAHPIEJIOJ

ELEVfflE

VfRWKElfl

PUUKMN70
LI&ERA1ER0U
FOR RLTUKH TRIP

WILLIEL

WETlNtlOUSF
5MIT-H- .

PAT.

I

fried to help out by making a contraption like this. Papa was delighted with it,
such a business boom at Papa's store that they can't show the goods fast enough.
so excited while making a big sale that he let Mr. Cohen, from St. Louis, get knocked over by a roll of cloth and then blamed me because Mr. Cohen cancelled his order. Yours, WILLIE.

DEAR TO MMY: There's
he

got

but

it- -'

It.:

UNLUCKY LOOIE

fMs.s.!
UON'T

frr"DW

FAIL

that

I

luwch

I'll

)

(will

o'c lock sump

U

be There

Be

there

on thb minute!

ooMj

Wo

y

-

ESI

p
:

I'LL

TRY IT AGAIN

watchman

J

1

T,Mj

:
I

hwht
OoT.

J

'

f

steady

serve
.jost Right1
x

f

.

ha& w

m

Cive me a

te

i

V

S

:

'

1

1

1

NV

NOW MAYBE

YoUSE

DAT'

--

dese is

"Cwd
;::N

j

V
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i:

if-

ip-i-

f

is easy! maybe ttEX

Uuwch

I

!f.
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HE IS FAITHFUL UNTO DINNERTIME
,i'MEr.

3

V

Qci---

-

A

wic. stay out? wot?)
)

N

1

.

05E TRYING. To
fUeuveft.
REPAST
MO

THIS

T

I

J

BUT, BELIEVC ME

IT

f

T

fc:

!

AND-

-

.He---

0

o

I'M

Ggamdma,

ARE You ?

All(?(6HT,

3r?ANDSO(V,

ARE

Got it,

Right on the 6eak.
fMiC of

UHKtHDNESS.

ivbi

'in

nr

"l A&iUtbi&i&&jii

Hoi

Your

I

SAY,6(?ANDMA,
KNOvy'WrtY MAMA

calls

You

Honey -

WHY DOES YooR
MA CALL ME HoMEfr

Told

PAPA
HAD

BEES
I

-

,

ME You
Bo'MNET

IH YOUR

n

OH, THE
WRETCH.
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"TAKE YOUR TIME" IS COACH'S ADVICE,
BUT PUNTER FINDS TIME IS PRECIOUS CEMENT WORK IS

PROPOSED BOOST
OF INHERITANCE

FOR

COMPLETED

CENTRAL AVENUE

Senate Amendment Increasing the Rate is Knocked
Out of Bill By Senate and
House Conferees.

Bitulithic Surface Will Be
Laid in Few Days; Cold
Weather Would Not Delay Completion of Work.

(Bj The AfwurtUMb rresi.)
Washington, Nov. 18. The sen-at- e
amendment proposing to Increase the maximum
inheritance
tax rate from the present 25 per
cent on estimates valued at
or more, to 50 per cent on
those of $100,000,000 or more, was
knocked out of the tax revision bill
today by house and senate conferees. This amendment formen n
part, of the compromise revision
program brought forward by the
senate agricultural bloc and agreed
to by, republican leaders.
This was the only one of the remaining "high spots" in the bill on
which the conferees came to an
but the house
agreement today
managers, in conformity with in-- 1
voted yesterday by the
structions
a eunala inPftmfi
hnnon c unanl a,A
surtax maximum rate of 50 per
cent. At the White House today ii
was said President Harding was
disappointed by the houso
frankly on
the surtax amendment
action
was re- this disappointment
fleeted in other administration ana
congress onal circles

The New Mexico Construction
company completed laying the concrete base for the Fast Central
avenue paving yesterday morning.
All danger of the paving being stop,
lied on account of freezing weather
is now passed, as the bitulithic surface c'in bo laid even in extreme
cold weather,- although possibly a
smoother job can bo done under
weather conditions which do not
include freezing temperatures.
The concrete on the south side of
about hard
tho street is now
enough to start surfacing, but the
work will probably not be started
for a few clays as the workmen
would he ready to start surfacing
the north side before it is hard
It is expected that,
enough.
anjrerbiz, Princeton punter, getting punt away in nick of time.
the enmnauv was granted
Football is replete with tense moments. One of these conies when an additional thirty days from Nothe
the kicker is called back for a punt or try for a field goal. "Take all the vember 15 in which to finishabout
by
time you need," is the constant cry of the coach irt practice. But time work. It will1 bo completed
and the street opened
December
js precious when eleven men are fiprhtinf? to pierce the kicker's line and to
traffic.
block him. The photo, a remarkable closeup of one of these tense
d
ments Bnow3 Vangcrbifr, Princeton half and punter, barely (retting off
MAltSH ALT, APPOINTED.
t
too6late
a ong punt jn fl recent
Qne fivaj ,
hag eaped'-ueBWashington, Nov. 18. Appointto block the ball. A Princeton player has thrown himsefi before another ment
of John B. Marshall of JuODDosine claver to block him
neau, federal prohibition director
for the territory of Alaska, was
announced today at the internal
BALL FOR BENEFIT
revenue bureau. Ho is the first to
be appointed for the territory.
OF ORPHANAGE WILL

Vi

1

11'"'"

i r.! ,nted

,V

to-

-

inday the senate plan for taxing
surance companies. This plan pro
vides that life insurance companies
shall pay tin income tax on investment income at the rate yet to
ilutual
be fixed for corporations,
other than
insurance companies,
life will be taxed at the sme rate
on the net income as computed
' under existing law, while all other
Insurance companies will pay the
corporation tax rate on their net
income as shown in statements required to be furnished on standard
te forms to state tax commissioners. Other agreements reached
by the conferees included these:
Struck out the Lat'ollette amendment requiring taxpayers in making their returns to list the tax
free securities held by them.amendAdopted a compromise
ment exempting from taxation the
first $300 of income received by in-in
from investments
dividuals
the
building and loan associations, from
exemption to 1.run five years
next jaunary
(,ilLs To Charity.
Accepted the senate amendment
striking out an original houseto provision allowing corporations ts de-to
duct from their income gif
charitable organizations, provided
five per
the total did not exceed
cent of ihe net income of the contributing corporation. amendments
stfiate
Accepted
and
providing that where banks
for their
corporations pay taxes deduct
the
stockholders, they may
their inamount so paid In makingstockholdcome tax returns. The
ers for whom taxes were so paid
would not bo permitted, however,
to make a similar acaucuon m
oiir,(r thnlr returns.
amendment
Accepted a senate
the rental
exempting from taxation
to a
furnished
of
dwellings
value
minister of the gespel as part of
his compensation.
Accepted a senate amendment
by inexempting receipts received mutual
dividuals from ship owners' associaprotection and Indemnity
profit.
tions, not orgnnlzed for
Chairman Penrose of the senate
exmanagers, said the confereestomorpected to finish their workbill with
row,' but the amended
the conference report probnbly
precould not bo mado ready forsenate
sentation to the house and
before late Monday.
Final action on the report might
he taken by Wednesday evening,
Senator Penrose said, but he added
that this now looked doubtful.
;

ACTIQI

AGAINST

given in the Colombo hall, on Tuesday night, November 22, beginning
at 9 o'clock. The entire proceeds
of the affair to be turned over to
.St. Anthony's orphanage of Albuquerque.
Owner
of
and
Tho ban Is sponsored by the
Proprietor
Knights of Columbus and the Woto
Cited
Appear
Property
man's Catholic Order of Foresters.
been mado
have
in Court This Noon to Arrangements
with a view to cutting the expense
to a minimum.
Answer Injunction.
Only tho most
necessary expenses will be incurred.
of
the
things required
Upon the complaint of the sher- for theMany
danco have been donated.
iff's office, Hillio Brown and
need
of the orph
The
pressing
Matteuccl have been cited
for funds to see the orphans
by Judge M. E. HU.kcy of the dis- anage
tho
is the ob
winter
trict court to appear before tho afelyofthrough
the dance. There are one
court this noon and show cause ject
e
and sixty-fivboys and a
why the Central bar, in Old Town, hundred
few girls now being cared for nt
should not be enjoined from con- the
Franciscan
the
orphanage by
tinuing business as a bawdy house, sisters.
The task of providing
as it is so charged in the district clothes and
fond for the little ones
and the is
attorney's information
proving a difficult one this year,
sheriff's complaint.
to
the
fact that prices are
Billie Brown is the proprietor of owing and many
people who have
the Central bar and JIatteucci is high
been generous in their contribu- said to be tho owner of tho prop tlons
former
in
years have been
erty. It is alleged In the complaint forced to curtail their donations
that the Central bar Is being used this year.
a.s a bawdy house and that it is frePersons who are inclined to help
quented by persons for Immoral along the homeless boys of Albupurposes.
and New Mexico are urged
The request by tho Rheriff for querque
to
tickets, whether they attend
the injunction against tho Central the buy
dance or not. Contributions of
bar is one of the. first steps taken any kind for the lads will
in tho campaign by Sheriff Tony welcome.
Mrs. Al Coleman and
Ortia to close several places alleged Mrs. Felix Baca are acting as gen-- to be operating in violation of thoiern
for the ball and
chairmen
state law.
those who desire to contribute their
bit toward the succets of the enterFEDERAL AND STATE
prise are urged to communicate
with them.
Ales-sand- ro

Will

find ft hearty
wolcome at
THK
(COLLEGE
INN
B sure and try our
new
PIES AND
SALADS
made
by
our new pastry cook.
Ice Cream,
Candy
and Sandwiches de- ; livered
immediately
on phone call 241.
'

OUR OWN JAZZ
ORCHESTRA
balcony tonlerht

on
t'.

FREE
use fresh

fWe

S

Albu- -

Eggs only at
our fountain.
E. T. Chase,
Dr. R. F. Pcttlt.

College. Inn
Dancing

Eats

Swcctl

, Phone 241

3I0

221 Ji

IN ROSENWALD'S
SANDS

F0B

OWNERS

Ford Battery Is

OF

lm

GR0CE-T0T-

DOLLARS'

STANDARD, STAPLE

PRICES.

ARE

E

DAY-- AT

PUT

OPPORTUNITY

PROCRASTINATION IS THE
DO, IT NOW

IT OFF.

Also BELEN MOTOR COMPANY, BELEN, N. M.

IE EXCHANGE
BUY, SELL OR TRADE

E

HE LAI HELPLESS
UMABLE T

ME

sanitariums.
is ex
Mme. Soliumann-Hein- k
pected to be in Albuquerque around
or
for
two,
Christmas for a week
and her
a visit with her
w

daughter.

FECIALS
A,.
$5.00
Blankets

Class
Wool
Repaired,
Russet Shoes.'. . ...'.
Extra Heavy Navy
Blankets, new.
Class A,
O. D. Breeches
Reclaimed
Army Shirts

$195
$4.00

....$3.00
.$1.25

$4 to $6

ATTEXTION
100 Men's Lcnther
r7f?
I O
Army Jerkins
orders
to
mall
nttentlon
Prompt

O.

LIBERTY ARMY
SUPPLY CO.
117

ioorc's

'.jfA

n
Harry E. Scott, a
mino boss, whose address is Box
6S3, Tombstone, Arizona, writes:
"I was down and out nearly all
the time with rheumatism and finally got to where 1 couldn't move,
even to eed myself. My wife thought
I would never get well again, and
she knew my condition better than
anyono else.
"I was absolutely helpless when
my wife started giving me Tanlac
and in four days I ate a hearty
meal for the first time in many
Tanloo put mo on my
months.
feet and I'm back on the job working hard and feeling just fine. I
have gained eighteen
pounds in
weight, too."
Tanlac is sold in Albuquerque by
the Alvarado Pharmacy and all
other leading druggists everywhere.
Adv.
well-know-

Ranges

Terms to Suit You
120 West Gold

Phone 1111

T. Ji. McRPAT)I)FX,

E. Ij. McSPADDEN.

LOOK FOR OUR NAME

ON

THE

WINDOW

DREYFUSS & CO.
113

FIRST

STREET

THEM

OVER

NORTH

LOOK

North First St

IT WILL PAY YOU
SPECIAL
Saturday Only
Trlcotlne,
Poiret Twill

SWEATERS

BIG

Wool Serges,

DRESSES

SPECIAL

So
charming are these
frocks you will want to see
them, and to see them is
to buy.

ON

$8.75

'to

(Advertisements
Tell You

With the glass-ove- n
door. The slotted
firepot burns the
gas, smoke and soot.

K

The daughter of Mme. Ernestine
Schumann-Helncelebrated prima
donna, is living in Albuquerque at
1320
East Kilver avenue. Her
name is Mrs. Guy, and her husband
is at present in one of the local

Leather
Puttees

Stoves, Furnaces, Dishes, Baby Buggies, Doll Buggies, Toy
Wagons and Velocipedes, Guns, Bicycles
'n Everything.

FURNITURE

WILL
DAUGHTER HERE

VISIT

Sixth and Central

Phone 750

$29.75

These new worsted sweaters
with Tuxedo fronts are exceedingly smart.
They will
make an attractive costume
when worn with a plain
skirt. ' In combination of
colors, green and black, with
white, orange with grey,
brown with buff and buff
with brown anft we have
them from

$2.95 to $9.95

Millinery
SCARFS
We havo those big wooly
kind, some have fringes,
some have pockets.
Wo
have a few of the cape
scarfs left. We have a fine
assortment of these scarfs
in all colors. ...

what to buy
how to buy
where to buy
when to buy

Advertisements
Sabe You

time
trouble
money

-

Read the Advertisements

:

LOOK FOR OUR NAME

ON

THE

WINDOW

GOOD

REAL FIRE SALE

Supply Go.

Asaio-f-

THOU-

THINGS

GROCERIES-T- HE

THIEF OF GOOD INTENTION.

ON'T

OF

WORTH

HERE IS A REAL

TO STOCK UP.

-D-

ickel

SOTTH FIRST
Upstairs.

Grocery Bargains

We have now in stock the only genuine Ford
Storage Battery, the only 13 plate Battery on the
market today selling for $25.00, all others contain
only 11 plates, insist on the Genuine Ford Battery
when replacements are needed.

BUREAU EXHIBITS TO
BE SHOWN AT ARMORY

k,

'

:heap.
HOUSE R00IVIS
South f irst.
Fnoue 231--

'

SCHUMANN-HEIN-

VISITING
TEACHERS

FOR SALE
Underwood Typewriter No. 5.
Almost new condition. Very

BITTNER

YOU NEED EVERY

lh

system of hens so they will be in
good condition to resist disease and
lay more eggs. Successful for 3
years. Sold by Vaio Bros., 307
North First street.

Don't Overlook Th- e-

BAR'

'CENTRAL

Tho "Red Cross roll call drive will
continue today. Squads of young
on
ladies will sell memberships
the streets, using all of their most
blandishments.
successful
Motor
cars are to be stopped and tagged,
also. Those who did not buv a Red
Cross paster for their windshields
on Armistice day are expected to
do so today.
There was no Red Cross luncheon yesterday, so a report of the
teams was not made.
The drive ia to continue until the
Over
quota of $5,000 is 'raised.
half o t at amount is eubscribed
now.

;

ATTENTION

Don't forget that International
Poultry Food Tonic tone up the

Yale-Harva-

TUESDAY

Committees are busily engaged
throughout the city in selling tickets for the "orphans' ball," to be

New York, Nov. 18. Ocorgi
Chaney of Baltimore was disqualify for an alleged foul in the f if ti
round of his bout with Johnny
Dundee tonight for the junior
The
lightweight
championship.
referee awarded the bout to

T 0

SHERIFF STARTS

Arrangements have been mad"
by the Chamber of Commerce to
have the armory open on Thanksgiving day from 9 o'clock in the
morning until 2 o'clock In tho afternoon, in order that the public
may havo an opportunity to see tho
exhibits which have been placed In
tho armory balcony by federal and
state bureaus for the New Mexico
Educational association convention.
Exhibits showing the work of
21 APPLICANTS FOR
the forest service, the biological
survey, tho federal bureau of pubCITIZENSHIP TO BE
lic roads and tho New Mexico State
TODAY college will be shown. The exhibi
CONSIDERED
tion is of such an educational
applica typo that it was decided that It
Hearings on twenty-on- e
should
be opened to tho public.
tions for united States citizenship
will be held this morning at 9 The teachers' convention closes
of next week ana
o'clock by the district court. This Wednesday
Is the largest class of citizenship Thursday has been chosen for the
applicants which has ever been held public exhibit.
in the county. The applicants) represent several
foreign countries. RED CROSS ROLL CALL
Naturalization papers were granted
in two cases yesterday at
WILL CONTINUE TODAY

;

STEP TOWARDS PKACE.
Washington, Nov. 18 (by the Associated Press) Japanese business
men eee in limitation of armament
a step towards realization of interRARVARD
national peace as well as an alleviation of the tax burdens of the
nations, according to a radio message received by the chamber of
(11 The Asnclntt,
rrcai.)
commerce of the United States toNew York, Nov. IS (by the As- day from the chambers of comthe merce of Japan meeting at Osaka.
sociated
Press.) Although
waning oi the eastern football season is indicated by the shorter list
of contests for tpmorrow, the grii-irobattles involve no lessening of
all other
interest.
Surmounting
games of the day is tho
clash at Cambridge. For tho
first lime in a decade, the Eli elev- en will enter the scrimmage an
odds-o- n
favorite in tho wagering.
With wealth of material in both
reserve
baiitfield
and
lines,
strength, the Blue, in certain quar- to
defeat
is
selected
ters,
definitely
tho Crimson. The chief basis for
this prediction Is tho defeat of
both Princeton and Brown by Yalo
as compared with the overtnrow
of Harvard by the Tigers and the
extremely close contest between
Brown and the Cambridge tea'n
last Saturday.
Tin power and ability of tho
two teams, however, does not in- dicato any great preponderance of
strength or playing skill for either
Tho game will be played upon a
wet field' and this is expected In
militate to some extent against
Yale's running and rushing attack,
In the other more important
afternoon,
games of tomorrow
to have a
Syracuse Is thought
slight advantage orer Dartmouth
due to a stronger line and a more
diversified attack; Lafayette appears to havo greater all rounl
strength than Lehigh, and Brown

mo-an-

BE GIVEN

and Colgate should prove evenly CHANEY DISQUALIFIED
matched.
Several of the teams
which have contests scheduled for
FOR AN ALLEGED FOUL
Thanksgiving day or the day folIN BOUT WITH DUNDEE
lowing will not play tomorrow.

WARRIORS MEET

inOTEDDOI

'

f

YALE FOOTBALL

Page NfnS

Regularly

Page Ten.
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Uui-lne-

EdIfor-ln-Chle-

.

THE SATISFACTORY WAY.

gan. In that peaceful time Russia supplied her own
needs and had a surplus of 160,000,000 bushels for
export. Apparently, then, there is a world shortage
this year of approximately 104,000,000
bushels,
without allowing for any supplies going to Russia,
which will have to look abroad for wheat.
five-yeThe pre-waverage of our wheat pro
duction was 686,000,000 bushels, I.ast year we had
a crop totaling 787.000,000 bushels and this year it
Is estimated American fields yielded 754.000.000
bushels of wheat.
Government statisticians figure
that our own population requires for food and seed
approximately six bushels per capita, or 636,000,00a
bushels. It would seem wo should have about 118
000,000 bushels for export. But In July and August
this year our exports of wheat and flour amounted
to 97,000,000 bushels, so that there Is not much of
a surplus left from the estimated crop of 1921.
The apparent world shortage, exclusive of
is accentuated this year by a seeming return to
normal consumption of wheat in all the countries.
The enormous drain from this country during the
last summer Indicated the purpose to have wheat
The demand continuing, prices naturally would bo
bid up, even though wo kept the usual surplus
In another year or two, how
within our. borders.
of
ever, there Is apt to be a heavy
wheat unless there be crop failures, and this with
out allowing anything for Russia's return to tha
ranks of producing countries. Some of the Eurj
pcan nations have made astonishing progress to1
ward restoration of normal production, a few ex'
ceodlng It, but others are still below their pre-waverage When they catch up there will be plenty
of wheat and that will affect prices.
ar

VERSE OF TODAY

--

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

"Two-Bath-

ter--

Leaving Russia out of the calculation the world'i
wheat crop this year is, according- to government
estimates, Just 4,000,000 bushels less than tho five-yeannual average production before the war be- ar

;

THE PEOPLE VIEW IT

LACK
O F
WASTE OK EFFICIENCY???
to
the fact tuat the coun- Owing
ty and city school boards did not
confine themselves In the matter

pies in the management of county
affairs would avoid unfavorable
comment.
STEPHEN E. ROEIIL
'Mnln Street' As Vicucil

Another

Ry
th" past year, bom of
It would seem that per&cns who
theso departmental heads find sweepingly condemn "Main Street"
themselves broke at this period of as untrue and grosdy overdrawn,
the year and forced to secure a ero failing to read into it, as tho
had intended they should,
luiui m uu itiviunciico uvt'i Ulllli author
the view point plainly given in
tax paying time again arrives
The fact is the city schools spent every page of tho long volume.
about $35,000 more than th-- Sinclair Lewis Is not depicting the
view, the ductor's
budget estimate, and the coun'.y businessor man's
the minister's view, but
some $10,000 or a total shortage of view,
fo,:

tini:lt'eg

j

Glider. "But I didn't Intend to.
I was practicing a new glide, out
of the top of that pine tree, to this
cedar tree, lower down, and i
slipped and bunkedYv into your hat.
I'm sorry. Uncle
Iggily."
"Oh, it doesn't matter In the
least," spolie the bunny rabbit gen"It is my oldest hat and
tleman.
It needed knocking about to get
But you
off some of the dust.
surely are a fine little chap! Have
you wings?"
"Oh, no," answered Gilly Glider.
'
"I don't really fly, you know. I
havo a covering of loose skin down
both sides, and when I spread out
my four lefts I'm sort of like a
sheet of paper. In fact, I glide
from tree to tree Just as a piece
of paper glides to the floor off tho
table. I'll show you!"
Quickly Gilly climbed up a tree,
Just as Johnnie or Ilillle Bushytail
might have done, though of course
Johnnie and Billle were not flyln;;
or gliding squirrels.
"Here I come!" chattered Gilly,
for he talked as do regular

Most of the Liberty and Victory Issues also showed Improvement over
recent quotations. Total sales, par
value, $17, 860,000.
Closing prices:
29
American Beet Sugar
American Can
3154
American Smelting & Rof'g.. 40
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 32
American Tel. & Tel
116 14
10 14
American Zinc
44
Anaconda Copper
Atchison
8714
37 H
Baltimore & Ohio
55
Bethlehem Steel "B"
17 14
Butte & Superior
California Petroleum
4214
Canadian Pacific
,11714

Central Leather

32

Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St, Paul
Chino Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar
F.rie

59
24
26 14
24
66

19,

1921.

tho corn and oats trade. Corn In
particular was more In demand.
One authority estimated that before the end of the crop year the
country would face a shortage ojf
bushels of corn' an
250,000,000

oats combined.
Provisions tended
bogs and grnln.
Closing prices:

Wheat

li.n
Corn
Oats
Pork
Lard
Ribs

Dec,

upward

witp
J

$1.08 14;

lla

49c; May, 54140.

1

Jan.', $14.00.
Jan., $8.35; May, $8.77.
Jan., $7.02; May, $7.40.

i

Dec,

Dec.

38c.

3314c; May.

!

f

NEW YORK COTTON.

!

New York, Nov. 18. Cotton fu.
turcs closed steady. Dec, 16.8t
Jan., 16.70; March, 16.74; May;,
16.55; July, 16.25.

solely and entirely mo viewpoint of
d
Carol Kennlcot, a
girl
perhaps a great deal or a snob, and
surely visionary and impractical as
12
LIBERTY HON'DS.
to ways and means for Improve74
Great Northern pfd..
ment. Still the fact remains, that
37
New
York, Nov. 18. Liberty
Inspiration Copper
she sees certain faults and tries to
58V4 bonds closed: 3149, $95, 10f first 4s,
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
correct them by tho only means that
24
second
Kennecott
$94.72;
nee
Copper
4, $94.60 bid; first
seem open to her. We do not
4 Us, $94.84;
109
second 414s. $94.64:
all of Gopher Prairie, but I think
Down out of the tall tree he Louisville & Nashville
11314 third 4Us, $96.36;
fourth 4 lie.
we do see tho side
of it which
id, almost like a sled on an In Mexican Petroleum
25
$94.76; Victory
$99.86; Vicwould most impress a newcomer, visible, fairy hill of nir. Over Miami Copper . . ,,
19
$99.90.
tory
Missouri Pacific
city born and bred as Carol was. first to ono sido Gilly steered and New
73
York Central
It is quite likely that she, tho then to tho other, so close that he
I
NEW YORK MONEY.
78 y2
Northern Pacific
avowed reformer, would miss the
35
Pennsylvania
many good things, the simple goodNew York, Nov. 18. Call monejr
Bay Consolidated Copper.... 14
ness, to he found In even the most
High and last loan,
Stronger.
Heading
iift
provincial of small communities
6H per cent; low and ruling ratei
49
and emphasize the most glaring,
Republic Iron & Steel
4
23
to $
cent;
&
Oil
closing bid,
Sinclair
per
Refining
outstanding wants and needs, all
i9
Southern Pacific
per cent.
unknown and unheeded
by the
Time loans Easy. Sixty and 9
1914
Southern Railway
natives.
7514 days, 5 to 614 per centt six months,
Studebaker Corporation
Tho strength of the book lies not
to 5
514
in
rexas company
but mainly
per cent; prime mer'
In plot or action,
cantilo paper, 5 to 1 14 per cent,
60
Tobacco Products
characterization. Mrs. Bogart, with
124 14,
Union Pacific
her pious venom, Is a lamentable
8214
NEW YORK METALS.
United States Steel
fact In many small communities.
be
67 16
who
The town celebrity,
Utah Copper
years
New York, Nov. 18. Copper
fore shook the village dust from
his feet, became successful in larger
Steady. Electrolytic, spot and near
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
$80,500
fields and, upon return visits,
later, 13Q
by,
In addition the county owns loudly proclaims Gopher Pralrio to
i
New York, Nov. 18. Foreign ex 13c.
$40,000 in Liberty bonds. The bo the garden spot of the earth, a
Easier.
Tin
Spot and nearby,
Britain
Great
Irregular.
change
school boards ask the banks to loan perfect model of a small town,
demand, $3.99; cables, $4.0014. $29.00; futures, $29.26.
!
them $45,000 to finance them tem- convinces the flattered villagers and
Iron Steady, unchanged.
France
demand. 7.22; cables,
as
idol
town
tho
and
the
becomes
;
$4.70.
Lead
good banker3 easily
porarily
Spot,
Steady.
7.23.
cables,
4.17;
demand,
Italy
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis d
comply but ask 8 per cent for a well. His figure is familiar enough
4.1
Belgium demand, 6.
loan of taxpayers' money held by to us all. Far from being a "weak
livery, spot $4.75.
7.00.
demand
Germany
cables,
me
to
seems
!
them on a 3 per cent basis. Would sister," Dr. Kennlcot
Antimony Spot, $4.664.85.
cables. .3614. Holland de
Domestic silver, 99 He; foreign
any business man In this city a Htroncr unstanding village doctor,
mand. 85.15; cables, 35.21. Nor
.
manage his affairs in the manner possessing posssibllities and trans
Sweden de- 69c
way domand, 24.38.
by
Mexican dollars, 52 c.
x.Q.m.& 1 vjlLlV OilflLCT.
the taxpayers' matters are man most heroic but hemmedHe down
My
mand. 13.30. Denmark demand,
is not a.
J
commonplace routine.
aged in this county and city?
Switzerland
18.60.
his
demand,
in
but
coddle,"
manly
Don t let them confuse you with "molly
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
t'nele W'lgglly's 18.80. Spain demand, 13.75. Greece
and at times almost almost touched
the cry of "this money belongs to
tho bunny dodged.
demand, 4.20. Argentina demand
his conscientious per- hat,"I and
various and distinct funds and can noble in of
won't bang into you again!" 33.00. Brazil demand, 13.00. MontChicago, Nov. 18. Poultry, allv4
everyday duty. Blind
not be used for other purpose formances
springs;
easy. Fowls,
laughed Gilly as ho alighted on a real, 91
the
fanned
have
might
'opposition
than for which It was collected,"
16c; turkeys, 35c; roosters, 13c. ;
spruce tree near by. "How was
interest
of
Carol's
spark
wavering
Re
the fact remains that it is absoPotatoes Market weak.
reasonable that?"
DUN'S WEEKLY REVIEW.
lutely nt the disposal of the coun- in Eric to a whiteits heat;
"Fine!" exclaimed Mr. Long-earceipts 73 cars. Shipments, 7131
absurdity pracwhite
ty officials to loan to the school consideration of it at
Northern
sacked,
$1.651.8S
"It was almost like flying."
New York. Nov. 18. Dun's toonce. Carol
tically quenched
board if they simply exert propejr with
cwt; bulk, $1.75 1.90 cwt.; Red
"I'll do it again." offered Gilly. morrow will say:
her restless spirit of reform is
business tacllcs.
$1.4001.6(1
river
Ohlos,
Is
as
sacked,
And
he
climbed
and
tho
indeed
tree,
With
a continuance of fluctuat:
Furthermore wo hear so much nnt nintnvsin admirable,
her futile efforts to as ITnclo Wiggily watched, along ing demand, progress toward better cwt,
of the "sacred ness of the school often silly town
u
carao
oaa
Is
a
wno
was
oui.
business
uneven.
oiu
and
conditions;
weasel,
gradual
)
funds," but our banker friends improve
KANSAS CITY PRODUCT!.
is nevertheless an exeager to nibble tho bunny's ears, Seasonal
Influences, as usual at
seem to ignore this feature entire seems to me,
character. Uncle Wiggily did not see the this period, now begin to cause Inwell drawn
ceedingly
ly when they hold $80,000 of th'J Realism is the note struck in char- Weasel, as the rabbit's back wan creased activities In some branches
Kansas City. Nov. 18. ButteJ
taxpayers' money at 3 per cent and acterization as well as in atmos- turned. But Gilly, up In the tree, and diminished operations In other and eggs unchanged.
which they ask 8 per cent for when
saw the hungry animal.
lines. The net result of commerPoultry Springs 10 lower, issp
and situation.
urgently needed by the school. phere
"Ha!
I'll spoil his game!" cial movements is not adverse, and 23c: hens and turkeys unchanged;
The fact that it is a subject soit
which difference of course the woll known, in every smallest
thought Gilly, his bright eyes the announced reduction In freight
schools are short at the end of the
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
person has' sparkling.
tn the average
"Hero I come!" he rates on farm products adds to the
or
otherwise
be
must
mnde probably made It a "best seller;
year
chattered. Down ho glided, and constructive forces whose ultimate
;
up by the taxpayer in Increased surely there Is no need to look far- so close to the ground he went effect will be beneficial.
Chicago Livestock.
Recent
fhlrnen NnV. 18. Cattle Re
atcs th following year.
for a reason for its popularity.
ther
Uncle Wiggily thought Gilly declines In prices of cotton and
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Sales amounted to j stimulus toward higher prices was recommends Chamberlain's Cough
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per cent in tho final hour.
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color than any of the leaves,, mov- and knock It off bang?" asked the were the strong features of the Inspire confidence
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fidently as to an adult.
Government plans to assist In fiing about. It did not move as the bunny with a smile of his pink, bond market, together with utili
leaves did only when the wind twinkling nose.
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city-bre-

The city school board have already made a loan or 716,000 and
expect to make a further loan of
$20,000 in a day or two; the county school superintendent is also
contemplating a loan of $10,000 to
finance her through the balanco
of the year.
This I am advised Is permissible
under the state laws and as per
opinion banded down by Attorney
General Harry Bowman, but why
not protect the taxpayers' Interest
in the matter?
The county now has or had on
November 1 the following balance
(and the nmount today Is about
the same) at the various banks in
the city on which daily balances
the banks pay the county 3 per
cent Interest:
First National
$39,100
First Savings
10,100
A Colorado professor says gasoline can be dis
; 19,200
National
State
tilled in enormous quantities from shalo rock for Stato Savings
7,100
All right, professor, go ahead. Citizens
16 cents a gallon.
6,000,
Who's
you?

The satisfactory way for a merchant to make
more money is to have more buyers for his goods.
A larger turnover at a less margin of profit maksj
merchandising pleasant.
The desirable way to have a bank grow and pay
dividends is to have more customers to deposit and
borrow at legitimate and current rates. Political
deposits, with or without interest, may be a tem
porary advantage, but they never did and never
will make a sound, solvent bank of continuous and
permanent growth. Bankers who "get into politics '
in order to control public deposits, fool themselves
In the long run. The same energy spent In banking
lines would produce more satisfactory results.
The coal dealer or lumber dealer who seeks an
undue profit through combinations in restraint of
trade fools himself. He retards growth and develMESSENGER AT DISK.
opment in his commui.ity and decreases the volume
In
his
of
as he unduly increases the margin
profit
Against the warm green reticence
Of dusk, the drowsy parliaments
business. His methods are temporary; are certain
Of leaves, a fragile spirit brings
to arouse public hostility, and In the courso of a
His
voice, his wings.
business are bound to prove unpleasant and less
The purport of the stars is In
profitable.
His breast; he is their paladin;
Great merchandising establishments, great bankHis lonely cadence flashes white
ing institutions and great basic rupply companies
Before the night.
are built up through community grow'.h. The unNo stealthy shadows can suppress
selfish course of so ordering a business as to aid
That bird's triumphant wlstfulness;
In city and state growth proves ultimately to be the
Ho has the starlight to rejoice
wisest course for personal profit.
His wings, his voice.
The Measure.
When merchandising establishments make the
costs of living too burdensome; when banks become
"three-ball- "
Bhops; when materials are made prohibitive in price, city growth Is Inhibited and tlw
desire for momentary advantage proves the causo
WHAT WE ALL HOPE.
of a failure of an ultimate larger success.
her fickleness on some points, we regard
The route to wealth In any line of business en- it asDespite
certain that never again will woman wear her
deavor is in community development and expansion. hat in the theater or sweep the sidewalks with her
New York World.
A fixed and very liberal amount of time and money skirts.
should be devoted to community growth as a part
IT KNOWS HIM TOO WI.L.
of the business policy of every business Institution,
Is not likely that the world will ever pause In
and the same Intelligence and thought should be Its Itactivities
to lay flowers upon the tomb of an
devoted. to that growth as Is devoted to handling "unknown politician." Houston Post.
the present business In hand.
A chamber of commerce should be for the equal
BEINO SAVED IS SO UNPLEASANT.
Isn't It remarkable how perverse a city can act
advantage of every one In the city. Its energies when
It
has fully decided that It does not want to
should all be expended for the common benefit. be "saved."
Indianapolis Star.
Is
to
made
a
selfish
control
The Instant
purpose
it Is doomed to failure.
ALSO THEIR HOME BREW.
Of course, the cynic, when he reads that Mains
There Is certain to be diverging views as to
men, will remark that they have
what subjects should absorb the activities of a produces strong
be strong to survive the winters. Boston Tranchamber of commerce A fixed program should be to
script.
decided upon by the consensus of the opinion of ft
Then- all
CAN'T EVEN DROWN TtCETR SORROW.
majority In the business community.
Anyhow, the defeated candidates can't roll their
should yield any differing opinions and enter enoyes and say that their downfall was due to "the
ergetically Into carrying out that
baneful influence of the saloon." New York
policy.
A chamber of commerce needs a fixed policy as
Imperatively as a private business needs It.
To say that such an Institution Is unnecessary
Is to speak In the face of the experience of every
city which has thrived. A body which speaks and
SPARE THE RATH ROOM!
acts for the commercial community as a whole is
as Imperative as a president who speaks and acts
(From the Detroit Free Press.)
Another tried and true custom handed down by
for a bank, or a mayor who represents a municipal
the fathers la In for it. We refer to the Saturday
government.
bath. Tho United States bureau of education
Power comes from concerted action.
For ten night
drive" to stamp out
has "launched a nation-wid- e
men to alternately push against a rock will not the notion that the
scrub is enough.
The
the
papers, is to be only suggesmove it. If the ten will push, all at one time and
campaign, say
tive In the beginning and will be directed at school
In the same direction, It will move.
children and teachers, though it Is hoped to reach
The reorganization plans for the Chamber of the public through
them.
Commerce contemplate equal voting power for all.
That announcement has an ominous sound. We
can
trace
the
direchistory of American restrictive moveThey contemplate the selection of a board of
know how they develop. First, Fomc-on- e
tors through a popular ballot of the members by ments.withWea mission
decides the stupid, blundering
mall. They Include the determination of a policy public needs to be enlightened.
A government bu
for the next year by a majority decision of the reau or a reform society Is Interested, or if there Is
one already organized, a new one is created. In
members and then a concentrated effort to put that
wie case 01 ine lauer a paia secretary, oince Hiari
policy across.
and a field force are provided for. Then the en
Whole - hearted,
unselfish
effort dorsement of prominent citizens Is obtained.
A
community
should be given to these plans. It will not require week is set aside for national publicity, pastors are
one year of such effort to make the benefits ap- urged to preach on the subject on a special Sunday,
ushers are asked to pass out literature as tho worparent In the private business of the Individuals who shippers file out, the editors are furnished material
for articles and editorials, the schools organize paThese observations carry no Implication of sel- geants, perhaps a parade Is arranged.
Sentiment Is
Then, and often, the first thing the
fish policies by the business men of Albuquerque. crystallized.
knows, It has another law.
Our effort is to stimulate a line of thinking which unenlightenedwe public
s
shall not have a
a Week
Perhaps
will increase community effort and not to carp at Week," though excellent material for such a week
can
be
visualized.
"Make
America
would
a
has
;o
Healthy!"
anyone.
Albuquerque
great opportunity
be a good general slogan. Posters depleting a rosy
go ahead. In going ahead we will all be more business
man grinning under the needles of the
prosperous In the reflex.
shower or some such Illuminating text could be
drawn.
Percy Mackaye could get up a pageant
showing the rise of man from the sodden state of
UNEMPLOYMENT LOSSES.
the Saturday night ablutions In tho washtub to the
advanced state of two baths per week in a tiled
How easily people get to taking for granted very vessel.
serious matters. Time was when smallpox ravaged
Perhaps two baths a week are necessary to
Who knows?
By what sort of deductive
whole communities and most of the surviving pop- health.
or Inductive reasoning did the United States board
ulation had faces disfigured, people thought It had of health arrive at Its conclusions that two Immerto be that way.
sions weekly are healthful where one Isn't? The
Unemployment Is conceded to be very bad but habits of Individuals vary from the traditional Satnight standard to the two baths a day affectnecessary. Nobody knows why, but every once In a urday
ed by some of the idle rich. The Kskimos nre said
while a period must come In which business can't to have
been extraordinarily
In their bath-les- s
make profits. Then some of It quits. Men refuse
state until the missionarieshealthy
persuaded them to
to risk their capital. They discharge their worker wash up, thus inducing lung trouble.
The government's interference In the manners
and wait for better times.
and habits of the Individual has gone far. We hope
But Isn't it time to stop taking this situation for it does not Invade
the bathroom.
granted as necessary? It Is more serious than most
people think. How much money was raised In a
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
Liberty loan drive? Three billion dollars. Every'
when
was
stood
It
first announced that
body
aghast
the government was going to raise money In such
colossal lumps. But conservative estimates put the
loss In wages alone caused by unemployment In this
country this year at more than twice that amount.
The workers who could not work have lost six and
a half billion dollars.
There Is no way of estimating all the losses that
follow from this. Industries that would have emH
ployed these men and paid the wages have lost
profits and perhaps capital. Farmers who would
have sold raw materials and foodstuffs have lost
millions because of falling prices and decreased demand.
Merchants, railroads, every interest that
serves the public has shared In the losses Incurred
by this business stagnation. In addition, and per- napa even mure
uaomge nag uecn uune 01
inestimable extent to public health, morals and the
general welfare.
THE WORLD'S WHEAT CROP.
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to orn

Loans and lnnrnnoe.
210 XV. Gold.
Phone 007--

root

& COMPANY

We (rive special attention to locating the stranerer in a home
Our autos are at your service
Several houses and apartments
for rent.

Tell ui wha; you want- - we may
nave it.

REALTOR

MACEREL!
FEROT THE

MINUTE.

Houses and apartmonts for
rent In all parts of the city,
and some mighty good buyB in
real estate.

D. T. KINGSBURY,

HOL

THE KATZ

RESIDENCE"

EAST SILVER HOMES
.1
bat!, ana porc.es, mod
ern, a beauty
$0,000
bath and porches, mod$6,500
ern, a jewel
two baths and porches.
lots of vines and Bhade trees. A
real mansion
$8,500
ACKFRSOX
GRIFFITH.
120 8. 4th Realtors. Phono 414.

SOME BARGAINS
.....$5,000
850
450
Dandy lot
Lot and Adobes for six '
750
room house
We have a customer for your
house let's have It
SHELLEY REALTY CO.,

Phone

FURNISHED, $750 CASH
Six large rooms, two good porches
--

459--

J.

Realtors
3l6

W. Gold.

modern house, close In, splendid
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
location; newly decorated, fine HAVING
BOLD my local Traimor and
shade; $750 cash, balance like
Storage bualneaa to Mr. C. A. Hodges,
rent. Step lively, the price, $4,000 I wish to thank, the public for past patronage. Believing that my auooesaora
J. P. GILL, REAL ESTATS.
will continue to serve you In an
entirely
115 6. Second.
Phono 723-satisfactory manner. I remain voui-for
'

SEE THIS
pressed brick
house, hnrdwood floors throughout, largo basement, heat, Enrage, corner lot. It sou ar
good
looking Cor something
don't fail ta see this. The price
Is rislii and wi can offer attractive terms.
Six toom modern

A.-L-

.

Real

Martin Co., Realtors

Estate. Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 XV. Gold.
Phone 158.

hi t

riAfuK

ONLY SIX

SCNviCI INC

LEFT

I still have six fifty foot lots
loft in the Albright-Moor- e
Addition at $300 each. Seventh
street is now being opened

which makes these among the
best located lots in the entire
addition. Don't delay. Get started on the upgrade right now.
$20 cash and $10 per month.

LET'S ALL

70S West Mountain

FINE HOME SITE

GO

beautiful lots on East
Silver. Price redunod for quick
sale, singly or together. Want
to see them? Call
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Silver.
Phone 1522-Two

this afternoon's game bo
tween Arizona and U. N. M"
Best game of the season, li
starts at 2:30, don't miss it,
Monday morning we will show
you a real bargain of
oak floors, east front
fire place, and brand new.
To

s,

W. C, THAXT0N

J,

Road.

111

ZAfF

LEVEHSISTT

Tl

Tm--

George McManus

D,

Keleher, Realtor,

W. Gold.

Phone

410.

RANCH FOR RALE
Seven acres, irrigated. Alfalfa,
fruit and garden. Has an expel"-len- t
four-roo-

house. Only two
miles out. Can be had almost on
own
terms. It is a real baryour
gain.
ROLL1X It. GCTHRIDGE.
Phono 1023.
814 XV. Gold Ave.

DEAR
ME.Vt

With the mud of France" three
years past, why not a home in
this beautiful restricted addition to Albuquerque.
Where
Every one who knows arrants
that the air is the healthiest
In ;he country.
Nice level lots 50x142 foet sold
for cash or terms. $10 down
and $10 per month.
UNIVERSITY
HEIGHTS
WB ARE GENERAL AGENTS
Let's help you start thii home
now? Our Autns are especially at your services today.
Second und Cold Avenue.
I'hono 010.

ItF.RTi'S VOI R OPPORTCNITY
Nine larco rooms,
with porches
galore, completely furnished. Including piano, two complete bath rooms,
rooms all taken; this Is a money-make- r,
ono of the be.t corner locations In the Highlands nnd Is close
In; owner leaving for tho east. If
Interested cetne In and talk It over.
A. C. ST.VRKH,

Real Fdtttle nnd Insurance
Ave.
Phone 188.

819 West Gold

A GREAT BUY
A HOME
A HOME
A GOOD BUY
Five-roofuture service. Watch this space for mv That will appeal
to you, five-roo- m 5 rooms
hnrdwood
corner,
Ten-acr- e
furnished, glassed In porch floors, garage, $4,500,
new phone number, for long distance
Eight-roooak
ranch, clono in, Price
white
brick,
finish,
SUDDEN SERVICE.
large frunt porch, fireplace, lawn, corner, two garages, hardwood For Rent-Room- s
hauling, u 1. Brown.
with Board $3,000. Splendid
built-i- n
orchard. Terms.
floors,
features, base- etc.
Ill Red Arrow (all over th Welt) Mi
Good location
and
prlcejd
ment, furnace, garage, splendid
floors, steam heat. They are fine FOlt RENT Room and board for lady, Special attention plvnn to rentals
dori Hidden enrlc on Kodak finishing
with term.
right
list
In
your
home.
in
Price
1206
ward.
locations and good buys. Close
East Oold.
Fourth
property with
location,
Wurk
private
who dtmand quality.
lu peupl
ard;
H. F. GILMORB
to postoffice.
NICELY
$5,250. Good terms.
before 11 a. m mailed seme day
L,
furnished ro".m, wiTli-boReal Estate,
J,
Phillips,
214
442-W.
FRUIT TREES
Gold
XV. H. Mc.MILLION,
Work In before I p. m. mailed noon nen
Phone
R. McCLVGnAN.
private family; no sick. 1027 Forrestor. 110 8.
,
Third.
l'hone 354-Address work te
day.
804 XV. Gold.
Phono 4 12-- J
FOR
200 West Gold.
SHADE TREES AND ORNARENT Room und board, with
THIS RED ARROW,
S
410
noaru.
port-n- ;
MENTALS
ALBUFROM
E. Laa Vegas
Albuquerque
FOR SALE Miscellaneous East central.
"A BARGAIN"
QUERQUE NURSERIES
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
lw want a representative In TO i
Foit RUNT Large furnished room with
Get Vour Order In Now. Write
FOR RENT
Rooms
cotTRY BODDY'h MILK.. BEST IN TOWN
new four-roo- m
Practically
territory.
table board; rates for two people, il?
'
n.
2418-Rfor catalog.
Phone
front
and back porch
tage, large
Seiitl, Fourth.51
KQit lii'JM id.iiiii.
Weal Copper.
JOHN W. WILSON,
J. T. TOUXG & CO.,
furnished
Lot 60x DENVER POBT delivered at your door, FOR RENT Room with glaeed-il- l
complete.
KN T
4 1 5 Norl h Fourt h.
FOKR
Ri.
mi.
1949-FOR REN1 Dwellings
Aflnmey.
Phone
6ic per month
142. Only $2,400. Terms.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Ro .nn IS. 17 and 111, Cromwell Building.
porch, with board. Phone H12t-.FOjtRKN'T Largo front room. 1488-FOR BALE New $1,500 Baldwin player UNorth Walter.
FOU
McDonald & worsiiam.
lie.T 'Ihrce ruums, furmheit;
Phuna 1 1 53-182S-Fcut KK.vt Mi)(r.ri. rurnlched rooms,
Phone
$300.
water pain. 120.00 ion Routh Edith.
plnno,
FOR REM
Ileal Estate Insurance.
rooms
furnished
Newly
PIVSIClAV't ASH HrsUiFttMi.
"team heat. 6Q'. West Central.
four-roowith or without hoard.
418 South
FOR
Phoiiu II00-RENT
103 S. Third Full
Canary buds,
jHELP WANTED
,
K
i; t;fe;. i
lilt. 8 L lil lll'IIN.
la9-R- .
uiirui
TANGLE FOR THE SOUTHWiller, phone 1667-- J
Rroidway.
phone
roin.
h.'uso, at t2i Nurth Fourth. Dr. Eas
4 s
'Rseaftce ut lue Rfnmneh.
'uih Eluh
terdny.
liv.it fcAL.ii. .Hue sppiea, by tiiw box, de .I...P:!- -' in k RANCH
Idaal location lor
Suite. 9 Rart.rtl Rtilldin
WANTED Uo.h.ng salesman. Meyer at FOR RENT One frnt" foom." 60S West
WESTERN
CHAMPIONSHIP
Phone luJH- - V.
few reaervatlona now
iv, itu.
FOR RENT Two-roocot. sue. furnish"-ed- , Keytr.
FOR
SALE
Houses
..
B.
147T-hi
A.
C CLARKE,
nhone
Fruit,
""ion
09
Eaat Pacific Inquire (21 WA.N iiiij-Gouiacmiie. $.ii.
tsjg.J
licit hAi.t- l- i iirtAii.n
od
HOPE TO SEE TOU THERE
shoe salesman. AUUrtss FUU HUNT 1 hree Mr;i,fheo
E)4. K.ir, Noel und Throat.
Sruth Walter.
t
Ull f'.ll U..iX I. ,1111 utirlt
t'iS.o;il::u b'X 412, tit)
!:K.v. tll.ua
anu
et'iitnK
roum,
poieh
Barnctt
Lulldlr.K
careJournal.
I'hore S3 3.
moitirn
lllll North First
813
."Uli Rlllli I'nune ! I It- .ooze buy.
Km RENT OR BALE By December 1.
a.ljnininu i,vh, jiin hoard, rales $:t
FOlt p A l.ii One ton
Office lxoura
aeven-rooExperienced tinner, ll'ti FOR RENT FurnMied
twill If. .18 RsM (ntral.
hxuao,
easy EMPLOYMENi
North L.eveti.h, pnone U14.J
Moms.
FOR JSALii; hy owner, sevell-l'oot- n
furnlahed,
i
13 a
m
brick,
to
to 6 p m.
t
and
Bouth 'ihlrU. Phone 354-terma. 902 South Edith.
1C67-P"Uth Wnltt-rOl
Ph..ne
two eieep. tig poniits. tuo lot, 214 North FiK bALla. Adobs L. UutiU llouae
nut REJ.T Furnished rooms with or I)B. M ARC. Alt I T CARTH RILHT,
Dieckmann Realty Co,
FOR RENT
furnished house. WANfiDMessenger boys, not going to FO Rii KN ; -F- urnish. . front room, wi.h W a iter
wlih.ui bonrd; bath and phone. 115 ! Office
mi n liireia. 1203 North Ainu.
Oram BldK, Room 1". Phone B7t.
schoo.
Western Lniun Telegraph Co.!
10.0, at 80S goith Arno.
710 W.st l.eid.
South Second.
...nncct..n.
SCO
ti
tit
117
Phone 820-BUYS
inquire
nice
coat
i
Iitv
co.
and
baeenuni
ut
Ob
NAVAJo
"
hi
Rssldanc 1123 Host Central
H4Q-R- .
s
S"U'h
ELti'lrst-ulasWa.vi
.
Arnu,
phone
for ruad fok l'kNT -- Front bed room, modern.
l.'n-JReal Estate.
Room
i! R PINT
painter
coitauo,
Room
good.
.n.,iie
sleeping
porch,
.Mu.Oitty.
Ni.nl,
Phone 671
porch.
Flve-rouaneleeplng,
work.
Imperial Annex, IDS', Nurtii
unfurnished
FOR RENT
I'll! pft'f n. m . 411 V; t Marquette 10, iral NoUuilql Jjiillk bui.dliig.
1th board for convaleacentr
out'-v- ..
Liib.t
c U Ca
gentle.o, i, wai-i- r
INSURANCE- fins location. Firat.
men
LOANS 1(101homo, with garaite;
. ui n
4 b.iuui
2148-.iAi.A r .Vt l.
.
home
UiCN'l
i:
Fttll
d
.,.,.....,
Phone
t:un.
only,
w.inoi
furtutc.
lu.
private
m. d.
loom
.ju.
,..o.iy
m.
pricil
First-claNorth Frti'th; rrnt 140.
I WANTED
M
pastrynun nnJ
South Wilter.
heat, no sirk
iigut. look it over .;nu tie jour uwn
rooms
...HIS V I (imi RENT-Mpi- y"
furnished
I.UA..KJ t'i.NU...; 10 1114
fine locution, terms.
to
Practice
Limited
t:,t FOIl RKXT Two oi three ro
Ft'H REN l' one side of doubl house; i wuicira. App.y U.
Julae.
143
Wesi
first-class
w.th steam heat and
vesi
uound
Rouen .tanepherson.
table
mi for Central,
isuiua re, ix. at.
GKMTt) . I'RINAKY RISEASF9
private bath-- , furnished, llghia and
h" Td
M" a. uth Am., phone 1327-42S 'Vrst Iron.
Usht h.'iisekei ping
C, n' t a I.
water paid, HO. 1008 South Arno.
well" built new four-rooANU DISEASES OF THE SKIN
I tiliBIJKERB
i
awuruuoe
FCtR RENT Nleely funtlsTied Oi.l room, FOR SALE Extra
ilr.'AI
omali
Modern
eALE
trunk,
priced
FOR SALE.
muUetn
FOR RENT Three light tiousekeeplng IVA.siiiu
Wnnsermnn l.ttlmr tor, In Connection.
bungalow, cloae
a p. m.. at 1UI
lxptriencet) culiut g.ti. Ii,a
close in. Phone l.',Sl-l- l
conim'.d.itlons
cull
nurse
.0 West Coal In, line location. stucco
a.ler
with
service.
reusonab.a,
ij.soo 5 room brick, modern, sleeping
119
rooms wit sleeping porch. 124. GliNorth Eim.
Clllcns Bank liUg. Phone K80.
ceisior Laundry.
ppiy Norm Tweiith.
ensa de Pro. 813 West Gold, phone 814-nd
FritNISHED rooms. hotwater heat; no 121 North Elm.
prcn, corner lot, nun lands, close In. de, sleeve Electric Co.. phone 1720-- J
WANTED Competent-eecoA few choice Nuvajo rugs.
FOR RENT Nice rooms with sleeping
411
FOR SALE
West Sliver FOR SALE
girl. Ap- brick, modern,
sick, no children.
y,3uu
large FOR RENT Four-rooCHIROPRACTORS
713
West
owner,
By
unfurCoal,
modern
701
West
reaaonaole
ply morning,
rooms, large giasseu porch, Third ward,
Copper.
porches, with hoard, for convalescents.
right from reservation,
e
FOR RRNTR.oms.iy tlieweek;
frame stucoo, 4 rooma and bath, 2
nished bungalow, with garage. Apply WANTED
closa n
Mi j. Ried. 613 South
American-speaking
Broadway, phone E."tI'.""CARHliii.N7'
1J20 North Fifth (rear).
118 vy West Sllvir.
1929-Spanish
h nt large porches, newly decorated, vacant. 208 Hon in Arnu.
heat
Phone
628.
$5.500 New
white stucco, adobs
Chlrnpnictnr.
giri tor general housewurk. Apply Oua r,9
Terms if desired. Phone 180S-FOR BALE $125 hot water heater, for
RENT Modern three, 'our, five ird South
Iff nnd
Arm: jo Hulldlng.
Fourth.
( Dungamw,
just completed, oak floore. FOR
Rooms
RENT
with sleeping
$35; suitable tor heating store, ware- FOR
o
FOR RENT Large housekeeping room, KOH HALE New four-roorooni nouses anci apartmenio; some w. mthtv-Ljumudern fur house
'.fine garage. University Heights.
110 Bouth Walnut.
If
gar-ng- e
board
Also
or
desired.
work
porches;
shop.
I KD
on ground floor: bath and phone. 414
i"T ,,n..r." J'mFVl'
W. H. McMlllion,
nlahed cottage, on Bouth Waller, li'.'e
Home good ranchea for aale.
tot .Vest t no
WAN
Houses furnished.
801
Miscp'loneous
for rxit.
South Edith. 1'huie
North Thlr West Gold.
washing. Apply
down and
and lots In all parts of the city. Busi- Oold.
J. A PriUTOS. 15 CENTS A DOZEN till I 140-J- .
monthly payment
WAN I El) Cutth
ness property, and business opportunities. FOR RENT Modern furnished cottage, leenin.
change my mind. New Btudlo, over FOR
FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping Hammond. 824 East Silver, phone IH3-249-R3- .
RENT Large, airy front room,
two rooms, glassed-l- n
A. Xi;iSCHER. REALTOR.
room, steam beat, close In. 317 South FOR SALE Account leaving city, fur- Bulls' Drug Store.
sleeping porch, wanted Qlrl for general housework
beda: also glassed Waiited
fire Insurance. Autumrb:! Intuininrr. on car line; no children. Apply 1218 wm",t"",y 00 premises. Call at 1031 Third.
H.R SALE Mce fresh eggs, 80c per in suitable for two; two
nished or unfurnished
Carpentei work. Job or dajs
modof
best
with
board,
S.
steeping
porch,
623
uih
South Edith.
l'hone 1032-,. riale lilnse. Burglary,
doaen, at Ely a Poultry Taroa,
Public Ma
RENT
719 South Walter, phone 1588-FOR
room. ern house: screened porches, nicely arFurnished
front
1188
IZtfT-five-rooItunrnnce.
eighth,
FOR RENT Brand new
phone
billty. Compensation
ty.p!B.t;
close In, $13 per month. Inquire 210
FOR cooking and serving dlnnera and
ranged for two families. West Central,
t
(
,lc'
acHEALTIISEEKER can got home-llk- o
6
nenr park." Phone owner. 2204-J- .
ern
Aaaress uox a, West Sliver.
mrjr
and
Used tractors,
Surety Bonds.
house,
FOR SALE
furnished:
University'
parties, phone 1589-commodations In modern country home,
Phone 74. Helghta. Room 10. First National Bank
Ill South Fourth St.
Hardware Depart
with fang plows.
five-roob' OVES
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for FOR SAI E By owner,
and
POLISHED and set up jrJrvlu
near
core
bed
to
special
given
patients;
WANTED Assistant seamstress In albuilding.
Co.
ment
J
Korhet
large front porch, modern bungalow,
car line.
light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
Bedding Co., phone 471.
Address postoftica box 224,
teration r mm; must be competent,
In good residence
513 South Arno.
FOR RENT Three-roofursection: east front, FOR SALE Fresh pork, by the half or city.
cottage,
JANITOR for housecleanlng work, fioor
LOST -AND
FOUND
nished bath and sleeping porch, at
lawn and trees. In very best condition;
Delivered. C. W. Hunter.
whole hog.
MIRAMONTES-ON-THE-MESwaxing. J. w Lowe, phona 1972-714 East Haxeldlne. Call at 702 South WANTED Woman for general hout-wor- k, FOR RENT InFurnished room with sleep- would "neriflre rot quick sale, leaving
LOST
evenings.
phone 2409-RA SANATORICM-HOTEhome, steam heat. town.
ing
for
tubercular
porch,
Friday nlglu. mink fur choker. High, phone
private
WANTED Tour garbage" Phone 2409-R- 2
1310-Ph1486-ne
a.
:30
from
m.
re.
to 4:30 p.
Call 400-one-hanetween Herald Hall and First.
your
In
save
atnurse
Re
I
you
WILL
convalescents;
graduate
positively
or write C. W. Hunter, general delivery.
FOR RENT Three-rooRoom 10. tendance: ratea by th week or month.
ward. I1M North First.
By owner. In the FTiurtti
house with city Call at 909 West Stover.
money to build; learn how.
FOR RENT
Three mortem rooms, fur- FOR SALE
EXPERTS trunk and furniture crating.
water and electric lights, nt S08 South
WANTED A cook Jn a family of four;
ward, alx room modern bungalow, gar- Flret National nana punning.
Cnll 2400-Jnished for housekeeping, 423 West
suB'i f rom automobile on or near Ninth, rent
Call for Joe. Phones 307 or 398; price
II
has
age,
307
and
resito
good
(.60.
Mrs.
wagea
D. Santa Fe.
light
City Realty Co.,
heat; very best
right party.
., Twelfth and Roma, gray blanket lap West
before the season RESERVATIONS may now be had at St. rense mble.
VOl'l! OVS
dential district In city; priced right; BUY
Gold, phone 97.
Weinman, 708 West Copper.
to
ooens. fifty shotguns ana rines .o
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates.
hodo; auuanie rirwara It returned
FOR
RENT
rooms
for
gentle
Sleeping
not
over
easy
terms;
Seven-roopriced
oo North Twelfth.
FOR RENT
phone; select from
Call
furnished house WANTED Experienced girl for general
118 West Hold
817.60 to 326 per week; Includes private STOVES POLISHED and set up.
men employed, $8.00 up: no sick. 318 shown by appointment
O. K. Sheet Metal Works, phone 1870-close In. 310O; 2 apartmenta can
only. Phone
room with sleeping porch, connected to
HuuKwiiin.
airs. West Silver.
Apply mornings.
STRAYED Dark brown horse, with 'A. heveryrentod
2040-One
FOR SALE
rocker, on clothes bath and
?I8 North Third.
out for $65. Real Estate
e"1- medlclnea.
medical
care,
i
L
P.
toilet;
on left shoulder, long mane and
ijeras.
FOR RENT Front room for light house- BY OWNER, six room modern house In
chest, library table. Hoosler kitchen general nurvlng; excellent meals, tray GOOdSon & CO. Cleaning
EARN BOARD
Room and "$10
month
paper and
tail, apot on forehead; will pay expenses Exchange, 409 West Cooper.
keeping phone, bath, well people; no
cabinet, ch Id's bed. 118 North Sixth.
Fourth ward hard wood floors,
while attending echool, catalogue fr
service; no extras. All rooms have steam
for recovery. Phone 8403-Jcleaning kalsomlne; all work guaranfurnished
after t p. m. FOR RENT Modern
children. 418 West Oold.
CLARIFIED
and Pasteurised milk. Theie heat, hot and cold running water. Rev. teed. Phone 8.14-screened
three
large
porches,
house; flnt location, near McClellan Mackay Business College, KOiti, South
FOR RENT Nicely furnished oom, out- light airy bed rooms with extra large
Is on'y one place to obtain IL Albu
W. H. Zlegler, Superintendent.
Phone WANTED Well located
par':, only $r,0. See Mr. Conlston, at Main, Los Angelea.
MATTRESS RENOVATING Journal
building lot til
side entrance: also garage; no sick. closets, fronts eaat on large lot with querque Palry Association Phone 351.
491.
office, sfter 4:30 p. m.
Fourth ward; give location and price.
1118 North 8econd
lie
and
Kemale.
treea
etc.:
In
excellent
lawn,
cotand
everything
FOR RENT Furnished three-roobuttermilk
BALIS
FOR
Fresh
modAooresa lot, care Journal.
FOR
RENT
If
terms
Phone
desired.
WANTED Solid tore.
In gallon
condition;
Call
ern hnii, with glassed-l- n
FOR RENT Nice room
Rug rleanlng furniture repairing, fur
Apartments RANCHERS. NOTE We buy chickens,
tage cbeeae; alao fresh milk 1916-wlthprlval
Hanna'a 406 West Central.
tilture packing. Pbou 471. Ervln Bed porch, and garage, at 517 East sleeping
lots.
Bwayne'B Dairy, phone
family; with or wllhout board. 807 1977-- J
Pacific.
FOR RENT I'lrst class furnished apartturkeys and eggs. Southwestern Poul- ding Company
WANTED Solicitors, call In person, North Fourth
Inquire at 1006 South Edllh.
cakes mado to order;
FOR SALE By owner, 313 McKlnley NICE home-mad- e
orm jievetun.
ment, close In. 308 North Sixth.
oia
Orant bldg, room 2, over Golden Rule. FOR RENT Two nice furnished rooms
avenue new four-rooFOR RENT Five-roofruit cake fur the holldaya a specialty. FOR RENT Three rooms and sleeping UNION
house and bath
furnlsriedbrlek
dona
LATHER!,
f.uthlng
207
619
Sliver.
Eaat
for
SEWING MACHINES
North
Mrs.
llf:ht
front
room;
house, basement and two nice porches, IF VOII arm nn.n. r,T.,u.
double
windows
housekeeping.
PlAl...
George Mackey,
lnrge
porch,
porch, furnished. 407 East Coal.
promptly by J. E. Thlehoff A Sons,
BlxttlIn all rooms;
233 North Walter, for Information
fvone 1494-V-at
extra
well built by day Phone 1286-.
our
with
j.
e.u
reglste'
iwa-DepartmT
two-rooEmployment
to
VINO
Desirable
MACHINES
r.ip,i;nin, pnone
apartrcnalted
417 South Walter.
block from FRESH PORK today, fattened without FOR RENT
phone 1903-ment. western Kcnool for Private Secre- FOR RENT Two front rooms furnished labor; electrlo lights; one-hament; no alck; no children. 1104 North WELDING AND CUTTINO of metala;
cleaned; parts and supplies for all FOR RENT
for light housekeeping. Apply after 8 North Fourth street: close to school,
good for Pecond.
swill: atuffed
shoulder;
Three roome, aleeplng taries, phone 901-also
welders'
tnskee. all work guaranteed
C.
H
supplies and carbide for
stores
In
and
cars:
tree
shade
1032-408
m
East
West Lead.
209
large
porch, furnished, $23.00. 413 Southern WANTED Well qualified bookkeepers p.
Thanksgiving, Phona
sale. N. M. Steel Co., Inc.. phone 1947-41 3 W Copper
Mnrehead. phone 848-FOR RENT Furnished small
make the first payment, the reel Trumbell.
ave.
New
1800
house,
roommate front;
and etenorraphers for positions In New WANTED
porch.
By
gentleman,
723
no
MAX
no
BARGAIN
.children,
rent.
1613
sick,
like
apartment;
First.
North
STORE, at 815 8outh
South Edtth, $15. Inquire 1709 6. Edith. Mexico and Aritona,
Apply
ror room and Bleeping porch; south
Good selection of Navajo South Edlttr.
FOR SALE
Apply mornings.
.ITIrat u.111
..... . u . . ni,iic,i
l.il... llilvn nil...
WANTED Agents
Phone 1247-FOR RENT Two rooma and kitchen, Exprrt Service Bureau.
exposure
ruga and Qermantown pillow tops, FOR RENT New small, modern furnish-e- d your second-han- yiaj clothing,
sboea
and
100S East Cen
aula.
130 PER day selling circulating water
for
bed
quick
partly furnished; modern; to' two or
priced
RENT
front
furnished
FOR
lcely
ss
Inquire apartment 7, lurniiure.
apartment.
WANTED ro.ition
pumpa for FORDS, exclusive territory. three people; lights, water, telephone
room. In furnace-heate- d
home, cloae FOR SALE
Extra fins fresh Jersey "cow, tral. Phone 1419-l
R
1218
West
Roma..
in ri itau ictia
Also county right men wanted. Write paid; $23 per month. 303 Bouth Broad- WA.VlfcD
BUTTER Aek your grocer for Albu1600 South Elm.
Uiundry work to take home, In; no sick. 833 North Fifth.
RENT
FOR
renovated 13 60 and op.
Furmmed
Polar Bear Pump Co., -- os Angeles, Calif. way.
apartmsnts; MATTRESSES
or by the day. Phone 1101-- J
querque Dairy Association butter; If
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and FOR SALE Young fresh milk cov. S2:
rurnuure repaired and packed. Errin
moms
three
with
bath.
Albuquerque
at
call
can
not
you,
your grocer
no
aupply
house,
two
for
nouth
j
second.
persons;
1
sleeping
porch,
NURSE,
218
rea
Hotel.
hospital
Second.
Co.,
North
Bedding
J""?
experience; price,
phone 471
1
K.t,K."''JvVr".
North Second.
u
TYPEWRITERS
110 South Walnut.
..eeMina porcn. wtnuow
obstetrics
804 children,
.onabie,
FOR BALE Five months Toggenburg the dairy,
preferred.
FOR RENT Three rooms, furnished tor BETTER
DuKAK
FINISHING It la
in nouae, uewijr , south Walter.
arch
cushions
BPOTB
and
Heel
SOFT
In
1582-inn,,
doe.
room
corner
FOR
RENT Southeast
Phone
better. Return postage Dtild on mall
All makea overhauled urvoin.voi, BHraae. sou, water ireo.
TYPEWRITERS
housekeeping; private bath, steam heat.
Jail WANTED Position by
'
prevent fallen Insteps, curea all fool
heated new house, close In; prefer em- FOR BATE Two fresrt milk rowe. 1428
and repaired
orders.
The
Ribbons for every ni. at 220 North High
Barnum
young lady with
1657.
studio, 219't West
pouttr ftroaqway. phono
troubles, $1. Tbomaa F. Keleher, Leather
several yeara' office experience. Ad- ployed person 228 South Arno
Ntlne.
Booth Rroadwnv
N, M.
(teorge Riske
Albuquerque Typewriter
FOR RENT Three rooms, glassed sleep-In- g uenirfll, Aiouquerqiffe,
Phone 1057-- J
Co. 408 West Central.
dress
Journal.
FOR RENT One nice" "front sleeping FOR SALE Large
WANTED
AUTOMOBILE!.
phone 0 3 J. 121 South Fount)
agetitlor
furnished
for
cow:
County
she
"oee
copyrighted
bath;
porch,
private
Jersey
a
BALK Two new
FOR
to getit lemon employed, private
WE AUDIT. CHECK. OPEN, CLOSE and
Pennaylvuu
room,
1701-ror
collection
910.
s
Phone
system
having Instant appeal
FOR BALE
j. T. Toung Nursery.
1921 Ford tourinir car'" i2Sl).
vacuum cup motorcycle tires, 28x3, light hoiiselceepln.
to merchants, etc. Exclusive territory.
WILLIAMS A ZAND, entrance, clese In. 409 West Iron.
keep Docks.
SALB
FOR
FOR
furnished
Two
Phone 820-- J.
nice
31514 South Second.
clean
milk cow, giving wltlr tubes, never used, star Furniture
Jersey
room
ItgNT
remunerative.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Vice, clean rooms;
Address G. A.
building. Phone 701-Highly
ruoine boo sieepmx pon n lor uuu,i- - Wallace.
Notice to Property Owners FOR SALE Ford touring car, for $196, PASTRY Mellni
La Crescents, Calif.
rates by day or week. Over Pastime 2047-R-three gallons of milk a day. Phone Company, lis West Oold, phone 409-COOKl.bakerrwa"ntirpoaltlon;
keeplng 321 South Walter, phone 1870-raaen
u
223
uy
FOR
SALE
83u0
Second.
For
OR
TRADE
South
Monnay.
West
Central.
Ford,
Theater.
WANTF.D
on
tllH
good
Careful Kodak finishing.
bread, rolla, plea or French
Property owners on alleys in
FOR SALE Holsteln-Jerse- y
cow and
Dal Ion talking machine. In excellent FOR RENT Apartment, new and clean;
Twice dally service. Remember, satis
Blocks 1L 12, 13, 14, 18, 19. 20 and FOR SALE 1921 Ford lourlna. 13J5. pastry. L. J. Van Wleren, 1224 South FOR RENT Glassed-l- n
porch and two
heifer calf: will take
heat, light and cooking gaa; furnished faction
with recorda. Address R. it
ouiiare ueai uarage, 41 J West Copper. High.
Send your finishing
guaranteed.
airy rooma, board across stroet. 114 olfalfn In trade for calf. 1220 South High condition,
86, Original Townslte, who wish to
216
Crane
North
M.
N.
318.
box
complete
Apartments,
Belen.
Cunnard, postoffice
5
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna,
BALE
Bulck touring car, BUSINESS depieaalon makea available North Mnple. phone 18R8-take advantage of the 7 per cent FOR
FOR SALE
We are
reedera of grade FOR BALE About 76 Victor, Columbia Seventh. Phone 814.
rirst-cias- a
ft Hanna. Master Photographer.
condition. Bond. Dillon Co
acoountant-bnok-keepAmerican
capable
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front bed
Three-roodiscount on paving assessment
be-Holateln cowa. and have on hand
KENT
furnished
f
and Gannett
recorda, good FOR
and stenographer, with thorough
room, suitable for two; no sick. 815
ALllUyilEHOUB WINDOW CLEANING)
een three and four hundred choice aa new, at 35ophonograph
ihould have their checks in the city.
apartment, with bath and two sleepand 60c earh. Phone
CO. Windows
RADIATOR
North Blevent h, phone 1870-J- .
cleaned
O. knowledge of Spanish and salesmanship;
and
floor
ItEPAlRINO.
cowa and heifers.
Inside and
Aa wt are a little 409-118 West Oold.
decorated
hands of the City Treasurer by No- ttAIJEHT
Furniture
Star
ing
Co.,
newly
porchea
Addetailed
on
K
qualifications
Sheet Metal Works. ma Morlh
offices and houses '
scrubbed;
request.
stores,
rooma
and
crowded
for
mom.
HOTEL
ELGIN
823
would
sell
a
limited
East
and
water
out;
Sleeping
lights pad.
vember 21st, aa the discount will i nirn.
dress Results, Postofflce box 841, phone
extracted
FOR
SALE
Guaranteed
pure
reasonable
ratca
and
honest
cleaned;
work.
.
Coal
v
Pheoe
housekeeping apartmenta. by the day number at a reasonable price. The City
289.
not be allowed after that date.
honey. In five and
Postoffice box Ml. phone A. Oranone. tri3.
patla; if
FOR SALE Some extra good used cars
Park Dairy Company,
week or month
mm West Central
Denver, Colo., your
rooms an3
FOR
RENT
Three
cannot
you.
A- -l
grooer
-- ACCOUNTANT.
phone
large
supply
K
BOOK
ADDIE W. McAVOT.
, ...
KEEPER
York
RAZOR
1641.
BLADES Band or bring your
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co., $08
1802-rooms for light phone
or eall at Popular Apiary. Ed
glassed-l- n
sleeping porch, bath adjoinHaving sold my Interest In tire firm FOR RENT Furnished
dull blades for resharpenlng; double-edg- e,
west, uenirai.
City Clerk.
for houseKneese.
furnished
housekeeping, with bath c nnectlons:
ing; completely
of Williams and Zang. Publle Account35c: single edge, 26o per dosen;
FOR
SALE
FOR SALE
Ranches
coal
710
model N ants, lo my partner,
and
and
West
water,
Lead,
neat
and
lights
clean; gaa
phone,
Mr. Charlea Zang.
FOR SALE Detroit Jewell gas range, keeping, 818
have your razor honed and set iy exSee Mr. am now In the
Hupmobile. at a sacrifice.
West Coal.
four burners, large oven and broiler. range.
market for a position FURNISHED front room, privato en- FOR SALE Fine Valley Ranch, close in"
NOTICB FOB PITBI.1CATION.
Kobza 8ro:kr
ports; work guaranteed.
roarce, at White (I i rage.
with a concern where the services of a
at less ,thaii Improvements oost: or Good condition. Also haa cook atnva FOR RENT Mndarn, three-rooaparttrance, bath adjoining; one or two gen
at
Ruppe's Drug store.
(PUBLISHER)
FOR SALE Ford stripped down. In good first-clament, close In. completely furnished;
bookkeeper or accountant are tlemen; garage; no sick. 1007 North will trade for good residence in town. attachment. 600 Luna Boulevard. Phone
REPUBLICATION.
sure
a
Must
3085-xnia is
Postoffice box 324 or phone 668.
suitable for small family; telephone fur.
local position, hut Second.
desired;
bargain.
prefer
Department of the Interior, U. B. Land be snaps,
sold at once.
$160 gets thla car. 82! will go anywhere. W. L. Williams, Elks' WllolHVOItTH
if you want somenici FOR SALE Country home, stucco house. FOR SALE
Pearl necklace, best made. nlshed; water paid:HKO-, Office at Santa Fa, .N. M., November worm
Newly furnlKhed
ROOF WORK of all kinds Repairing
rourtn.
club. Albuouerque. N. M.
840, 907-. Ml.
seven rooms, steam heated, electric
If not as thing nice, phone
clean rooms and housekeeping apart
and painting, roofs built up, work guar-antesIndestructable;
Imported,
A
SALE
FOR
few
e
small
la
uaed
146.
Oar-Ol335
on
cars,
to
Notice
318 lights;
menta, by day, week or month.
In alfalfa and beautiful aa those sold for
Call 542, for man.
ranch:
hereby given that Julian
s
terms If desired. Korber's Auto Dent.
Poultry-Eggof Barton, N. M who, on December
orchard. Address Poslnfflc box 877, or you may return lti IV Ice 818. Addresa FUR SALE
South Third.
2407-R- 4
care Journal.
li, 1916, made Homestead entry. No. Dodge Brothers Dealers, 318 North gec- - FOR SALE
"Pearls."
phona
BALE:
FOR
fut
close-I- n
and
In
Fat
location
best
geese
FOR
RENT
turkeys.
Oarage,
furnished
Nicely
'
town. Phone 879.
ROOK PAINT
)!itit. for SK!4 NW14. W4 Wii feWH onn, pnone 7s.
Nine-acr- e
ASBESTOS
Phone 8431-RBleeping room, adjoining bath; private FOR SALE
ranch, on main
FORMATE: Real Estate
NEtt, and EH SWI4. Bsctlon IS. Town- - WANTED Best cash prices paid for WANTED Man
GOOD for all kinds ot roofs, 81 per gal
ditch; new house and garage;
FOR SALE Bucks, doea and frying rab-Mt- s
with small capital to In entrance; suitable for one or two gentleE.. N. M P. Meridian,
good Dodgea and Ford cars: alno other
thlp I N., Range
418
110
Inn.
South
The Manaano Co..
FOR SALE One
8outh Third.
mile from school, one and one-ha- lt
lot,
60x142, corlir
vest in gooa ousiness. Address O. U. men
and hens 710 West Lead.
.las filed notice of Intsntlon to make ngnt cars regardless of condition.
Twelfth and Slate. Inquire 419 West
Inmiles west Bsrelaa bridge.
Walnut, phone 1334-J- .
Try a built up FOR SALE Nice fat hene and ducks,
FOR RENT NIC large front furnished
'.hree-yeAutu Compsny, 608 West Central. M., care Journal,
proof, to establish claim to
Santa Fe.
quire at Hunt'a Ranch.
roof, will last a long as th bulldlr
FOR SALE One of the best business
1194-entrance,
housekeeping
room;
he land aoove described, before the U, FOR SALE Three 84x4 oord
for
Phon
private
Thanksgiving.
tires, two
FDR SALE O-- e lo' 80x112. curner
819 North Hlx'h.
properties In Albuquenjue. 311 South nounny, comfortably furnished, close In; IF LOOKING for a comfortable home
I Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M.,
32x4 and several 80x3 M casings; prices
and New York avenue. Inquire at 413
alck: reasonable. 811 West Marquette.
and a pleaaant and profitable estabFirst street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel
on the 19tb day of December, 1111.
corn-fe- d
FOR
SALE
Fine
vory
reaaonanie
also
turkeys.
excellent
several
yoinj
West Snnta Fe.
Willlished, buslnesa, you can secure some at FOR SALE Flv hundred shares of City
Claimant namea as wltneeres:
used.
Mcintosh
lights,
eight to fifteen pounds; order now for
slightly
DRESSMAKING
a
SATE
'am McOulnness, of TUerss, N. M.: Jesus spot
two
four
miles
from
acres,
bargain;
2418-RFO.i
B'ectne
At a barealn. lot 50x142.
ROOMl.VO
Phone
Railway, below par. Dr. R. Thanksgiving.
HOUSE Rooma all filled;
Co., 008 West Central.
nana Garcia, "f Barton, N. M.; Demeat-'- o Autn
located Ninth and sit. r price 3700 If
postoffice. on main ditch, douom
U Hust, N. T. Armljo building.
central location; profitable Investment.
A SPLENDID
flock of bronx turkeys,
McOulnness.
of Tljeras, N. M.j Solom FOR BALE Two lulok light sixes, 1918 Inquire
once.
ehlckan
garage,
old
blooded
at
houses,
tools,
Phone 1 .66-at Everybody's Candy Shop, 82,1
models, $860 and $760; Ford truok, South Third.
breeding birds: also oung turkey for
Chavea, of Morlarty. N. M.
chickens and turkeys;
also furniture;
I17S; one-to- n
or Thanksgiving dinner.
?ord trunk, worm drive,
DRESSMAKING Room 1! will sell on term
your
N, M. BRHOERB.
Sunday
to
Register.
TIME
CARDS
responsible .eopie. USE VELVA ROOF AND IROV
$350: Ford speedster, $176; Dodge tour- FOR BALE At a bargain, five secondImperial Hotel, phone COS.
PAINT. H. B. Watklns. phone Hlfl-JPhone 141 J 8.
hand Pool tablea and nn. hl!llAt-- tnhla. WANTED
Roof Kotsr: Roof Cement, stops leaks. RED POULTRY YARDS
Beware of a Persistent Oold.
ing car. $400. 118 West Cold
Dressmaking, by day or At
Thoroughbred
In first-clatwelve-foMohair
one
also
When a cold hangs on week FOR SALE A Hudson Super-Si- x
condition;
top dressing; Plymouth Cottage
home. Mrs. Raker, phone 1130-S. C. R. I. Reds, Ringlet Barred Rocks,
for
PERSONAL
fountain, A- -l condition. In HEMSTITCH INO.
Paint; Valspar Enamels, for automobiles cockerels, pullets, hens and pens for breed- after week or when you contract a 81.000.00. This Is a fine oar and In quire soda
129 West Sllvel
pleating. Williams' Mi- Barber tor
Satisfaction n g. 413 West At lantlo. phone 1483-homes.
Phone Homestead Floor Paint
too South Broadway, ph 1073-fresh cold before you are over the fine condition and is worth more money FOR at
private
llinery,
1421-- J
Tw.i-ator- v
ThOB. F. Keleher Leather Cv. "MOUNTAIN
assured
BALE
reasons make Ita aale at
brick rooming
VIEW" 8. C R. I. Reds.
first one, there is great danger of Leitltlmata
sacrifice
house and residence combined, on large DRESSMAKING Ladlea' tailoring, eve- VIOLIN 'eesons by a French violinist 408 West CentraL phone 1067-necessary.
Gober, Short ft
won twenty ribbons January, 1921; a
some germ disease getting a etart sober.
ning dresses, beading and embroiderot near buslnesa aeUlon: room for a
Phone
1681-$33 South Broadway, phono
now
FOR BALK A limited amount of the superl lot of cockerels and cock
1826-Phone
ing.
The average conin your system.
buslneaa building; a bargain at $8,800;
WCSTbOL'N "
Dally.
YOU WISH to iearn Spanish with
following varieties of pure line spring ready for sale; bred from my finest ex
FOR SALE Furniture
pan terms. J. A. Hammond. 324 East PLEATING, accordion, aide and box; DOteacher'
sumptive will tell you that "I had
Arrive.
Train.
hibition matlnxs; visitors welcome.
Depart- C
L nora. DeRodl.
wheats;
Baart.
born
In
..nd
Early
raised
f
Spain?
mali
North
816
orders. N. Crane.
1
a hard cold last winter that was FOR SALE Furniture, by the piece or aft Silver.
No.
7:30
The
...
23
Scout
P.
pro 1:30 pro
North
Hay.
Red
1007
fiance,
alao
High.
and
Kubanka:
North Second.
Marquis
314,
Seventh
Crane
Apartmenta,
8
phone
30
BUSIN
am
No.
followed by a bad cough that I
ESS FOR BALE
II 00 am
tabllshed
Old
together, lit Bauth Arno,
proof, Ferguaon No. 71, and Texas MT ENTIRE stock ot g. C. R. I. Reds; No. T Calif Limited lv
WANTED Private pupils; teichoi haa ruat
Red Oats. Wheat 8tio per pound; Oats,
have not been able to get rid of," or FOR SALE 10x10 tent, Viator phonoFargu Fast 10:60 am 11:30 am
....VMllll WUDIIIVast, IUUUIVU JIl IIIUALs, ORDER Xmaa gifta now; bags, lamp
hens, pullets, cocks and
cockerels:
BDeclal training tor prlmnry grad,a.
Will
shorten,
china
13
33
am
No.
I The Navajo
1:00 am
lell for valu nt tmprov-- t nenti i.lnn
2H" per round. Thla Is all recleaned. breedln. pea or singles; purs bred a P.
painting, embroidery 21 Ntrth
qomething to that effect. Why
tattresses,
graph, beds, new cotton
High, phone U83-- J
1801
Eaat
Phone SS1-SOUTHBOUND.
for aellltiv. If liittrcKfd n stencilling.
pedigreed seed.
Department, Hays stock, backed by generation ot
take the chances of such a result Morris chair, wardrobe, shot guns, rifles, Good rennnii lirnnneilllnt,
STUDY FRENCH with aFreneh teacher" state College, NewAgronomy
Silver.
29
a.(1Jaiai
El Paao Exp
n.rftna
v
10:10 pm
v
Mexico.
Is a -- Dm
v "f vmi ni'u, aits)
'.
.n the N
In
used furniture,
beat
the
winners
325 Bouth box
shows
prls
,'
when Chamberlain's Cough Rem- also first-claEither class or prlvnte Instruction. For
638 Albuouerpu
11:30 am
No, 37 El Paso Exp
ORIOINAL INDIAN designs for emFirst.
conntry. H. B, Watklne. phone J413-.1edy, famous for Its cures of bad
EASTBOUND
particulars eall at '.22 South Broadway.
broidery stencilling; blouses, smocks or
FOR RENT Ranches
FOR BALE Two bard coal stoves, $S0";
1681-2
colds may be had for a trifle T ."
CARPENTERING
3S1-pnone
1301
3.10
8:40 pm
The
or
No
s
children
pm
olothea.
Phone
Navajo
MONEY TO LOAN
k
Hot Blast heater, $11.50; small
I CAN give mother's care to a small FOteS'WJWi..aaiJMs.aea,a'V,
RENT Ranch and range; abund
No. 4 Calif Limited 6 Oil pm 140 pm
PETTIFORD THE ODD JOB MAN. East Silver,
stove, $; oil heater, $3.60; three-burnWe HA VE llO.OOO to loan on "close-i- n
de
ant
graaa,
from
8
S.
healthy
good
water,
child,
No.
family
F
8:10 pm
permanent
ample
7:25
A special Japanese military mis-pm
Eight
a
Kind or work
Perfection cook stove, $ll;' many o'lrs-- s
rhune 187S-Ideal home and excellent training protection and winter browse; good rancn
Gober. Chart No. 10 The Soout
Albuqueraue property.
1:20 am 7:60 am
FOR RENT Office Rooms siring
on recently completed a study ot at bargain prices
228 Bouth
Second.
WANTED Odd loba oarpenterlng. paint-ltor child) no other children; terms rea- hnus and buildings;
ana uoror.
thousand
twelve
SOUTH
FROM
1 ne
German war office, and the
FoftRErT Room. "la "and J30," for oi sonable: references. Address Mother, acre of fin feed mostly fenced with MONEY TO LOAN On watches, dla- - No, 28 Frum Rt Paso 8 8ft pra
anrt roof repairing phone 1468-NOTICE
room on outside; twelve acres of alfalfa
etail of the .one-tim- e
purposes. New Ann Jo, phona 117. car Journal
powerful
BEFORE!
BU1LDIN5
monda. guns and everything valuable
No 30 From El raa. 7 on am
or having your or flee
call room 3.
.
with water right: thirty-sigmile from Mr B Marcus.
v.ar machine.
, celen a 'th No, 1 1
house repaired, eall 354-818 South First
No. 80 connect
our figures
on good road, one mil
from
Gallup,
OILDB .SLEEVVB BLBCT3U CO.
ore right. No Job too large or ton small. FuR RENT Attractive
WANTED Ranches
office. steJin
i
for Cliivie, peco Valie" Ssaa City and
pestofflc and good school; one hundred MONUfy TP LOAN nn diamonds, watcaes n
furnlabed
and
heat, light
water
auppllei of ill kinds, due CARPENTEP AND FIN1SHE1 will be
Cast
con
Belgium is preparing to follow ELECTRICAL
and
gold Jewelry: liberal reliable,
acre improved land for dry farming
our low iverhead
w nan
Nn. 89 eonneel at 'loLn with No. 71
ot England ,. and to you
for another building within a Wright building, opposite postofflc.
the example
range and buy 1.000 or more cowa, at with room for
more farming. Oata, fidential Gottlieb Jews y Co . 106 N 1st
better prices on fixtures, lamps fewready
FOR RBNT thre very desirable "office actual market value. Write me, giving wheat, potatoeamuch
days; highest quality work guarancorn produce well. CONFIDKNTIAl loans on tew.lrv. dlaT frm Clevis en point east and eoiih
and
France, by entombing in some na- (Ira
We
eta
rooms
Plioui
dourer.
Adteed.
wiring, supplies,
Work by day or contract.
light, heat and water: will rent aefinite description and bottom prlc. Seventy-fiv- e
head Hertford cattl
for
mnnd
tional shrine the body of an
watches. Liberty bonds, plan ib.
1.30-1720 West Central.
dress Carpenter, oar The Exchange, 180 separately or as a whole. A. B. atllner. Thomas Heater,
general delivery, ihon aale. Reply at one. E. Z. Vogt, Raman. sut 'm.Jilles
Lowest 'rates,
Rothman's
Belgian soldier.
41K-Wast Quid, phone nil.
JN.
SUM Wait Central, phene 121.
M.
HI South. First, Bunded lo la state.
THIS AFTERNOON, FROM I
P. M. TO S P. M. WB WILT
ALL BE AT UNIVERSIT
FIELD WATCHING THE

J.
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"LOBOS"
and

"WILD CATS"
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FREE

TODAY

A rnlte of Crrmfi Oil Soap. 8 bars Crystal White Soap, 60c
ami a cake of the C'reme Oil Soap with It free.
Our big Saturday Special, those pound boxes of high grade

and finality and guaranteo

We give you service

Chocolate Candy for
5c
Kor the guests .Tevno Bread.
$3.M)
Now a box of I'ancy Konian Beauty Apples, only
$3.10
Belleflowcr Apples, due today, box
California Valencia Oranges, last shipment of the season
60c
due today, dozen
You know we are strong on Olives, bulk, green and ripe.
Built, Sweet and Sour I'iekles.
Nice Grapes, Bartlett Bears. Slicing Tomatoes, Grapefruit,
Cranberries. Head Lettuce .Celery, Ktc.
50c
Estancia Butter, fresh yesterday, lb

Turkeys, Bucks and Geese

and IVCOD

COAL

FOR

every order.

PHONES

4

Jt Our

THEATRE

THANKSGIVING

Our Turkeys are corn. fed, home killed and dry
picked. Phone your orders early, we will deliver
at your convenience.

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
5

Trucks Bring Comfort to Tour Home

.... CHOICE

KANSAS CITY MEATS
Pork, Veal, Etc.

ft

ROBERT JONES

.........

Coal and Bomb Walter
Phone
S7t

815 Marble Avrnne

Phone

HIGHLAND MEAT MARKET

The Highest Cradle Macaroni

Skimmers

Egg

$1.00 a Gallon

Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

I.

HALL'S

PHARMACY

ROYAL

Now Is the Time to Prepare for That
Thanksgiving Dinner We Have Everything That You Will Need.

in "BISBAELI"
From his celebrated stage success by
Louis N. Parker;

COMEDY
1'RICES

ADMISSION

Have Yon Listed Your Rooms for the Teachers' Convention?
If Not, I'lionc Hip Chamber of Commerce 43.

I

DiamondS
At Reduced

Taxi & Baggage

158

15S

TURKEYS
Order your Thanksgiving Turkeys early.
Free range, corn fed.

OTHtilAN'S

2404-R-

Pbonc 01

117 b. Eirsl St.

J.

(

Il l l:t K l ltU SHOE

I'bnnr

3

Mll--

frrr

('nil

nd

Hnalh

J'hune.

2403-J-

40 lbs.
9

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00

American Beauty
Macroni or Spaghetti or Noodles
$1.00
.$1.00
12 cans Council Pork and Beans
$1.00
6 cans Empson's Pumpkin
55c
None Such Prepared Mincemeat, can
None Such Condensed Mincemeat, pkg
Heinz Plum Pudding, large size
$1.00
Heinz Fig Pudding, large size
$1.00
60c
Heinz Plum Pudding, medium size
60c
Heinz Fig Pudding, medium size
12 lbs. Navy Beans
$1.00
18 lbs. Pinto Beans
$1.00
8 lbs. Lima Beans
$1.00
14 lbs. Fancy Rice
.....$1.00
We carry
Do your Thanksgiving shopping early.
everything needed in preparing and making your
dinner a success.
If you are undecided on the quality of any item
we will gladly tell you.

Raisins
Orange Peel
Glaced Cherries
Pickles
Relishes
Yams
Canned Vegetables
Seal Brand Coffee

Citron
Lemon Peel
and Pineapple
Olives
Spices
Canned Fruits
Cactus Butter
Red Star Flour

Cranberries

Bananas

Our Fruit and Vegetable Department is complete
with all the friuts and vegetables the market affords
We Deliver Your Order for 10c. Why Pay More?
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE
Twenty-si- x
years of high quality and low prices.

llr

SALE BY OWNERl
five room, modern bungalow In excellent, location
Fourth ward. A flno home
or good business Investment
Address L. M., care Journal.
FOR

Fresh Country Pork

The mountain resort for health-seekemeans
of moderate
Just east of Albuquerque
Rates reduced. Phone 490-Write
Arch Howard, Tijeras, N. M.

1915--

Fresh Lump Lime
In
Bulk Best on the Market
SCPEIUOR WHITE LIME CO
Warehouse
Coal Supply & Lumber Co.
I'honca 4 and 5.

DIME DANCE
Tonight
ARMORY
Sandstorm
Orchestra

FOGG, The Jeweler
Expert Watch, Clock and Jewelrv
Also Engraving.
All
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite
Phono 90.VJ.

122 S. 4th St.

Urn trlhs9e Wfe ikssp

0

1

'

l

lt

aruHfo

Inter-SfateAt-

T0&1

SAUTSGH1
in

A Western Drama, Complete in Two Paris
REGULAR PRICES

SHOES
for Thanksgiving
This season of joyous Thanksgiving, when families
and their friends meet to enjoy together its round
of pleasure, finds us well prepared to fill all your
requirements in the way of choice footwear.
Let us dress your feet for the occasion and then,
whether you eat your own turkey or your friend's
you will be proud of your shoes.
We have the best of footwear made for men,
for women, and for children footwear that will
make the whole family thankful.
$3.50 to $8.50
$3.00 to $10.00
$2.85 to $7.00
$1.85 to $3.50
85c to $2.50

for men, from
for women, from
for boys, and girls, from
for children, from
for babies, from

Shoes
Shoes
Shoes
Shoes
Shoes

Footwear priced as reasonably as good quality
will permit .

15
w.

nj jv..

--

i

k

m

04
west Central

m

-'

m-

?1

Ave- -

0.
501 North

Phone

K.

First

421 South

Phone

29-- J

SPECIALS FOR TODAY
Veal Shoulder Roast, lb
Veal Rump Roast, lb
Pork Ham Roast, lb
Pork Shoulder Roast, lb
Fresh Side Pork, lb
Pork Chops, lb
Armour's Star Hams, (whole) lb
Chuck Roast, lb
Shoulder Roast, lb
;
Short Ribs, lb
Brisket Boiling Beef, lb
Prime Rib Roast, lb
Home Pork Sausage, lb
Hamburger, 2 lbs. for
Hens, dressed, lb...
Fryers, dressed, lb

Rossiter - McConnell
OESIGXERS AND BUILDERS
lobhlnc promptly atunded to
Cement work and floor nandinp
Phone 945. 211 West Gold.

STATE
STATE

Our Merchandise
Is the highest grade obtainable
for the price and every article
we sell Is fully guaranteed.

j

Wisemans Watch Shop

215

SOUTH

SECOND

STREET,

We Are on the Job
Your Trunk Hauled for

25 Cents
205 South First Street

1

Call Albuqncrqnc Transfer Co.
I'lionc B43.

j

UNIVERSITY

OF

ARIZONA

UNIVERSITY

OF

NEW

vs.

MEXICO

UNIVERSITY FIELD, ALBUQUERQUE, TODAY
NOVEMBER 19, 1921, 2:30 P. M.
ADMISSION ONE DOLLAR
See this splendid spectacle, the" contending teams, the inspiring throng in the
New Grand Stand.
Also see the new Korber Wireless Station, the new Residential Hall, and
the Campus of the State University.
Buy Your Tickets Early, and Bring Your Friends.
,

:

20c
.25c
28c
24c
24c
30c
30c
13c

15c
12Vac

,10c
18c

.20c
, . . .35c
i .

..27c

32c

;

Genuine
No. 2

Greatest Football Game In
History of New Mexico

WRir.HT'S
'

i

IMik liars
No.

Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewelry, Gems, Laces.
TradhiB Post.
kJi,Hnn Building
Opposite Postoffloc.

MIT;

We deliver.
Phone your orders early.
Come and Select Your Thanksgiving Turkey.

eticContest

hl

Broadway

839--

WEEK

THANKSGIVING

RUGS

MAVAJO

wl

Mitels

J.

CURIOS

JiV

'

"THE DESERT WOLF

r

Best Danco Music In the
Southwest.

WE ARE IX B1SIXESS TO
PLEASE YOU.
Phono us your next order for
Chickens, Turkeys and Erkh
SOUTHWESTERN
POULTRY
COMPANY
Phone 814-Sorvlce
Quality.

ill mm

Will

i

new

Find Out About
Well Country Camp

Pure Sausage, Backbone, Fresh
Hams and Bacon and Pure
fjard, any quantity delivered

Phone

$1-0-

Tr"S?g5l Th Hlghert Grad. Macaroni

SAM-- :

All members of DcMolny arc
requested to be nt Masonic
Temple nt 10:30 Sunday morning to attend church In a body

New

WILLY-NILL- Y
J. A. Skinner

mod

Gold, tusi
nmpleiing. Call at
I'hone IIIIP M
(821 V

A Few Suggestions for Preparing the Dinner
Pumpkin
Nuts
Oranges
Grapes

OK RENT.
houses,
corner Ninth and Coal. Will
reasonable
on
sell one or all
terms. See F. H. Strong or L.
C. Bennett.
I'HOXES 73 or 145.
I'OR

Six brand

f.ve-rno-

25c

14 Sunbrite Cleanser
13 Palm Olive Soap
14 Creme Oil Soap
16 Sodate Soap
17 Crystal White Soap
16 P. & G. Soap
22 Polar White Soap
5 lbs. Large Prunes
13 pkgs. Skinner's or

,

litC.-W-

ei.-ep-

$1.00

Mince Meat
Plum Pudding
Shelled Nuts
Apples

Jail for appointment.
MRS. TKIiKV DEWIER. Prop
.
ROSi-iIV. Central
'hone

4

JMIH jlllIJI

28c
f .$2.40

n

I OK S.M.I
liV OWNER
lust finished six room modern
ore.ts brl.'k
nd now
t
modem
heat Both IP

Dellvrrr

15 Pounds GRANULATED SUGAR

masseuse

and

P. M.

UIIHmlM

MMMTWW

28c

Spaghetti and
Riff fl NiEdfM otherNoodle..
Sell 451114
Macaroni Product,

attendance Shampooing and
scalp treatments a specialty

it

LAST TIME TODAY

1517

:

TO

ADDED ATTRACTION

rr

AM) M'M'Hl'lt

nurse

Graduate

Phone

.

0IT-.-

.)

Potatoes. . .$1.00

lbs. Potatoes

It"

I,!"e ""I)

II U iMOft'lBU
till, CWIOB
All Wurk liuamritPfd
flinn
Month I lri.

cosmNcocs

The kind that pops. Figs,
Pop Corn, shelled.
Dates, Raisins, Prunes, Apricots, Peaches, Apples
Fresh Cocoanuts, Walnuts, Almonds, Brazils, Mixed
Nuts, Pinons.
We Deliver the Goods

MATHS

FOR SALE

With 'itiCs. Also
art) house or West

100 lbs. Potatoes. .$2.40
50c
18 lbs. Potatoes

117

HOME GROWN TVRKEYS
Shady Nook Hanch

HIIOI'
Nrmind

Fancy White Colorado Potatoes

,,KA'
VI II

MEUKATEI

Music and Jewelry Store

3

All

GROCERY

Whole Hams, per lb
Eacon, Sugar Cured, Slab', lb
Spuds, per 100 lbs
Sugar, 15 lbs

a

w

Shelled Pinon Nuts. Phone
B02. Fannie S. Spitz, 323
North Tenth.

WS

1124 South Edith

GEO. D. HAMMOND, Prop.
Phone 328
Corner Coal and Arno.

Quality and Value
Guaranteed.

Phone

FOR

Hash cltf
Garry

3

Dry sawed and split to suit your needs.
Phone and tell us your coal and wood requirements

me -

Prices

GLOW

MONTY BANKS Comedy
REGULAR PRICES

rt

GALLUP, SUGARITE, SWASTIKA COALS
ALL SIZES
CEDAR AND PINON WOOD

10-l-

b.

b.

Two-Pa-

AND

PHONE 35

Raisins, Currents, Dates, 'Citron, OrntiRe Pool, Hum Pmldlns,
Nuts (nil kinds), Apples, Oranges, nnnnnns, nrape Fruit,
Green Olives, lllpn Olives, Pickles, Mince Mcnt, Glass Jnr
Itrands of Canned Frnlls of nil kinds.
DEMONSTRATION D' MKRCHANTS' BIStTIT COMPANY.
Today we will sell nil cookies and crackers at bottom prices.
13c
All 10 cent size packages, two packages for
2."o
All 20 cent size packages, two packages for
SOB
t
All 40 cent size packages...
3."c
Chocolate Hon Hons, per pound
.
.
can.
2
.$1.55
can, 7Sc;
HOMINY
can, 40c;
. ...2He
per pound
Prepared Mincell'i-oz-Meat,
20e
.
can
Green Olives,
....r."c
T'lum Pudding, small can, 25c; large can
20c
Cranberries, while they last, per quart
This is far below the present wholesale, price of Cranberries.
$1.00
15
pounds
Sugar,

"SCAML"

Established
fire and miscellaneous Insurance agency desires
permanent connection
with first class solicitor who
Will make
knows the Rame.
attractive offer to right man
Address Inquiry to H. M. W..
care Journal,
Riving experience and references.

A

HEW STATE COAL CO.

ARLiSS

Wanted
Insurance Man

"BRIDE

Real

First Class

Highest

One of the Season's Greatest Pictures

REGILAU

Don't miss it If you enjoy
ROMANCE COMEDY DRAMA
ADDED ATTRACTION

SERVICE ECONOMY

QUALITY

FREE DELIVERY EVERYWHERE

STXSIIIXE

"ker mmm way

PHARMACY

'

phoxe so

A

In a REALART Comedy

SECOND and GOLD ,
riroxE 121.

"Service Counts Wo Give It"

Also

J. MIZE, Prop.
Phone 185

HIGHLAND

GEORGE

miss

Rather a startling statement from a maid to her naster
don't you think? But Ann knew what she was talking
about, for she wanted him herself.
"
And well, see it for yourself

ALCOHOL

DENATURED

SIMUt

isn't tlia girl for yon "

BELGIAN HARES, HENS and FRYERS
"If it is good, we have it"

Keep Your Radiator from Freszin

CRESCENT GROCERY

LAST TIME TODAY
CLASS IN EVERY WAY

HIGHEST

,

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H WARD

19, 1921.

November
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3

No: 4.

$1.50
$2.50
$2.75

These are regular.
prices

COMPARF

WHITNEY

HA RBWASE

Phone 76

307 West Central Ave.

Phone 91

For

00. i

hur

GALLUP EGG
GALLUP LUMP,
Wood Kindling and Factory Wood
Combine satisfaction and economy by usinjr
Cerrillos Egg,- burns longer, produces more heat.
-

IIAIII1 COAL COMPANY

